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a2 Psuaaosls 
The Liverpool-based softco has built a reputation as one of 
Europe's foremost 32bit developers with games such as Wipeout 
2097. Edge looks at the company's next wave of titles 

4B m,111aurn, HOUBB 
Gamers who have been around the block a few times will know 
Sbit classics such as The Hobbit. Edge visits the antipodean 
company responsible, and discovers that a revival is afoot 

58 ff LOHIJ RIJSUfftJClioa 
The second, conclusive part of Edge's exploration of the 
emulation phenomenon sees games from classic formats such as 
the MSX. PC Engine, lX Spectrum and VlC-20 brought to the PC 

68 UitltJOfJBffllJ UiOIIJUCIJ 
The violent content of some videogames has long been a bone of 
contention among concerned parents and reactionary politicians 
alike. Edge examines the debate that simply will not die .. 
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• 
Saturn 2 details eme~, revealing an alliance between~ and 
3Dfx; Pentium II laun es and meets its rival, KG, from ; 
Microsoft and Intel prepare their push into the coin-op market 

14 Ill IIJIJII 
Edge looks at the thrivng amateur manga.scen'r, the Japanese 
approach to saucy software, and a new co,n-oP, ram arcade 
giant Sega which ,s about as unlike VF3 as could be imagined ... 

12 11r 111,r, 
The Japanese appmach to videogame advertisin~ in the gess 
comes under scrutiny, as well as a new venture y Lara raft 

Iii 1,1,,,. 
Edge's rE>gular look at the world of ~aming-related electronic 
communications is overhauled'liits ,rst new-look format reveali~ 
Nintendo's modem plans and wilight Lands, a new online RP 

IB nu•1111 
Simis wesents PC owners with SP9ce Station Simulator, while 
IBM o ers a UK-specific version of its World Book. In Books, 
'Halcyon Days' presents interviews with classic game designers 

20 II lldllllll •1111 ... 
After eschewin11i,adventure-style influences and tacklin~ a full-on 
action game w, the fabulous PC title Mato Racer, Ga ic 
developer Delphine is on a roll. Edge meets the men at the helm 

2B rr,sorssn 
Edge previews ~deck, G-Police and Colonk Wars from 
Pysgnosis, plus Gex: Enter the Gecko and Nuc ear Strike ,, 1,,1sorssn 
Nintendo proves once more that it groduces rmes like no other 
compan~ with the hjhly antic~ate Star Fox 4 while S'}uare 
delivers obol 2, an Bullfrog finally) releases dungeon eeper 

Bli lllflUIBW 
Edt looks back on the ~ame which made 3 D polygon graphics a 
wo ble pro~ition on Gbit consoles, Star Fox, ana examines 
another emu ator which allows coin-ops to be played on the PC 

BB 11,11,ru 
Edfce's CGI section looks at diverse ima~e)};,from Psygnosis' 
Co any Wars and Overboard, and T•HQ s x lmpena 2 

122 ',,, 
In a new column Edffe focuses on the video!e'me development 
scene, this month tea uring a re~rt from the omputer Game 
Developer's Conference in Santa Clara, California 

124 ,,,,,,v,sw 
Sega's Dynamite Baseball 97 joins Maximum Force and Marvel 
Super Heroes "' Street Fighter in Edge's coin-op round-up 
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THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

Black Belt: 3Dfx muscles in 
on Saturn successor 

Sega lines up silicon hotshot 3Dfx as a partner for its make-or-break successor to Saturn 

aturn w1 appen y t e en o 
1998, and it will use PC 3D 
technology, according to industry 

nsiders. Despite Sega's best efforts, the 
nternet gaming forums and chat groups are 
eeming with speculation and leaked 
nformation regarding the Saturn 2 project, 
odenamed Black Belt. As more details slip 
hrough the Net, a picture is beginning to 
merge of the proposed superconsole. 

o owing t e most recent spate o rumours, 
Edge has been assured by several industry 
ources that the system will indeed be based 
n the 3Dfx voodoo Graphics chipset and not, 
s previously suspected, the rival PowervR 
ystem from VideoLogic. 

Lockheed Martin, which has its own 
Real3D chip, was ruled out early on, despite 
providing the power behind both the Model 2 
nd Model 3 Sega arcade boards. This 
pparent snub by Sega will no doubt cause the 
imulation corn an to take a close look at its 

: the chips are powerful, but 
cost-effective in the 

where mar ns 

The Voodoo Graphics 
technology, cunently 
featured in PC cards, 
may power Saturn 2 



strict their coding sensibilities. 
one industry source that Edge cont 

xpressed those very concerns. 'It will t ro 
pen development to a wider audience, he 
dmitted, 'but the console world revolv s 
round making the hardware perform a well 
ossible. Anything that gets between th 
ogrammer and the metal is a burden ' 

Ex Lockheed Martin employees have 
speculated that the next Sega console 
will have a similar spec to Model 2 

he PC connection via Microsoft dovetails 
icely with Sega's own future plans for its Sega 
c range, and opens a useful development 
ateway between Saturn 2 and the lucrative 

Pentium market. 
nspace, which has recently completed 

PlayStation shooter Tiger Shark, has a unique 
perspective on Black Belt, as founder 

hoice of 3Dfx gives it access to unrivalled 30 
erformance at low cost, a ready-made 
evelopment community already familiar with 
he technology and a platform for expansion 
nto the ever-expanding PC market. Difficult 
rchitecture and poor third party support, 
roblems that have dogged the Saturn from 

aunch, are being addressed; but getting the 
echnology right is only half tt,e battle, as Sony 
as proven so well. Without a world-class 
arketing push, an early Sega victory 
ill be far from assured when the 

news 

JDfx In demand 

Total Immersion, JDfx 

lnteradive's developers 

program, has had to close 

its doors to any new 

members following 

overwhelming demand 

for the service. Those 

developers already 

registered have access to 

inside information on 

JFfx products and 

partners, a 

communication channel 

with other members, 

Software Development 

Kits (SDKs) and a say in 

future JDfx chip features, 

There can be few PC 

developers now that 

aren't either currently 

working. or considering 

working. with Voodoo 

Graphics technology, 
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news 

PC giants reveal plans to 
storm arcade market 

Intel and Microsoft reveai details of a venture which could create a major coin-op force 

rcade cabinet maker 
app Controls has 
eveloped prototype PC 
oin·ops (above), as 
as rival companr, 
anaho. Both wil play 
ajor roles In the 

uture of arcade PCs 

win behemoths of the PC industry 
Intel and Microsoft have announced 
full details of a joint initiative which 

ould revolutionise the arcade industry. 
Intel has produced a hardware 

pecification for an easily adaptable PC-based 
rcade machine, while Microsoft is committed 
o providing the operating system and 
vangelising the technology to softcos in an 
ffort to attract game development. To 
omplete the picture, arcade cabinet 
esigner's Hanaho and Happ Controls have 
igned up to build coin-op machines based 

o various game developers, chip 
anufacturers and arcade cabinet designers 

n an attempt to both drum up support for the 
rcade PC and try and arrive at a common 
pee. Since then, Intel, 3Dfx, Happ and 
anaho, have all jumped on board. 

Intel's concept for an Open Arcade 
rchitecture (OAA) calls for at least a 233MHz 
entium II, 32Mb of memory, a 3GB hard drive 
nd a Quantum 3D Obsidian graphics 
ontroller based around 3Dfx's voodoo Logic 
hipset. This would then be built into a coin-op 
abinet and equipped with a COM port 

ing 

It is important to point out, however, that 
either Intel or Microsoft are actually 
eveloping the Open Arcade Architecture -
hey are merely suggesting it as a possibility to 
rcade manufacturers and PC game 
evelopers. Intel's aim is to sell its Pentium 11 
hip to a new market, whereas Microsoft, of 
ourse, is touting its operating system and 
irectx APls. It will be down to companies like 
app and Hanaho to develop machines based 
n Intel and Microsoft's specifications. and 
evelopers to produce suitable games 

Plane Crazy is a flight 
racing game which 
takes full advantage of 
the DirectX5 software 
development kit. It is 
now being optimised 
for Intel's Open 
Arcade Architecture 



e unusual appearance of Pe 
ne cartridge which conta ns t 
'II require PC manufadu ers 

news 

m 11 renders 
entium Pro obsolete 

But chip manufacturer, AMD, already has a cheaper alternative ready to ship 

traight into existing Pentium Pro 
otherboards. Clock speeds at launch are 

33MHz and 266MHz, with the 300MHz version 
et to appear in the third quarter of 1997. 

The new cartridge packaging, which 
reduced pre-launch rumbles of discontent 
mong PC manufacturers forced to redesign 
heir motherboards and retool their assembly 
ines, has produced one unexpected factor in 
he Pentium ll's favour: its design will allow 
entium II system prices to be lower than 
nticipated. Gateway 2000, for example, 

ith a pricepoint of £1,600 excluding VAT. 
here are question marks hanging over the 
ew processor, however. 

Minor bugs have been discovered in the 
loating-point system and, although these are 
ot thought to affect anything but the most 
bscure software, Intel is working to patch and 
liminate them. But perhaps the most 
urprising aspect of the new chipset is that it 
enders the Pentium Pro completely obsolete. 
nee PC manufacturers start churning out 
entium II systems in any sort of volume, the 
onstruction cost savings brought by the 

he K6, which it sees as a Pentium II 
ompetitor in ballpark performance terms, but 
hich fits into a standard MMX Pentium slot. 
MD reckons that when running Windows 95 -
s opposed to NT - apps, such as games, K6 
achines will operate faster than Pentium Pro 

Cs and possibly even Pentium lls, yet should 
port price tags more akin to MMX Pentium 
achines. The lack of ancillary chips to 

upplement the K6 has so far precluded 
esting these claims, but the first K6 PCs 
hould be rolling off production lines 

Pirate pinched 

Software pirates may face 

stronger sentences after a 

recent decision in Leeds 

Crown Court. 

Aman who was 

arrested after a raid on 

his home by West 

Yorkshire police revealed 

gold CD-ROM 

manufacturing equipment 

and tbousands of copies 

of pirated software 

pleaded guilty to offences 

under the Copyright 

Designs and Patent Ad of 

1988 and the Trade Mark 

Ad of 1994, and was 

sentenced to .18 months 

in prison. The sentence 

was suspended for two 

years after the court took 

the defendant's personal 

circumstances into 

account but informed him 

that a further offence 

would result in 

immediate imprisonment. 

The case is hoped to 

bring about harsher 

sentences in general 

where such crimes 

are concerned. 

AMD's answer to 
Pentium II is the K6 · 
chip, already touted as 

· a faster alternative 
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Another Playstation 

conversion arrives 
As E3 approaches, key Nintendo partner Rare has lost staff to the land of the PlayStation 

Sony's•nalopie 

Pl.,sr.tlon Joyp11d .... 
i.unched In Jllp11n, 
m.llln1 n n.ooo (£15). 

SUrprlslnsfy, H -11 u 

offerlns the obvious 

8fflffllllU tfuit en 
•nalope control method 
.tfonls, the 'ped ..... 

built-In vlbrnlns 
meduinlsm, which -rks 
In • slmli.r m•nner to 
the Nl4 Joltlns Pede. 

thoup the physical 
effect Is much more 
subtle (chiefly because 
the lldlon Is pnemed 
uslns .,_, from the 
Pl•yStnion rnher tluin 
'AAA' betterles). 

The first pme to UH 

Sony's new ped ... 

lludrldo Blade (see E45), 

foll-.d by Tobal :Z, 

reviewed on .,... 10. 

embers of Eighth 
onder worked on 
oldenEye 001 (above) 
nd Kiiier lnsUnct :z 

he Nintendo publicity drive suffered 
another setback last month when six 

o ver Davies: We're composed 
ftware engineers (Oliver Norton. St 

atrick and Jeff Stafford), two artists 
Christopher Gage and Adrian Smith), a 

yself, a games designer. we worked o 
any of the titles that Rare released in e last 

hree years including Donkey Kong Cou try, 
KC2, Killer Instinct, Killer Instinct 2, Do 

hoice of storage medium. It's like building a 
errari that can only take one litre of petrol at 
time. cartridges place limitations on the 
eveloper and, more importantly, lead to 

raised prices for the consumer. Despite the 
laims that cartridge was chosen because it 

reduced loading times. I think that all but the 
ost loyal of Nintendo stalwarts recognise 

hat it was a purely commercial decision. 
Edge: Apart from the obvious commercial 
dvantages of developing for the PlayStation. 
hat was it that drew you to the system? 

programmers designed the PlayStation. 
Edge: What kind of games will you be making, 
nd how will they differ from the titles you 
orked on at Rare? 

OD: we're not placing any limits on the kind of 
games we wish to produce. we currently have 
a game in mind that we're working on. but I 
can't really say anything more at this stage. I 
hink our titles will differ considerably from 
hose developed while at Rare - they'll be 

more diverse. Whether we have succeeded in 



After months of 

speculdon, Amlp 

Technolopai..sflnlllly 
...... sold to us-bllHd 

Gmteway 2000, best 

known In the UK for 

menufecturlns PC dona. 

Altlloup the fl1111I 
flsu .. hu not IINn 
dlsdOHd.~. 

which ended lut yur 

with. - of Just 
-r SSbn end hu • net 

lncorneof-szso 

mllllon. Is understood to 

hoe bousht the 
compeny with ... Its 

UMls, lndudlns ... 
plltents, tnlfftnllrb end 

trede nemes. 
Rldi Snyder, Getewey's 

p...w.nt end chief 
open111nr, 1s kHpins 
tllMI •bout whet the 
tutu.. holds. '(This] will 
lltl9nSlhenour 
lntehduel pn,perty 
position end hnlprete • 
compeny ..... hu ....... 
ploNer In multlmedle 
solutlons end opemlns 
.,..._ technoloaY.' 

P'elro 'lyschtscheNo, 

........ ofAllllp 
Technolosles, .. -In, 
u hNd of Getewey's 

Allllpl ............... 

The truth about Nintendo's long-awaited storage peripheral emerges 

intendo has revealed further technical 
information about the N64's 6400 
storage device at a developer's 

onference in Seattle. The event, held in April, 
ttracted around 200 N64 developers and 
ncluded seminars on N64 game development 
swell as presentations by Alias, Multigen and 
ichimen Graphics. us N64 chairman Howard 
incoln proceeded to promise that this is the 
eginning of a new era of support for 
hirdparty software companies. 

As for hardware revelations, it looks as 

ncludes a built-in ROM with help 
1les for game developers and 
realtime clock. 

If all the proposed 
eatures make it into the 
1nal product, this could well 
rove to be the most 
ignificant new game 
eripheral of the last 
ecade. Whatever the case, 
oward Lincoln is certainly 
onfident in the N64's 

hough the 6400 will present developers with 
rable-ui"JWE!nll-seirerarHce'V<ll-ea,~IFt!'~"""""'i!rsseilteltmata~--:. 

e uired. 
As expected, each 64Mb disk als s a 

efinable amount of writeable space (pe ing 
t a ratio of 26Mb writeable to 38Mb rea atl , 

treaming audio data, but this should not 
resent a problem: the N64 is more than 
apable of producing polygonal rendered intro 
equences to compete with the pseudo
ollywood film efforts witnessed in many PC 
nd 32bit console games. 

As for the physical characteristics of the 
ystem, 6400 disks are around the size of 3.5" 
iskettes, but twice as thick. The machine slots 

nto t~e expansion connector on the base of 
he console and includes a tamper-proof 
ocking bay drive door which only opens when 

ominating Europe. Indeed, if sales had been 
o healthy, it is highly unlikely Nintendo would 
ave dropped the price by £100 merely two 
onths after the initial release. 

Whatever the underlying reasons, the new 
rice point will no doubt make the N64 an 
ttractive proposition to currently game-mad 
onsumers. £150 certainly puts the machine in 
he same 'impulse buy' bracket as its 32bit 
ivals and with excellent games on the way, 
intendo's position at the front of the 
ideogame pecking order is well 

news 

64DD disks (left) are 
twice as thick as floppy 
disks and hold 64Mb . 
of information 

S.msung hu purchesed 
JDO's herdwe .. systems 
business for szo million 
in cesh. The Kornn glent 
will form • new comp•ny 
besed in Silicon Velley 
focusing on multlmedle 
systems end 
semiconductor producb. 

The dul follows the 
s100m licensins of :SDO's 
M2 technology to 
Metsushlta 18 months 

ago, and increases JDO's 
cepitlll In order to 
complete Trip Hewldns' 
vision of movlns t-rds 
• sottw ... company. 

While both compenies 
hed orlgl1111lly thought of 

a Joint venture with uch 
partner investlns s:so 

million, It••• decided • 
seies trensection -• 
prefentble, ellowlns the 
companies to concentrete 
on their indlvlcllllll 
prolects. The dul hu 
...... signed but Is 
pendins approve! from us 
•nd Korun governments. 
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out there 

(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

surreal in Japan 

W estern videogame adverts are often 

rather obvious affairs, relying on 

screenshots and prerendered characters 

rather than clever imagery to get the message 

across. In Japan, however, game publishers 

take a rather more surreal course - even with 

their highest-profile releases. 

A case in point is the recent campaign for 

Star Fox 64. This is one of the most eagerly 

awaited games of the past three years, and, 

considering the strength of the visuals, it 

would have been easy to show a couple of 

shots and leave it to the reputation of the 

original to sell the product. But no. The 

adverts featured Japan's current top pop 

sta rlet clutching a joystick while dozens of 

youths queue expectantly behind her -

presumably for a copy of the game. The idea 

may well have been an attempt to make the 

title look like a fashionable item, popular with 

cute pop stars as well as gaming otaku, it 

could also just have been titillation (Japanese 

game mags are full of pictures of female pop 

idols). Whatever the case, it's the use of a 

strong image, unrelated to the game, rather 

than a collection of screenshots, that makes 

the ad stand out. 

Weirdness in general is very popular with 

Japanese game advertisers. When Psygnosis's 

Destruction Derby premiered there, the ad 

featured a photo of two men in small carts 

racing each other in the hallway of a house. 

(Nintendd} 

More recently, Square Soft's ads for Front 

Mission Alternative admittedly showed a few 

screenshots but placed these under the 

legend, 'Wargasm'. 

Even hardware is susceptible to surreal 

advertising: a recent PlayStation campaign, for 

example, featured a selection of characters in 

various game-related costumes, surrounded 

by strange paraphernalia. A far cry from 'Do 

not under estimate the power .. .', etc. 

While British publishers continue to roll 

out bloody baths, disembowelled teddies and 

bits of animals wrapped in newspaper, their 

Japanese counterparts are amusing readers 

with interesting and innovative ideas. Perhaps 

there is something to be learned here .. 

Lara scores with Bono and co 
E dge has been watching the interplay between videogames and 

music develop for over a year now, but was completely 

unprepared for the latest incidence. Yes, Irish rock giants U2 have 

commissioned Core Design to produce exclusive Lara Croft footage for 

their latest world tour. Apparently the group are real fans of Tomb 

Roider and personally asked if she could appear on stage with them. 

The f75m 'PopMart' tour, which began in Las Vegas in April and will 

reach Wembley stadium on August 22, features the all-action starlet 

cavorting on a huge 7,000-square-foot video screen. At the end of one 

song, she is even pictured walking into the distance with Bono. Poor girl. 

And this is not even Lara's first flirtation with the music industry -

Eidos was planning to release a Lara Croft single a few months ago, but 
the project fell through. 

She shouldn't give up hope, though: as a young, beautiful but 

ultimately two-dimensional woman with little basis in rea lity, a career as 

the sixth Spice Girl beckons. Polygon Spice, perhaps ... 



EDGE SINGLES OUT THE WINNERS AND LOSERS IN 
THE INTERMINABLE BATILE FOR VIDEOGAME CRED 

(game on) 

Seattle's The Other Side network gaming arcade houses linked 

pods equipped with state-of-the-art PCs, headsets, surround 

sound and a multiplayer X-Wing vs TIE Fighter. Currently the 

most in-your-face videogame experience around. 

Your Pentium 166 is already looking a bit sad and you're sick 

of hi-res chug-a-vision. Bung in a 3Dfx card, boot up Mato 

Racer and you'll never look back. Sega and Intel seem rather 

impressed with the technology, too. 

Konami's PAL version of /SS 64 is a top notch affair - virtually 

indistinguishable from the NTSC original. Result. 

Leeds Crown Court, for taking a tough line on software piracy 

and sending an offender down for an 18-month stint in chokey. 

SIDPLAY, a SID chip emulation package for the PC and Mac 

(see page 97), shows game music designers just how much 

more inventive the craft's exponents often were in the '80s. 

Forthcoming games beginning with the word dark: Dork 

Project, Dork Reign, Dork Earth, Dork Colony, Dorklight Conflict, 

Dork Vengeance, Dorknet, Dork Sun, Dork Rift .. the list goes 

on. For God's sake, lighten up. 

THE Games' 'Get Into It' slogan for the N64's press and TV ad 

campaigns. Somehow, objects of desire lose their allure once 

you're told to 'get into it'. 

US console RPG translation experts Working Designs has 

decided to launch a videogames label called ... Spaz. Doh. 

NCL obviously doesn't care about its PAL conversions and 

both Wove Race 64 and PilotWings 64 suffer from thick, ugly 

borders and a noticeable drop off in speed. Nul point. 

If Square Soft USA's translation skills are anything to go by, 

Final Fantasy Vll's launch in the US on September 7 will let 

encourage US gamers to 'kick.some RPG butt' . Oh dear. 

Sega sticking its head in the sand while the Internet buzzes 

about Saturn 2. We know what you're up to. Or do we? 

· (game over) 

out there 
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DEVELOP.MENTS 

Twilight Lands 
-On, which bills itself as 'the leading 
online entertainment channel' for the 
Internet, may just have found the 

killer app it's been looking for. Bought in from 
Ice Online, whose previous efforts include the 
multiplayer Tank Wamor, Twilight Lands 1s a 
3D, first-person RPG in the tradition of EA's 
l 6b1t classic, The Bard's Tale, only with 
hundreds of simultaneous users. 

The game features a more advanced 3D 
engine than Studio 3DO's Meridian 59, with 
rooms on top of rooms, and six degrees of 

movement, allowing characters to look up and 
down and Jump. At the moment, character 
classes are limited to the standard warnor/ 
cleric/sorceror beloved of pencil-and-paper 
roleplayers, and there are presently only l 00 
'rooms' to discover, though Ice promises 
forests, mountains and deserts to follow. 

Unlike many online games, however, 
Twilight makes good use of the Net's unique 
attributes, allowing groups to set up clans, 
own buildings, chat, and even employ one 
another as mercenaries or assassins. 

Ice Online's Twilight Lands presents a 
first-person view of a detailed JD world 

The Twilight Worlds software is free to Entertainment Online members, and membership costs just £5.99 a 
month. For more details both on the game and subscribing to the service, visit http://www.e-on.com 

Modem confirmed for 64DD 
1roshi Yamauchi has at last confirmed that the N64's 64DD device will be modem 
compatible. He recently told Asia Week: '(64DD] will allow users to replace the original 
characters m games with new ones via modem and later by satellite communication. 

This 1s why we chose to use cartndges instead of CD-ROM which can't be written over.' 
This writeab11ity would make the 64DD superior to Saturn's Netlink in terms of web browsing. 

Sega's device has no cache so each time a page is referred to, it has to be reloaded into RAM. 
The 64DD could cache pages onto its writable areas making it quicker to access previously 
viewed sites. However, while it is confirmed that 64DD will work with a modem, it is unclear 
whether the modem will be included with the 64DD or released later. Question marks also 
hang over the speed of the modem (Netlink is 28.8k - anything less would surely be unwise), 
and the nature of online gaming the system will support (peer-to-peer or true Internet). 

The 64DD storage device is due out in Japan by Christmas. Nintendo can be found at www.nintendo.com 

DirectPlay away 

Zelda u could be one of the first 1ames to 
take advanta1e of 64DD's modem connection 

rev1ously, to make a title compatible with modem, serial, Local 
Area Network and Internet play, programmers had to write 
different code to address each of the communication protocols 

accurate performance characteristics to the application and let 1t deode 
the best strategy for messaging,' says program manager Ajay Jindal. 

involved (TCP/IP, IPX, etc). As part of its new DirectX 5.0 SDK, however, 
Microsoft has announced a solution designed to help developers create 
online games without having to go through this timewasting procedure. 

D1rectPlay forms a bridge between the developer and the various 
types of networks, effectively making the idiosyncrasies of each different 
communications link transparent. In this way, developers don't have to 
worry about addressing the individual nuances of those protocols 
(which can take weeks of coding) - they just write to DirectPlay and it 
does the rest Additionally, DirectPlay has an open service provider 
architecture allowing custom protocols to be plugged in under 
directplay, like ATM, ADSL, etc. The new API also simplifies online 
gaming sites' lobby services (ie where players meet to play games, see 
high scores, JOln tournaments, etc), so things are made easier for the 
user at home as well as the developer. Microsoft 1s keen to point out, 
however, that DirectPlay cannot solve the problems of latency and 
bandwidth inherent on the various networks - 'At best ,t can supply 

More information about the DirectX 5.0 software development kit, including 
DirectPlay, can be found at Microsoft's own website at www.microsoft.com 

According to Microsoft, DirectPlay, currently available 1n Beta form, 
has already been adopted by a number of developers including Sega 
(Sego Rally), EA (NBA Live '97) and Activision (A· I O Cuba). 

Plus, several online gaming providers - including Mpath, America 
Online's lmagiNation Network and the Microsoft Internet Gaming Zone, 
Inc - are supporting the intiative. 

Monster Truck Madness is one of Miaosoffs own titles currently 
bein1 used to test DirectX 5.0 and components like DirectPlay 
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num1111;a A meeting point for media capitalising on 
the digital entertainment revolution 

s the stuff of science fiction becomes reality, Mans brings astronomical 
dreams to the PC with a stunning VR exploration of a space station yet to be 
built. This month's electronic devices are true celebrations of the new Space 
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No 14 

Age, with a pocket-sized device you can use for e-mail and databases on the move. 
Meanwhile, digital-audio revolutionaries like Skint, Distance and Plat1pus offer £ 
discerning listeners the most modern soundtracks around. 

Space Station Simulator which rather hampers the experience. 

pace nut PC owners may well have come 
across Maris before, perhaps via its mind
blowing (and mind-blowingly difficult to get 

to grips with) virtual reality astronomy program 
Redshift 2. That title let users travel through time and 
explore the night sky from different parts of the world, 
hitch rides on the comet Hale Bopp as it passed the 
Earth and so on. and it was mathematically rigorous 
enough to satisfy even professional astronomers. 

Space Station Simulator is a great way of 
exercising those childhood dreams about becoming 
an astronaut, without having to brave space sickness 
or becoming super-fit, joining the us airforce and 
hoping for the best. 

Space Station Simulator, the company's latest 
CD-ROM, is just as impressive in technical terms. and 
its subject matter has even wider appeal: it covers 
the International Space Station, a complex dedicated 
purely to research, which hasn't even been built yet. 

Don't fret. though - this is not some crappy 
pictures-and-text educational multimedia effort. SSS 
lets you assemble your own space station (using the 
various multi-national components of the ISS) in Lego
like fashion, then fioat gracefully through it. The 
finished representation is so realistic that it is being 
used to familiarise the astronauts who will populate 
the real thing. 

It also lets you indulge in a spot of space-walking, 
connect to the Internet for an update on the real (as 
opposed to virtual) project's progress. explore the 
projected launch sequence of its various 
components, and glean all sorts of information about 
what life for its inhabitants will be like suspended in 
space. It's a brilliant guide to a complex and 
specialised subject. 

Ultimately, Space Station Simulators appeal may 
wane before that of. say, X-Wing vs Tie Fighter, but it 
makes most of the other multimedia CD-ROMs look 
like so much orbiting space junk. And it's one of the 
few items of software in existence which actually 
makes use of an MMX Pentium PC. Although SSS will 
run on a non-MMX PC, it does rather chug along, 
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kint Records has more than come up with 
the goods 1n this. the second part of 1ts 

'Brassic Beats' compilation. With some of the 
label's finest artists behind the wheel, every track 
on this album exhudes quality and ong1nality in 
its own nght. From the fantastic b1g bass beats of 
Fatboy Slim and Hardknox ('Michael Jackson' and 
'COz I Gan') to the ingeniously put together 
scratch and hip-hop of Cut la Roe & Bassbin 
Twins ('Post Punk Progression & 2 Turn tables' 
and 'a crate of skint'). This album 1s a quality fix 
for anyone with classic breakbeat or hip-hop 
addictlOO. Buy It. 
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sk any proponent of electrornc music 
about Lee Perry and they'll tell you he's a 

qU1ntessential influence. Along with many Black 
Ark cohorts, he was making brilliant ambient dub 
while the likes of The Orb and Underworld were 
following their mothers around sa1nsbury's. To 
acknowledge this respect, Island has re-released 
a few claSSic Perry-produced albums including 
this one from 1976. It is testament to Perry's 
creat1v1ty that the big beats, rumbling bass 
sounds and distorted rhythmns which fill 'Super 
Ape' were created without a modern sampler in 
sight. lnspirauonal. 



• G Whalt watches • £50.£150 
• Casio • Available now 

G-Shock/ G-Whale 
asio will introduce only 1,000 
of these Whale versions of 
the chunky and styish 

G-Shock and Baby-G watches to the 
UK market, but they will be well worth 
tracking down. 

When the watches' backlights are 
turned on, the G-Shock version displays 
an imprint of a whale breaking out of 
water, while the Baby-G model shows 
one of six random whale animations. 

Both offer the facility to store 
personal details, including your name, 
address, phone number and even 
blood type. 

The watches were commissioned 
to celebrate the 6th International 
Dolphin and Whale Conference, and a 
portion of the sales price will be 
donated to the conference. 

These are watches are for the 
conscience, then, as well as the wrist. 

G-Whale watches UsK>, tef 0181 4509131 

• PCM-I • Prict: TBA 
• Sharp • Ava1lablt July 

nu Medla 

Mobile Communicator 
okia's 9CXXJ (a cross between a 
handheld PC and a mobile 
phone) never quite lived up to 

expectations for two reasons: it retailed 
at a cool £1,500, and its excessive bulk 
rendered it unattractive as a mobile. 

Although its price has not been 
announced, Sharp's PMC-1 will at least 
address the 9CXXJ's other problem. It's a 
PDA/mobile which is actually the shape 
of a mobile, but features a touch
sensitive screen rather than the usual 
keypad for dialling. 

Although it can't be used to surf the 
Web (an ideal which has proved 
impractical with such devices), users 
can send and receive e-mails, create 
tables and text files, and manage a 
database of appointments and 
addresses. Just what you need - no 
more, no less. Destined to become a 
dead trendy item of gadgetry. 

CD-BOm ,£1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

World Book Multimedia: 
UK International Edition 

ery little has changed since the very first 
interactive encyclopedias began to pop up 
five years ago, as a response to the huge 

storage capacity of CD-ROM. The number of entries, 
animations, pictures and sound clips has generally 
increased, but often there is little to distinguish 
between different products. Perhaps this is why IBM 
has put so much effort into finding new angles to 
enliven the British version of its best-selling 1997 
world Book encyclopedia. 

After a couple of hours' study, it is clear world 
Book can be split in two: things it does brilliantly, and 
slight disappointments. In the former category come 
the detailed, authoritative entries, the number of 
pictures and illustrations (8,000, plus 750 maps, 134 
videos and 44 animations) and an Internet link-up 
which provides access to around 1,200 websites. 

world Book is geared very much toward students 
and does everything it can to accornmodate them. 
The information is designed specifically with the 

National Curriculum in mind, for example, and adds 
'highlight' and 'sticky note' options so pupils can 
customise info for future reference. 'Time Frame' is 
another winner, allowing the user to enter a date and 
receive all the info relevant to it, making the cause 
and effect of historical events easier to understand. 
For those who are just curious, there's even a 'just 
looking' screen which displays a random collection of 
articles and pictures from which to choose. The whole 
thing is beautifully presented and intuitive to use. 

As for disappointments, the inclusion of virtual 
reality sections which allow the player to explore 
places like Stonehenge and the Eiffel Tower sounds 
intriguing, until you realise they are only a few photos 
joined together (perhaps a fully explorable, texture
mapped polygon model would have been too much to 
ask). There are no interactive games, as there are in 
Microsoft's Encarta, which would have added another 
element to the package . 

overall, world Book UK provides a stylish 
reference product designed specifically for British 
users. It wouldn't be completely accurate to say 
world Book makes learning fun, but it certainly makes 
many steps in the right direction. 
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nder the unnassum1ng surface of this 

double-CO comp1lat1on 1s a chlllout album 

of real class. CD1 (Highway) kicks off with Sun 

Electric's beautifully haunting 'Qua1la' before 

progressing through a comb1nat1on of classic 

mellow trance such as Rabbit 1n the Moon's 'Out 

of Body Experience' and SLAM's 'Emotive', and 

onto newer quallty excusions such as 'Ultra 

Violet' from International People's Gang. With a 

second CD (Landscapes) offering an even 

mellower, but sttll cheese-free, vibe, it's the 

perfect aural accompaniment to ease ,n those 

long Sunday mornings. 
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s one of the world's leading trance labels, 

Plattpus rarely d1sappo1nts. Terra Ferma 

(essentially respected trance duo Union Jack 

minus label bOss Simon Berry) takes a 

dancefloor-fnendly approach ,n contast to the 

'avm· 1t tripped-out terntory that most artists ,n 

this scene occupy. As such, 'Turtle crossing' 

meanders between never-ending 5asha-style 

epics ('Lunar Sunrise') and genuine quality club 

trancers ('FloaMg'). Apart from an occasional 

bOut of Robert Miles-style fluffiness, this ,s 

progreSSNe and, ,n places, 1nfect1ous. Worth 

checking out. 
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• C32WD2TN .• · • £1.500 ,· . 0 Hitachi Widescreen TY 
• H,rach, • • • Available Aueusr 

laying Mega Drive games on a 
• 14-inch portable was fine -

the resolution wasn't really up 
to being blown all over 28 inches of 
screen. That isn't the case with today's 
consoles. so why not invest in the best 
if you're to invest in a TV? Hitachi's 
new range of widescreens includes 
this NTSC-compatible 32-inch monster 
with Dolby Pro Logic decoding, output 
for five channels plus an output for an 
external AV amp. 

The set features Hitachi's 3DS 
surround system which is supposed to 
replicate a full AV set-up's five-speaker 
sound with two speakers. Surprisingly, 
it gives a distinct feeling that sound is 
coming from behind you. 

And when DVD gets its UK launch 
later this year, you'll be ready to view 
your favourite movies on widescreen. 

C32WD2TN Hilat;h, te4: 0181 849 2027 
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Digital Literacy 

est known for his bestseller 'The • • Internet Navigator'. Paul Glister here 
presents a profoundly confusing 

and disappointing book. 
The title suggests a look at the new 

forms of literacy which we will have to 
develop as the Web becomes a more 
important part of our lives. What the author 
actually does, however. is combine long 
ramblings about many Internet-related 
subjects with personal anecdotes, often 
losing sight of the central theme of the work 
- the importance of understanding the mass 
of data which bombards the Web user. 

Of course, it is very fashionable right now 
to write a personal account of online 
experiences and how they have shaped the 
author's life away from the keyboard, but 
Glister just doesn't carry this off as effectively 
as. say, John Seabrook in 'Deeper' (E45). 

People do need advice on how to use 
search engines and make sense out of the 
information that they present, but 'Digital 
Literacy' isn't that book. The irony of this 
meditation on Web confusion is that Gilster 
wandered away from the initial idea for the 
book and got well and truly lost himself. 
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rs hard to believe. but that beacon of 

Northern nightlife. the Hacienda. has 

been going for 15 years now - wtlich is all the 

excuse Deconstruction needed to come up 

wtth this huge collection, a genre-bridging trip 

through such dancefioor delights as Phuture·s 

legendary 'Slam'. Alison Limerick's 'Where Love 

Lives' and L'il Louis' 'French Kiss'. It's yet 

another homage to the classics, then. but one 

that's rescued by the club's adventurousness. 

Young MC. New Order and Deee-Lite squeeze 

,n alongS1de regular techno and house legends. 

No Happy Mondays, but otherwise ideal. 
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Virtual Pet 

fter so famously taking Japan 
.l by storm, the Tamagotchi 

('loveable egg·, literally 
translated) phenomenon is poised to 
hit western shores. 

For those who've somehow 
missed the blanket media coverage of 
the fad in recent months. some 
explanation of Bandai's novel toy will 
be necessary: when you buy a 
Tamagotchi. the block LCD display 
shows a small egg. An hour after you 
hit the button on the back it 'hatches' 
and turns into a small blob bouncing 
around the screen. It's now your 
responsibility to feed, nurture and 
clean up after your 'pet' so it grows 
into a strong, healthy creature. About 
a month later, the thing croaks, and 
you start all over again. 

Mad, but cheaper than a cat.. 

Tamagotch1 Bandai, tel 01469790944 

Halycon Days 

f Edge's two-part feature on classic 
videogame emulation (concluding 
on page 58) has whetted your 

appetite for nostalgia, then 'Halcyon Days'. a 
collection of interviews with some of the 
legends of the gaming world, is certainly 
worth a look. 

Here, the likes of Jeff Minter present their 
own account of the games they have worked 
on, and provide a snapshot of what the 
industry was like before the PlayStation was 
even a twinkle in Sony's eye. 

Many of the interviewees have gone on 
to gain fame in the modern gaming industry, 
of course, but their early careers offer a 
fascinating look at videogaming when it was 
a new frontier. These individuals laid the 
foundations for the programmers of today, 
leaving a legacy of work that is unfortunately 
often forgotten as technology has changed 
and evolved. 

The interviews are only available in HTML 
format on floppy disk, so you will need a Web 
browser to view the PC and Mac-compatible 
files. If Dadgum ever publishes the interviews 
in book form. though, a copy deserves to find 
its way onto every gamer's bookshelf. 
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entley Rhythm Ace's debut album 

starts off fairly low key with a melOdic 

and relaxed feel, but this is soon turned on its 

head with the storming near-classic Why is a 

Frog Too ... ?'. This is followed by some 
experimental beats and rhythms in the aptly 

named titles 'Mind That Gap' and 'Run on the 

Spot'. 'Bentley's Genna sort You out!' is the 

warm, mellow number you'll play repeatedly 

this summer. wtlile tracks nine and 11 are as 

groundbreaking as their respective titles are 

lengthy and descriptive. A wise buy for those 
wtlo crave a new cool. 
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ituated in the heart of Paris, 
Delphine Software International has 
consistently delivered quality titles 

earning them recognition as one of France's 
premier developers. 

Games such as Cruise for a Corpse, 
Flashback and Fade to Black all excelled in 
terms of technology and visual 
accomplishmen~ revolutionising the graphic 
adventure genre. However, with the release of 
Mato Racer, Delphine has entered new 
territory. For a company firmly established in 
action adventure games, an arcade-style 
motorbike racer represents a totally different 
avenue to pursue. Odder still is the fact that 
the idea for Mato Racer should emerge out of 
Dragon Blade, a sword-wielding action RPG 
game. Edge braved the Channel Tunnel to 
chat to Delphine's key members - project 
manager Philippe Chastel, project 
coordinator and technical producer Thierry 
Ciaerthner, and art directors Thierry Peneau 
and Denis Mercier - responsible for all of 
the company's major titles, about the French 
approach, Conrad, and their future projects, 
Dragon Blade and Mato Racer 2. 

Edge: Given Delphine's rich heritage of 
adventure games, how on earth did Mato 
Racer ever happen? 
Philippe Chastel: After Fade to Black we 
started researching Dragon Blade [a 30 
adventure game]. It's an ambitious and 
important project and when it started to fall 
behind schedule the opportunity for an 
intermittent game arose from fooling around 
with its collision detection program. This was 
how Mato Racer got started. The original ideas 
we had weren't working for a racing game so 
at the end of last year we decided to dissolve 
Mato Racer into what would be more of an 
arcade game which would give better results, 

time. This is when we started to work with 
polygons - in Cruise for a Corpse the main 
character was made out of polygons in 2D as 
was the case with Another World, which also 
had polygon backgrounds. 
Edge: Rashbock continued the movie genre 
and the Conrad character became fairly well 
known. How did he come about? 
Thierry Peneau: He was originally called 
Michael, not Conrad. I think it was the 
attraction of doing a science fiction game that 
persuaded Paul [Cuisset] to do it 
TCi: Wasn't it supposed to be based on the 
movie, 'The Godfather'? 
TP: That's righ~ it was. The original plot was a 
futuristic adaptation of 'The Godfather'. 

• udl e nce 

DM: We wanted to incorporate the Godfather 
character into a space adventure and 
eventually it became a space adventure 
without the Godfather at all. In fa~ I don't 
know if the idea of transposing the Mafia 
elements into a galactic system with other 
smugglers appealed to the studio. This was 
why Conrad was originally called Michael, after 
Michael Corleone. 
Edge: What about the character animation 
in Rashback? 
PC: We'd thought of using rotoscoping as in 
cartoons and someone had a camera with 
which we filmed one of us walking across the 
room just as an experiment We used Deluxe 
Paint and within a week we got pretty ~ 

preferred quality over quantity. Most peop 
ts and will work until they are satisfied wi 

particularly in terms of speed as 3D cards 
were appearing on the scene. This was new to 
us and the Windol!VS 95 version was also a 
first as was the idea of developing it in C++. 
As a 'resul~ we were forced to stop work on 
Dragon Blade for a few months in order to get 

· the whole team working on Mato Racer to get 
it out on time. 
Edge: Would you agree that one of your 
earliest games, Another World, really started 
the movie-style adventure genre? 
TP: Well, Cruise for a Corpse already had the 
basics of a cinematic approach that Another 
World took further. 
PC: Yes, but it wasn't made by the same 
people. Another World was developed by Eric 
Chahi independently from Delphine so one 
can't say that the cinematic genre started with 
Another World or Cruise for a Corpse. The 
research that went into both games resulted 
from finding ways of reducing the size of 
adventure games because these were getting 
too big for floppy discs that were used at the 
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:;: ..- convincing results. At the time, rotoscoping 
~ was very promisin& then of course motion 

capture technology arrived which we could 
afford due to the success of Aashback, 
allowing us to do Fade to Black. 
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Edge: How do you view the game now? 
TP: I still play it now and again. Maybe it could 
have done with a bit more playability. It's also 
a bit complicated; some of the moves are a bit 
complex to execute, but otherwise I think it still 
holds its own - in visual terms as well as 
having an interesting plot 
DM: There are certain games which age very 
well and which work well regardless of the 
technical capabilities of the machi(le. 
TP: Mario, for example, will never age. It's the 
sort of game that one always enjoys coming 
back to now and again and I think this is the 
case with Aashback. 
Edge: You mentioned playability - what else 
would you have done differently? 
PC: I think what Flashback was really lacking 
was a third dimension, as well as scrolling, 
which was criticised at the time. We'd really 
concentrated on the animation, which we'd 
perfected, and the amount of memory it took 
up meant there was not much room left for 
the backgrounds. It was also a technical 
problem. However, using 2D meant there 
were no orientation problems. When 
experimenting with 3D, one of our biggest 
problems was how to allow a player to adapt 
to a 3D environment as easily as 2D. So it 
might have been difficult to implement 3D at 
the time. But Aashback and Fade to Black are 
games which rely heavily on the strength of 
their design and plot - they're not simple 

contemplated doing Aashback 2 in 2D. At first 
by adopting the same side view as in the 
original game, then a top-down view as in 
Gauntlet, and also some pseudo-3D sections, 
before actually deciding to go for full 3D. 
Edge: Graphical finesse is something often 
associated with French game development. 
Do you see Delphine as quintessentially 
'French' in its style and approach? 
TC: We don't feel any different in the way we 
develop our games from the Americans or 
other European developers. Of course, other 
countries perceive our games as very particular 
in style but we are not aware of this as it's 
difficult to see it objectively. 
PC: Actually, it's very paradoxical because we 
live in a culture with all the latest Hollywood 
blockbusters, and everything that deals with 
sci-fi - we love it You won't see any of our 
games based on Jean de Rorette, for example. 
But maybe because we're French, seen from 
the outside our games carry distinguishable 
traits. However, this is not something we go 
out of our way to achieve - there's no 
intention of prejudice. 
TG: We just want to make games. 
DM: However, it's true that when you look at 
French game production in general, there are 
occasions when more emphasis is placed on 
graphics rather than playability. 
Edge: What do you think are the major 
differences between French, European, 
Japanese and American games? 
TP: In terms of playability the Japanese are 
gods, they manage to do amazing things. 
Super Mario 64, for example, is above 
everything else. 

g with 3D~ one of our biggest problems w 
pt to a 3D environment as easily as they 

arcade games that one forgets within five 
minutes of having played them. They have 
something that holds the player and makes 
them want to see what's next 
Edge: How difficult was the move to 3D with 
Fade to Black? What are the specific game 
design problems associated with such a move? 
PC: Well, just before Fade to Black, Doom 
came ou~ but we were so used to seeing a 
character that the first-person perspective 
bothered us. We liked to see the character's 
reactions - the movement involved when he 
pulls his gun out or looks left or righ~ for 
example. Maybe this is what makes our games 
more difficult to master in terms of playability. 
This is actually what we have been criticised 
for in the past - that we're trying to get too 
dose to films, we use too many close-ups. As 
a resul~ the adaptation time required for the 
game is longer than that for Doom. Also, the 
camera gave us many problems. We didn't 
want it to go into the walls, whereas in some 
games, developers don't seem worried about 
this. But it's something that really annoyed us, 
so we spent a lot of time dealing with it as 
well as the character animation. Those were 
our main problems. 
TG: Also, before switching to 3D, we'd 

PC: That's true of all Nintendo games. 
TP: Nintendo are usually very strong on 
playability and they manage to combine it with 
a strong graphical environment - at least in 
the case of Mario. In the US, things are 
different They have good ideas but these are 
sometimes let down by the production side. 
Generally, with European stuff one feels there 
is something extra, an attention to detail, but 
it's true that playability is sometimes lacking, 
something the Japanese have complete 
mastery over. 
DM: With Donkey Kong Country, for example, 
Rare created a game that is totally universal. 
Yes, there is Nintendo behind it, but as you 
play it you forget the publisher - the game is 
playable, with many qualities. I think a great 
game goes beyond questions of nationality; 
the player concentrates on the game, enjoys i~ 
and is engrossed in the plot I don't think we 
can generalise - there are several developers 
that are able to produce masterpieces. 
Edge: The 'cinematique' techniques 
employed in your products help with the plot 
formation of the games. How important is it to 
give titles that movie feel? 
TP: When you want to tell a story, you must 
have cinematic scenes, these are important 



What we have in Fade to Black are 
prerendered scenes. The next step is to have 
these scenes happening in realtime. This is 
interesting because prerendered scenes are 
totally visually different and therefore extract 
the player from the game. It would be 
interesting to keep the same visual aspect all 
the way through the game, incorporating these 
scenes as an integral part of the game. 
Edge: Surely developers must be getting 
close, graphically, to creating the cinematic 
sequences in realtime? 
TG: Yes, in fact it's already done in some 
arcade games or something like Final Fantasy 
VII on the PlayStation which has scenes that 
are predefined but rendered in realtime so 
that the flow of the game is not interrupted. 
TP: In Mario 64, for example, there are no 
cinematic sequences but every now and then 
the action stops and Mario indulges in 
conversation and it's fluid - there's no break 
up of the game, it forms part of it 
DM: The difficulty comes from the fact that it 
must remain a videogame. The cinematic 

quantity. I think most of the people at 
Delphine are perfectionists and will work until 
they are satisfied with the results. This of 
course takes longer than just leaving a game at 
a merely satisfactory level. This is why our 
production rate is lower than other publishers, 
but we're also a small team with limited 
means. Nevertheless, we've always agreed on 
producing less games and to try and make 
those as good as possible. 
PC: Having said that, we still have to make a 
living and we're not in a position where we 
can do something like Flashback every couple 
of years that would allow us to continue with 
other developments comfortably. This is why 
we're managing two developments 
simultaneously in order to reduce the financial 
risk. That does not mean that the 
development time is shorter. The games will 
take just as long as previous efforts, but at the 
end of the day there will be two products on 
the shelves. In any case, you can't ask us to 
produce a game simply for money-making 
reasons because we only develop a game if 
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aspect must be assimilated into the game 
without disrupting the gameplay so that the 
whole thing remains interactive. It must add to 
the game rather than take it over. 
Edge: Do you think that the odd qualities of 
your games limit their commercial success? 
TG: It's possible. We try to have an 
international approach when it comes to all 
'our games. We know that in certain countries 
our games have been criticised for being too 
complex, which was the case with the PC 
version of Fade to Black. This is one of the 
reasons why we simplified the control system 
for the PlayStation version. We are aware of 
past criticism and try to create a product that 
will serve the biggest possible audience. This is 
what we tried to do with Mato Racer - to 
have an arcade game that would be very easy 
to play as well as having extras such as the 
ability to pull wheelies, but the concept 
remained as simple as possible. 
PC: I don't think we have a 'Delphine look'. 
We didn't set out to make a game that would 
be orientated towards a Japanese, American or 
European market There was no market 
research carried out to make sure the game 
would work everywhere. We just liked the idea 
and so went ahead and did it Maybe this is 
what constitutes the 'French touch' that we 
mentioned earlier, but we do it because we 
like it - we're not trying to copy something. 
This has probably been Delphine's strength in 
the past but with Mato Racer we've learned 
that there are other things as well as the 
importance of the user interface, particularly 
for an arcade game. We're now placing more 
emphasis on playability so that the gameplay 
is easily assimilated by the player. 
Edge: Do you believe that doing fewer titles is 
the key to success? 
TG: We've always preferred quality over 

we like its concept 
Edge: Is this Delphine's underlying 
philosophy? 
PC: Yes, but of course this causes problems 
with the commercial side of the company. 
They'll want the game out as quickly as 
possible and we'll only release it when we're 
happy with it. However, they're aware of our 
passion for games and if we haven't got a 
particular level finished it's because we don't 
think it's ready yet and they trust our 
judgement - there's no real pressure from 
them to get the game out 
Edge: You mentioned Hollywood movie 
blockbusters and science fiction. What are your 
other influences? 
PC: At the time of Flashback we were really 
into [French-born comic-book artist] Moebius. 
TP: We really liked the stuff he was doing and 
in fact we got him to do the artwork for the US 
Fade to Black PC box. ' 
Edge: Where did the inspiration for Mato 
Racer come from - Manx TT, perhaps? 
TG: Not at all. It was very much something 

that happened by accident It was while we 
were working on the early collision detection 
tools for Dragon Blade and Microsoft's 
software, because the game relies totally on 
DirectX. Paul Cuisset had started work on the 
collision detection system and was also 
playing around with it to see how the game 
would work in a network set up. He had a 
simple model with cubes moving over an 
undulating landscape. We thought they looked 
like motorbikes and that was when we first 
had the idea to base a game around that. After 
many redesigns, we arrived at the version we 
have today. The initial concept was totally 
different from any other bike game so there 
was no inspiration or influence from another 
company's work. As we went along it 
eventually changed into something more 
classical in concept simply because our initial 
ideas didn't really work for a race game. 
PC: It is totally classical in terms of the game 
itself but it is totally original in its conception. 
This is where we can see Delphine evolving in 
the right direction. We have kept our originality 
in design and animation and we've learned 
about the user interface and the classic 
elements of a racing game. It seems to work 
well and we hope it will benefit the user. 
Edge: The replays in particular are very much 
like those seen in Namco and Sega racing 
games, though, aren't they? 
TG: Of course, we are all fans of arcade racers 
such as Rage Racer from Namco and the titles 
from Sega. We've all played them passionately, 
but we were not inspired by them for the 
replays. Once you place cameras along a 
circuit and film a vehicle travelling along it you 
end up with very similar results. 
DM: In fact, the first game to do this was Indy 
500 on the PC which allowed you to replay 
races from several angles, even before that it ~ 
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<II was done in the arcades with Daytona or 
Virtua Racing. 
PC: It was always our intention to get good 
camera views. This follows on from Fade to 
Black where we worked hard to get the 
camera right, which of course helped us when 
it came to Mato Racer. For Mato Racer 2 
there are even more cameras. 

The thing that's great about 30 is that 
you can put cameras where you wouldn't be 
able to if you were doing a film. The potential 

'~ 

graphics. There is only one way to really do 
this so we're going out on location to get 
realistic light readings so as to integrate them 
into the game. The lighting, shadows and use 
of colour will all be more ambitious . 
TG: In Mato Racer we worked on Windoll\lS 
95 and with 30 cards for the first time. As a 
resul~ we didn't use this combination to its full 
potential. So for Mato Racer 2 we have the 
time to extract all we can and add all the 
effects that 3 D cards allow to end up with a 
visually more realistic game as well as a 
technical improvement because we will be 
able to fully exploit the technology. 
PC: Furthermore, we're also working on 
character animation such as getting up, 
running back to the bike and lifting it up 
after falling. 
Edge: Will it use the same lap concept or are 
you considering stage-based gameplay? 
PC: We thought about this and decided we 
don't want to change direction. We quite like 
the concept of circuits and championships so I 
think we'll stick with closed tracks. But we 
might have the road splitting, offering the 
player short cuts which will be harder to 
negotiate but worth the effort if done properly. 
Edge: The 30 cards obviously offer new 
possibilities. Which do you think is the best? 
TG: It's difficult to say because we work with 

hindsight and experience from Mato Racer 
when dealing with exterior environments, for 
example. We'll integrate all of that into this 
new concept which will support network play, 
allowing several characters to participate in the 
quest such as wizards, warriors, priests, and 
elves - all of the typical characters of legend, 
each with their own strengths and 
weaknesses. But the emphasis will be placed 
on action and combat scenes with strategic 
management elements so that characters are 
used to their best advantage. 
Edge: Is the 30 engine an evolution from 
Mato Racer? 
DM: We always try to improve the engine with 
each successive game. Again, this is the case 
here, with specific technical advancements in 
terms of lighting and better visuals allowing us 
to do a 30 game with vast interior and exterior 
settings, all in realtime. 
Edge: Will you be developing for the N64? 
PC: At the momerit we have nothing planned, 
we're just working on PC and PlayStation, but 
we're not against the idea of getting an internal 
or external team to convert one of our titles for 
the Nintendo 64. 

As far as cartridges are concerned, I think 
it's a shame such a machine does not use 
CDs, particularly as from a development point 
of view it would be easier for us as we 
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is there to make games more powerful than 
movies. It's a new thing that I think game 
developers are beginning to realise and 
master. I'm convinced we'll get to the stage 
where players will be appointed to be in 
charge of the camera placement as things 
become more complex. 
Edge: What is your favourite arcade racer? 
TG: Rave Racer, in a hydraulic cabine~ linked 
to other machines. In Paris we only have a 
fourplayer version but I know that in London 
there is an eightplayer version. In link mode 
the competition is relentless - you never know 
who is going to win until the very end because 
the situation changes constantly. At one stage 
we even had a scoring system like in Formula 
One, but this created too much tension, 
particularly for those who were bad losers, so 
we had to stop it 
TP: Konami's Racing Jam looks fantastic, I 
can't wait to play it GTi Club is also very, very 
good - you really feel as though you're in a 
real town. 
Edge: How do you see the PlayStation version 
of Mato Racer turning out? 
TG: It won't have a link mode. Instead we've 
included a vertical or horizontal split-screen 
option for two players. We'll also concentrate 
on lighting effects that we didn't have for the 
PC version. There will also be two extra 
tracks, and the whole front-end has been 
totally reworked. 
Edge: How will Mota Racer 2 differ from the 
first game? 
PC: It will be more rea listic in terms of 

several of the manufacturers so we might 
upset one by choosing one of their 
competitors. We think the 3Dfx is the 
strongest, although it suffers from certain 
constraints that can cause problems. But in 
terms of pure performance, I think it's got to 
be the one. 
Edge: What details can you reveal about your 
next project, Dragon Blade? 
DM: It's a game set in a medieval universe 
with all the cliches associated with RPGs such 
as experience and damage points - but these 
will be invisible to the player. Our aim is to 
produce a RPG that is accessible to all, to get 
non-RPG players to undertake the quest It's a 
project we've wanted to do for a long time 
which was held up because of the PlayStation 
version of Fade to Black and Mato Racer, but 
that we now continue with the benefit of 

wouldn't have to deal with memory size 
restrictions. However, it's more dynamic, the 
result is instantaneous, but the price of the 
software is higher because of the format 
Edge: Finally, will we see Conrad again, 
perhaps in some new clothes? 
TP: [Laughs] If there's another Conrad game, 
he will be able to change his clothes. 
TG: At the moment nothing is definite, and if 
Conrad does reappear it won't be before 
l 999 or even 2000. Mato Racer 2 and 
Dragon Blade will be 1998 releases so we 
wouldn't be able to undertake a new project 
until then. 
PC: However, Conrad remains a strong 
element in the Delphine line-up and we have 
the possibility to do a sequel within the sci-fi 
environment that we adore - he's not £ 
dead, after all ... 
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Prescreen Alphas 
III o doubt fed up with the publicity·g. arnered by its 

rivals, both those with their own 'better than 

Quake' engines and those licensing the 
technology, id has released the first shots of Quake 2 . 

Though the firm remains tight-lipped as to the game's plot, 

setting and level designs, it's already obvious that the 

sequel to the best-selling PC game will represent a 

significant leap over its previous incarnation. 

By the time Quake 2 is finished, the entry-level PC will 

be a 200MHz Pentium, almost certainly equipped with a 
30fx card or similar. The Texas-based id has been focusing 

in recent years on technology rather than specific game 
concepts, favouring OpenGL over Microsoft's 030 API, and 

pioneering multiplayer solutions, and it can be counted on 
to push the PC to its limits. From the screenshots most 

recently released, a number of improvements are already 

evident. Realtime shadows and dynamic lighting effects, 

which were originally dropped from Quake, will feature this 

time around, as will transparent water, a feature that 

would have significantly enhanced the original game, 

particularly in the superb deathmatch mode. The monsters, 

too, that were criticised for being too basic (or even 'too 

brown') in Quake, are a generational leap forward, 
constructed from many more polygons for a greater variety 

of creatures, and fully animated instead of key-framed, for 
more convincing movement. 

The real challenge for id, however, won't be a technical 

one (all the special effects promised for the sequel will be 

de rigueur by the time the game is complete), but a 

creative one. Though Quake was untouchable as a 

multiplayer experience, it was sadly lacking in oneplayer 

mode, particularly when compared to its forebears, Doom 

and Doom II. John Romero, who recently left id to form 

development company Ion Storm, has said that all of id's 

pioneering titles are effectively technology demos, and for 

First shots of Quake 2: it's already obvious that the Quake engine has 
advanced considerably. Textures are far more detailed, as are creature 
models. This time around, id promises dynamic lighting, realtime shadows 
and transparent water (which should improve the deathmatch mode), 
and greater variety in the game's sceneiy. Some of the rooms (below) 
are breathtakingly huge, and the mood, as ever, is pure dystopia 
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Top Gear Rolly from Boss Game Studios is one of the next wave of contenders for the title of supreme N64 racer, which is noticeably lacking - and 
therefore badly needed - from Nintendo's current range of N64 products. The finished title will offer impressively realistic-looking weather conditions 

the real meat, gamers should wait for the sequel. If that's 
true, then Quake 2 could well fulfill its promise as one of the 
most eagerly awaited games of the year. If not, then the 

Internet, at least, won't know what's hit it come Christmas. 
compared to other platforms, the Nintendo 64 has yet 

to possess an adequate racing title, but things may be 
about to change with four new driving games destined to 
appear on the 64bit console. Top Gear Rally follows on 

from the successful Top Gear series for the SNES; as its 
name suggests, the Boss Game Studios' game 

concentrates on off-road racing antics, offering six tracks, 
nine customisable vehicles with two hidden cars, the usual 

three modes of play - tournament, arcade, and practice -
and variable weather. The latter is remarkably impressive 
in its realism as Boss has made good use of the N64's 

lighting effects - particularly the reflections off the cars' 
sleek bodywork - as well as including a high level of detail. 
The finished version will include a split-screen mode 
allowing two players to brave rain, snow and fog in order 
to race along the customary bridges and tunnels. However, ~ 

Lamborghini 64 (above), from Titus. These early shots show an impressive car model and fashionable Jens flare 
effects, but little else. Much of the scenery remains to be textured, though the light-sourcing and effects can clearly 
be seen, casting shadow, throwing one side of the car into darkness and recreating the half-light of dusk. No 
opponents have yet been shown, but Titus claims that players can expect a choice of another three supercars 
when it's released towards the end of the summer, as well as a wide variety of tracks and, of course, an analogue 
control option. Titus will no doubt be hoping that Lamborghini 64 will justify its Dream Team membership 

The PC gets yet another flight sim, this time from MicroProse. Falcon 4.0 
is at least remarkable for its scenery detail and engine, which should 
draw to the horizon without the need for excessive fogging effects 
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SF Rush is a promising and much 
needed title for the Nintendo 64 

Arguably the best features of lmagineer's forthcoming N64 title, Multi-Racing Championship, are its superb car physics model and handling routines. Drive 
onto gravel, and the the car skids, the rear-wheel drive pulling the back of the vehicle into a slide. Analogue pad and Jolt Pack support add to the realism 

~ the game will not restrict players to the track, allowing 

them instead to leave the road and explore the 

environment should they wish to do so. 

Micronet's EOS marks a return for the 
company after a prolonged absence 

from the gaming scene. The developer 
has tried to differentiate its title from 
previous shoot 'em ups by including 

obstacles for the player to avoid, giving 
the sense of 3D. Visually, the game 

boasts extravagant lighting effects 
combined with a high polygon count 

Lamborghini 64 from Titus, meanwhile, is a tarmac 

racing-only affair, featuring the Italian supercars hurtling 

along wide, US-style roads. Five racing modes will be 

offered and in addition to the Lamborghini Diablo featured 

in these shots, a further three cars are promised. At this 

stage there is very little texturing in evidence and the 

environment looks barren, something the developers will 

hopefully attend to before the game's release. 

lmagineer's Multi-Racing Championship continues 

the racing theme, adopting a rally-cross approach by 

incorporating tarmac and dirt sections into the same 

circuit. Its graphics are currently looking impressive, with a 
pleasing level of attention to detail (brake lights, dust, 

headlights, etc), while the circuits offer different routes to 

negotiate and hidden shortcuts for the player to discover 

will also be present. In the version Edge played the 

handling was great, with a completely different driving style 

needed to be adopted when moving from one surface to 
another (the Jolting Pack rumbling effectively when 

travelling over rough terrain). 

Atari's San Francisco Rush is also due to make an 

appearance on Nintendo's machine. The game is being 

converted from what was one of the first coin-ops to 

incorporate the voodoo Graphics chipset technology. 

Although it's doubtful that the N64 version will be able to 

match the arcade version's visuals, the game is currently 

looking early but should still incorporate the best elements 

of San Francisco's steep, narrow streets resulting in huge 

jumps as the player hammers around the detailed and · 

exciting racing environment looking for shortcuts in order 

to catch up with other competitors. 

On the PC, MicroProse is continuing its combat flight 

simulations with Falcon 4.0. The multiplayer game takes 

place over the Korean peninsula with the player taking on 

the role of an F-16 jet fighter in a series of photorealistic, 

According to Sony's marketing 
team, Crash Bandicoot 2 should 
differ substantially from the original. 
Levels will be less linear and the 
paths wider, although still slightly 
restrictive (left). Rather predictably, 
the platform game will again 
feature Crash's nemesis, the evil 
Dr Neo Cortex (far left) 



-

Blade, from Rebel Act Studio in Spain, already holds a commendable level 
of graphical detail, ensuring a realistic-looking environment. During fights, 

players will be able to separate opponents' limbs from their bodies (above) 

texture-mapped settings. MicroProse believes the graphics, 

combined with detailed models of F-16 avionics and 

weapons, could result in the most realistic flight sim to date. 

After a long absence, Micronet is back with a 3D shoot 

'em up for the Playstation. In EOS, the player controls a 
robot in order to defend his country from its violent 

neighbour. Although EOS resembles Ray Storm in the view 

it adopts, it will allow the player to slalom between objects. 

With a high polygon count and some impressive lighting 

effects, EOS currently looks like a promising July release. 

Work is already well under way on Crash Bandicoot 2 
(working title), Sony's follow up to last year's successful 

platform game featuring the orange marsupial. Early details 

suggest that gameplay has changed from a simple linear 

obstacle course into levels offering different paths to 

pursue. The story picks up where the original left off, with 

crash again having to face Dr Neo Cortex. New moves will 

be available and, of course, different enemies will have to 

be fought. The game is expected to support Sony's analogue 

pad in order to exploit Crash's new-found 3D freedom. 

Rebel Act Studio's PC title Blade, offering a fantasy 
world of polygon characters able to perform a variety of 

moves, is looking promising. combat with any of the 

game's many weapons results in wounds and mutilations 

making it possible to hack opponents to bits, a particularly 

effective feature if using the eightplayer network play. The 

pre1 creen1 

Acclaim's PC strategy sim, Constructor 
(above), T•HQ's Pax lmperia (top) 

Tantalus is responsible for the PC 
conversion of Manx TT, which will 

feature the now obligatory 3D card 
support. It has been pre-empted 

somewha~ however, by the already 
excellent Moto Racer 

3D world employs realtime lighting and shading effects. ~ 

Virtual Hiryuken from Culture Brain boasts highly detailed fighters and a 60fps frame rate on the PlayStation. The company originally produced lacklustre SNES titles such as Golden Fighter 
although if the recent demo Edge witnessed was anything to go by, it must have polished up its act. Whether the PlayStation really needs another beat 'em up is another thing altogether .. 
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:;: Aying Nightmares 2, from Simis, will 
: take advantage of the PowerVR chipset 
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Psygnosis is working on a number of accelerated PC 3D titles at the momen~ including this World War 2 fiight sim. It's untitled as ye~ but marks 
something of a departure for the company, more commonly associated with shoot 'em ups and racing titles than sims. Expect plenty of action 

By the time Prey, from 30 Realms, finally hits the 
streets, Quake 2 may be almost upon us. The game, which 
features technology and maps which look alarmingly 

similar to id's masterpiece, was due for release some six 

months ago, but now looks unlikely to arrive this side of 

Christmas. The wait may prove worth it, however, if the 

team can deliver on their latest promises. Prey, it is 

claimed, will run in hi-res 16bit colour and boast many of 

the features mooted for Quake 2, such as realtime 

shadows and transparencies, but the most significant 
development is its art. Instead of presenting PC gamers 

with yet another grey/brown maze game, 30 Realms looks 
to be drawing on its experiences with Duke Nukem 30, and 

creating a colour-saturated world that reflects the alien 

origins of the environments. The plot is rather original, too, 

with the player cast into a map to do battle with three alien 

races, the key being survival. 

The sequel to last year's surprise hit Tomb Raider must 

surely be. The follow up again features Lara croft but this 

time most of the action takes place outdoors - Venice and 

the Great Wall of China are but two examples. Rather than 

releasing a substandard follow up, core is making sure 

Tomb Raider 2 improves on the original; Lara will be able 

to crawl and climb ropes, her opponents' Al will be more 

advanced, graphics will be more elaborate, with more 

puzzles and more varied locations. A hot tip for 

biggest selling game at Christmas, then. £ 

Prey is already six months late, but could just be worth the wait Though 
initially just another Quake clone, the recent graphical overhaul has left it 
with a distinctive, colourful look that could lift it above the Unreal/Quake 
2/Dark Project pack when it's eventually released in the autumn 
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After the quality of 
Konami's !SS Pro on the 

PlayStation, Taito may find it 
hard to keep up with its 30 
soccer title, Super Football 
Champ, though the arcade 
original at least offered an 

enjoyable kickabout 
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Konami's Racing Jam, which uses the 
company's Cobra arcade board, continues 

to amaze with its near·photorealistic texture 
mapping and the true-to-life handling of its 

equally real ca1s. The night section (left and 
top right) is oarticularly impressive. Sega's 

own fabulous effort, Scud Race, could well 
have a rather close race on its hands 
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Rockman X 4 for the 
PlayStation looks like a return 
to form for both creator, 
Capcom, and the series. So 
far, 32bit versions have 
disappointed but visually, at 
least, this appears fabulous 

pre screens 

Having surprised everyone last year with the legendary Tomb 
Raider, Core's designers must have thought long and hard 
about how to follow their hit with a worthy successor so as 
not to tum what is arguably 1997's most eagerly awaited title 
into the year's biggest disappointment Initial impressions 
suggest they have taken the (few) criticisms aimed at their 
first effort and managed to improve most areas of the game 
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In-house titles Psybadek (top left), Colony Wars (left) and Overboard (above) provide a diverse 
range of gaming styles and prove there's much more to Psygnosis than simply flashy radng games 

While many look to Japan for leading 32bit console games, 
the creator of Wipeout is going great guns in proving that a wealth 

' of quality software continues to be born on UK soil... 

m lthough Namco and Sega have 
been widely credited with ushering 
in the 32bit age through the likes 

of Tekken, Ridge Racer and Virtua Fighter, 
Liverpool-based Psygnosis played a large 
part in recruiting western gamers to the 
cause. Wipeout, for example, with its slick 
sci-fi visuals and incredible speed, near 
revolutionised the racing genre, while 
Destruction Derby managed to create its 
own niche - the smash 'em up driving 
game - encouraging several imitators. 

Since this first generation of PlayStation 
titles, the company has published many 
more successful products - some from its 
in-house teams in Liverpool and Stroud, 
and others from thirdparty developers like 
Bizarre Creations (F1). It has also toyed 
with Saturn development and, perhaps 
more promisingly, embraced the PC, 
leading the rush to experiment with and 
successfully employ 3D accelerator cards. 

Edge recently made a whistle-stop 
tour of the company's many in-house and 
thirdparty teams to find out what is up 
their respective videogaming sleeves .. 

As for thlrdparty Input Psygnosls boasts Rascal (top) from 
Southport-based Traveller's Tales, FJ '97 (above left) from Bizane 
Creations, and Shadow Master from Traveller's Tales offshoot. Tales l 

Of the two Playstation titles 
currently in development at Psygnosis' 
Liverpool HQ, Psybadek is definitely the 
most offbeat. At first glance it looks like 
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The stunnln1 llptln1 effects and overall visual quality evident in Colony Wars (PlayStatlon version shown) are 
unsurprlsln1 conslderin1 that Its team comprises members who worked on both of the super-slick Wipeout 1ames 

just a standard boarding sim. but this. 
claims producer Andrew Bennett. is not 
the case: 'Yes. the characters ride around 
on hoverboards. but this is very much a 
quest-based 3D platformer. We're trying to 
create a game which fits that genre better 
than some of the titles we've already seen 
on the Playstation.' 

Instead of presenting the player with a 
series of tubed courses as in other board
based games. Psybadek features so freely 
explorable levels based around five 
environment styles - Jungle. Mountain. 
Technoplis. Desert and Underworld. The 

6Yes, the chiuc1der5 ricle around 
on tioverb.!)ards, but this JS ye_r..v r' 

mucn a quest-based platfbrme 

gam is also stacked full of standard 
platform elements. Platforms play an 
irnportant part. of course. but there are 
also teleports and wormholes to transport 
the player from one part of the level to 
another. and moving platforms which 
hover precariously above lava pits and 

spikes. Pick-ups and power-ups appear 
too. with weapons like magnetic mines. 
boomerang bombs and seeker missiles 
avai lable along with invulnerability and 
jump-jet power-ups. 

The way that standard platform 
features have been merged with boarding 
sim elements is interesting. As in. say, 
cool Boarders. the player has a range of 
tricks to call upon. but here they're not 
performed to gain points. they're used to 
knock out baddies. The better the trick, 
the more damage it does. 

Also notable is the manga-inspired 
design of the characters. bringing in a hint 
of Japanese game style. The player can 
choose to play as either Mia or Xako. both 
of whom are represented as cute 
teenagers. each boasting their own 
special moves. There is also a whole gang 
of other cute kids in the game. each 
needing to be rescued at various points in 
the quest - a quaint play on RPG themes. 

With such a large range of gameplay 
styles and influences. Psybadek could be a 
strong addition to the PlayStation's 
lacklustre library of platform titles. .,. 

The scenery In Psybadek (lDfx shots) is 
well-deslped and smoothly textured, and 
each environment style padually merses 
Into the next rather than suddenly changing 

pre screen 
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Missions vary from 
spyin1 to protectln1 
avilian aaft. so it's not 
all shoot. shoot. shoot 
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Overboanls camera 
angle can be altered to 
view the lush scenery 
from almost any angle 

Even Psybade/c's baddies and the 
scenery are cute, bringing to mind the 
godfather of platformers, Mario 64 

..,. Colony wars retains the 'futuristic action' 
tag, but moves into the territory of the 3D 
flight shoot 'em up. The plot alone is pure 
'Star wars': mankind has colonised five 
solar systems and 40 planets, and now 
has a tyrannical hold over many kingdoms. 
Fed up of this interstellar dictatorship, a 
few of the outer systems form a new 
'League of Free Worlds' (ie the Rebel 
Alliance) and set out to defeat Earth (ie the 
Empire) and its huge armada of 
spacecraft. The player naturally takes on 
the role of one freedom fighter and, in a 
series of spacecraft (scout. bomber, strike 
craft, etc), must choose a route through a 
tree of 70 missions. 

Producer Andy Satterthwaite (who 
previously worked on Wipeout 2097) is 
unabashed about the game's inspirations: 
'Our initial aim was to create a space epic. 
we all love "Star Wars". "Star Trek" and 
"Babylon 5". etc. and we really wanted to 
capture the feeling of space in the game. 
However, we also wanted to keep it fun, 
keep the arcade element in there, rather 
than the kind of thing you get with space 
games on the PC -y'know, "Ooh, there's a 
dot in the distance, get it into the middle 
of the screen and shoot it!" we wanted a 
close combat feel, but in a gorgeous 
space environment.' 

Although the premise of Colony wars 
is rather familiar, it is this emphasis on 
arcade-style combat and especially 
gorgeous visuals that set it apart. so far, 
only a minority of Playstation titles have 
attempted to use the machine's hi-res 
capabilities, but this game brings its 
512x240 mode into play with impressive 
results. The craft design is the piece de 
resistance: fully texture-mapped 
spaceships buzz past the screen leaving 
amazingly realistic vapour trails and blast 
flares. Even the scenery - usually 

understandably sparse in space combat 
games - has been filled with detail. Here, 
fully textured and light-sourced planets, 
nebulae and stars crowd each solar system. 

Much effort has gone into making 
Colony wars atmospheric and believable. 
could this be the space shoot 'em up to 
blot the memory of Wing Commander Ill 
from the minds of console owners? At this 
point, the signs are positive. 

Overboard is described by 
Psygnosis as a 'pirate arcade puzzle 
game', which sounds, if not unique, then 
certainly very different. 

'Our aim was to produce something 
with a dash of originality and an emphasis 
on fun and playability,' confirms producer 
Alan Bunker. 'Many of today's action 
games are dark, moody and futuristic, 
which isn't necessarily a bad thing, but we 
wanted to inject light-heartedness back 
into games.' 

It certainly looks like the gameplay 
lives up to this declaration of intent. In 
Overboard, the player takes control of a 
pirate galleon that must be sailed through 
15 sea-based levels. The aim in each is to 
reach the gold at the end, but there's 
plenty to do on the way: tricks, traps and 
sub-missions litter each individual level, 
and there are secret areas. too, making 
the game appear very much like a classic 
NCL SNES title. 

Adding to these puzzle and exploration 
elements is the inevitable shoot 'em up 
ingredient. Intelligent enemy ships, land
based gun turrets, balloons and 
submarines all play a part in the game, 

The exotic weapons available in Overboard indude a lightning gun 
(main), depth charges (above left) and a flame thower (above right) 
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Overboard takes place 
in several different 
paphical regions, each 
impeccably designed 

meaning attack can come from almost any 
angle. There's also a weird range of end
of-level baddies (giant lobster, Inca Statue, 
diplodocus) and weapons (mines, depth 
charges, oil slicks, flame throwers) which 
suggests that overboard's designers are 
following the sadly often-ignored Nintendo 
rule that reality should never get in the 
way of a good game idea. 

As for visuals, Overboard has an 
overtly colourful cartoon style which suits 
the apparently tongue-in-cheek nature of 
the gameplay. The scenery is neatly built, 
detailed and varied with the five scenic 
styles - Caribbean, Inca, arctic, industrial 
and Middle East - all boasting individual 
buildings and landscape features. Plus, the 
various Gouraud-shaded, texture-mapped 
ships are equally well-conceived in 
accurate-but-cutesy Playstation 
interpretations of the real things. 

Hiding beneath the toyland graphics 
are a few realistic touches. The movement 
of the player's ship, for example, is 
affected by the roll of the ocean, and there 
are variable weather conditions (cloud 
cover, fog banks, etc) which should add a 
little extra for the would-be pirate to worry 
about. As with the weapons and end-of
level baddies, however, a few realisms 
have been abandoned in favour of 
playability. Edge finds it hard to believe 
galleons really did perform 'handbrake' 
turns and rush through the seven seas like 
high-powered motorboats. They do here. 

Despite the existence of Crash 
Bandicoot and Pandemonium, the 
Playstation still hasn't got a true 30 
platform game able to even think about 
competing with Mario 64. While many 
prospective challengers are inevitably on 
their way, Psygnosis plans to be first off 
the mark with both its own in-house effort, 
Psybadek, and a very Nintendo-esque title, 
Rascal, from Traveller's Tales, the creator 
of 16bit games Toy Story and Sonic 30. 

Rascal, the son of a scientist, is sent 
back in time after fiddling with his father's 
time machine. It is then up to the player to 

End-of-level baddies like the Inca 
statue (above) tower out of the screen 
and dwarf the player's pirate ship 

get back to the present, solving puzzles, 
avoiding traps and battling with the huge 
range of evil creatures. The journey is 
diverse, spanning seven worlds - a 
medieval castle, the wild west, Atlantis, 
AZtec, a pirate ship, prehistoric, and the 
'Time Dimension' - each featuring three 
time zones (essentially creating a total of 
21 levels to travel through). Additionally, 
there is the promise of a bonus game if 
enough 'bonus bubbles' are collected 
throughout the adventure. 

Visually, Rascal arguably surpasses ~ 

Rascal boasts some beautiful realtime lighting 
and shading effects which accentuate the 
abnosphere of each location to maximum effect 
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Traveller's Tales' visually stunning Rascal uses up to 232,000 
colours on-screen - and in hi-res. Despite this obvious graphical 
richness, though, the game is still expeded to run at 60fps 

~ anything yet seen on the PlayStation and, 
like Mario 64, the game is packed with 
impressive peripheral touches - the pirate 
ship level, for example, features a rocking 
screen to give the impression of rolling 
waves, and a chrome suit of armour in the 
medieval castle level boasts a splendid 
N64-style reflection effect, glittering with 
light from surrounding torches. 

Away from attractive background 
features, the designers are also promising 
decent character design (even if these 
early conceptual designs reveal a rather 
cheesy approach). As a technical exercise 
Rascal could well be a title to back up Juan 
Montes' unpopular and highly controversial 
assertion that Mario 64 does nothing that 
couldn't be achieved on the PlayStation 

Enemies in Shadow Master include spiders, dra,ons, uabs, scorpions 
and exploding pods - each level boasts its own individual menagerie 

(see E44). The team does at least have the 
pedigree to give it a stab ... 

The craze for first-person shoot 'em 
ups shows no sign of abatement and 
Shadow Master, from Tales 2 (a team 
made up of ex-Travellers Tales members), 
follows a familiar line in terms of setting: 
an evil dictatorship is moving through the 
galaxy, stripping planets of their resources 
and enslaving the indigenous lifeforms. 
The player has to stop this shadowy 
empire by visiting seven of the overtaken 
worlds and killing all the baddies. 

There are a few departures from the 
Doom rule book, however. Players view 
the action from an attack craft rather than 

Rascal coulJI be. thehtitle to l,ack up 
Juan Mo.ntes claim t at Mar,o 64 . 

could be done on the PlayStat1on 
through the eyes of the game character, 
and the action is mission based so they 
will often have to protect other craft rather 
than just go around blasting things. Also 
interesting is the fact that the visuals have 
been designed by fantasy artist Rodney 
Matthews. Despite his input, however, the 
game bears more than a passing 
resemblance to Neon's Tunnel 81; a 
claustrophobic sci-fi setting, great 
explosion effects and the use of an attack 
craft as the player's vehicle all sound 
familiar. Hopefully, though, the varied 
nature of the planet environments 
(ranging from arid deserts to tropical rain 
forests) will give Shadow Master the 
graphical diversity Tunnel sadly lacked. 

In Shadow Master, the 
player can U.D new 
WHponS - • novel Idea 



Serious collisions cause tyres to burst. body work to be removed, 
and cars to flip over, leaving debris scattered aaoss the track 

The split-saeen option 
offers the vital 
twoplayer element that 
.the original lacked 

As is the case with all hugely 
successful sports games. a sequel to F1 
was inevitable. At least here the promise 
is a totally new game rather than a simple 
graphical revamp. 

The most obvious change is 
chronological: F1 '97 is based on this 
year's season rather than 1995's, and 
again includes all 13 teams and 17 
circuits. Elsewhere. the changes 
are less obvious. but more 
profound. According to 
producer John Rostron. the 
engine was the first element 
to receive a thorough service: 
'With F1. there were a few 
things we weren't doing 
correctly with the engine. Since 
then. we've run the code at Sony and 
they've shown us where we could have 
improved it. The mistakes were staring us 
in the face. but sometimes they need to 
be pointed out.· 

It is perhaps this engine recoding that 
has led to the many visual improvements. 
Pop-up, the nightmare of Playstation 3D. is 
kept to a minimum here, whereas effects 
such as lens flare and diffuse lighting are 
brought to the fore. Most important. 

though. is the jump to hi-res. which should 
have a significant effect on the visual 
quality - but won't. according to Rostron. 
hit the steady 30fps (NTSC) frame rate. 

Much has also been done to heighten 
the realism of the game. On crashing, cars 
burst into flames. engines expire causing 

oil spray, while suspension buckles 
severely, affecting the car's 

handling. Authenticity 
continues with the inclusion 
of the 107% rule for 
qualifying. and the five red 
lights starting sequence 
introduced for last year's 

season. Plus. for the truly sim 
headed. pit-lane speeding 

penalties and the possibility to 
communicate with the team via an 

in-car radio also feature. 
For those less concerned with the 

intricacies of the sport. the arcade mode 
hasn't been neglected (cars can power 
slide. for example) but it's obvious much 
work has been put into authenticity. 
F1 '97 is certainly an ambitious project. 
then. and one that should easily prove as 
commercially successful as its £ 
money-spinning predecessor. 

Spot visual effects, such as spray flying when cars 
skid aaoss the track, are being used in FJ '97 
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Crystal Dynamics' tail-thrashing lizard has survived 
the demise of the 3DO and is all set to 

return to the gaming world in this fleshed-out, all-30 sequel for the PlayStation 

One of the the strengths of the original Gex was its wide range of level themes, and its PlayStation successor continues that tradition with 
inventively designed worlds such as Horror, Cartoon, Sci-Fi, Pre-Historic, Martial Arts, and a 'Tron'-like affair set Inside a computer 

ex was the platform game for the 
failed 3DD system. While the 
game never pushed any 3D 

boundaries, the title character's quirky 
dialogue, TV-themed worlds and wall
crawling play mechanics made for an 
enjoyable game. Two years later, Gex is 
set to return in Gex: Enter the Gecko, still 
cracking his whip of a tail, clinging to walls 
and mouthing one-liners - only now in a 
completely 3D environment. 

'It presents new and interesting 
problems for us to solve,' says senior 
game designer Richard Lemarchand 
about working in 3D. 'It also creates huge 
new gameplay possibilities, because you 
really can have path branches going off in 
all directions. As the game designers, we 
have to think about how we can help the 
player to perceive the spatiality of our 
levels, and I think that's the most 
important thing for anyone coming to 3D 
platform-game design.' 

In a nutshell, the several levels seen by 
Edge present a richly lit and deeply 
textured world like Crash Bandicoot's, 

with about the same range of freedom as 
Tomb Raider and action more on a par 
with Mario 64. Crystal Dynamics' design 
team was very wary of comparisons to 
Bubsy, the 2D platform bobcat whose leap 
to 3D has not been inspired. 

'Almost every location in Bubsy 30 
feels the same,' says lead designer Daniel 
Arey. 'In this game, because of the 
different shapes that Richard and other 
people have done in the level and the 
different lighting, you always know where 
you are. For instance, every time you're 

A wealth of quirky enemies feature In Enter the Gecko's rogues' 
gallery. The Inspiration for this nasty example Isn't difficult to fathom 



....._ 

Project director Glen 
Schofield is convinced 
that Enter the Gecko is 
a match even for Mario 

going through a door it's like, oh yeah, this 
is the triangular door, or this is the door 
with the raised stepway, and it makes it 
just very easy for players to map out the 
environment in 3D.' 

As Gex can 'facestick' to some 
surfaces and climb on walls and ceilings, 
the designers have really been able to 
maximise the 3D environment. 
Lemarchand, a veteran 16bit designer, 
explains how he created a maze on the 
ceiling through which Gex must navigate. 
'I think this is the thing that really knocks 
Gex into the 21 st century,' he says, 
'because suddenly everything in the 3D 
environment is a potential play surface, 
not just the floor, which was the case for 
Crash and Bubs and even Mario.' 

Arey, who worked on the design of the 
original Gex, cuts in to explain that many 
secrets will pe found in places only 

As Cit:X can •t aces tick• tQ surfac~s, 
the cles1 ner.,s l)avehreal.lY be~n able 

to ax1m1se t e 3D env1ronment 

reached by exploratory climbing. 
·suddenly,' he says, 'it's like "Descent 
Gecko". You're not just confined to a 
simple flat plane or even the stair step 
plane - you're actually getting up on that 
wall. so 3D means something.' 
· · This time, Gex is working as an 
'X-Files'-type agent sent to capture Rez, 

Crystal Dynamics almost went under along with the ill-fated 3DO, but 
Enter the Gecko marks its return with a leaner and perhaps fitter team 

pre s cr een 

Gers 3D backdrops are enhanced by rich colours, and lightinJ and 
transparency effects which exploit the PlayStation's capabilities 

which means traversing more levels with 
cable-channel themes like the original. 
According to Scott Steinberg, Crystal's 
VP of marketing, the worlds will be just as 
dramatically different: 'The feedback from 
the first Gex was that the tile sets were so 
diverse that when you.were in, for 
instance, the kung-fu levels, it was 
dramatically different than being in the 
cartoon levels, and people loved that.' 
While some themes return, like the Horror 
world and the Cartoon world, Steinberg 
insists that the level of parody will be 
taken to a much riskier extreme. 

Gex: Enter the Gecko already boasts 
some superior technology and works with 
Sony's new dual analogue pad. Comedian 
Dana Gould will also return to help write 
and voice Gex's one-liners - and, because 
the lizard's 3D-modelled face can move to 
12 animated positions, he will be 
lipsynched in realtime to the voiceover. 

Not long ago, it was uncertain whether 
Crystal would re-emerge from a major 
studio downsizing. However, not only is it 
likely that this game wi ll reinforce the 
PlayStation's credentials as a platform 
upon which convincing 3D experiences 
can be realised, but it looks like both 
Crystal and Gex are poised to leap to 
places that some game characters £ 
can only dream of clinging. 

Enter the Gecko exploits the full effect of its impressive 3D environment 
by training the camera on the action from every conceivable angle 
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A group of technologically aware defectors from Looking Glass 
. is attempting to harness the 3Dfx chip and 

ride it home with its maiden title - the first high-end, native 3Dfx game 

The game uses real space physics, which doesn't permit traditional 
game produdion tricks, such as fogging out far-off objeds ... 

any game companies have been 
born out of a split. such was the 
case with GameFX, now nine 

months old, when Noah Davis led a 
group of fellow Looking Glass employees 
down the road to its new Arlington, 
Massachussetts office. Davis, president 
and CEO of GameFX, and LG's former 
director of technology, regards the move 
as a forward-thinking one. 

'GameFX is dedicated to putting high 
technology back into gaming,' an even
toned Davis says. 'We aggressively go 
after cutting-edge technologies, not 
necessarily reinventing but adapting them, 
and putting them inside of gaming 
components as quickly as possible.' 

Given the look of its first title, Out of 
the Void, GameFX is managing to do just 
that. This 3D space shooter's gameplay is 
still at an early stage, and Davis insists 
that the design will be kept arcade-simple. 
It's nevertheless a technically stunning 
example of how 3D acceleration can 
transform PC games. with an apperance 

CiameFX's realistic 'spacial partitioning 
system' is but one of a host of graphical 
strengths that Out of the Vold employs 

that would have only been achievable in 
prerendered footage only a few years ago. 
The fully 3D environment features 
polygon-modelled spacecraft using 
complex textures with more detail than 
anything in the cur"'=!nt market. Also 
immediately evident are the extraordinary 
lighting effects, almost comparable to 
cinematic special FX. 

Breakthrough graphics don't usually 
come with mass-market machines. 
though, which is why, currently, Out of the 
Void only runs on a P200 and requires 
3Dfx acceleration. 'If a common machine 
is a P60, P90 or P120, that's too low for us 
right now,' says Davis languidly. While 
readily accepting that the mass audience 
isn't there for him yet, Davis believes that 
if GameFX builds it, they will come. 

The game's visuals 
have a hucely 
dlstlndlve, almost 
ethereal quality 

Instead of rulninc visual continuity by dlsplaylnc a damace 
meter, the colour emanatlnc from the ship displays Its damage 



----

Out of the Voicrs engine pushes around tens of thousands of 
polygons and uses several lighting models to create a visual style 
that is more commonly associated with prerendered sequences 

To achieve this end, he has 
establ ished strong relationships with both 
3Dfx and Intel. Both companies need 
developers like GameFX which can create 
showpieces for their hardware, as 3Dfx 
president (and ex-Capcom USA boss) 
Greg Ballard concedes. '3Dfx really 
thinks of itself as a platform, not as a chip 
company,' he says. 'They hired me as a 
way of making a connection to the games 
business, the theory being that we need to 
have a direct link to game content as a way 
of exploiting the power of this technology.' 

And the competition in the accelerator 
race has already grown. 'This title has 
been developed on a board released last 
November,' says VP of marketing Andy 
Keane. 'You're not on a six-month 
treadmill with our chip. Out of the Void is 
evidence of this. This chip will sti ll have 
distinct value into the following year.' 

The player's ship morphs and becomes more powerful at the end 
of each level to give the game a somewhat evolutionary nature 

Davis is also very much behind the 
3Dfx development team. 'We're of like 
minds,' he says. 'They want to do stuff 
that no one understands how to deal 
with quite yet, and that's exactly what 
our goal was.' 

Interestingly, Davis sees out of the 
Void as an episodic game, with new 
gaming episodes available every couple 
of months. 

'Basically, GameFX is a big 
experiment,' Davis says. 'We have 
different methodologies for games and 
their storylines.' He explains that a comic 
book will ship with the game. providing 
players with a background story for the 
action. As Edge went to press. GameFX 
was in negotiations with potential 
publishers for this and future titles. 'With · 
this type of space-action game, there are 
a number of licences begging to be done 
like that: asserts Davis. 

But due to the limited number of 
gamers who will be able to run Out of the 
void, Davis doesn't expect the game to be 
available through retail. However, he 
emphasises how proud he is of his team, 
and what it has managed to accomplish in 
the face of companies which have been 
slow to accept new technology. 'The thing 
is, there's such a gap between what 
current games give people and what's 
available given the current processors and 
3D accelerators. It's gonna take a £ 
year for people to catch up.' 

pre scr e e n 

Out of the Voi,!s unique 
visual style will ensure 
it attention - though 
not to the mass market 
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Each level has invisible 
boundaries whose 
limits cannot be 
exceeded (above) 

Little-known Japanese codeshop Xing has set its sights on the 
. lucrative PlayStat1on racing market with its latest title, 

t first glance, Air Race (known as 
Reciproheat 5000 in Japan), from 
Japanese developer Xing, looks 

like yet another abortive attempt to bring 
the PC favourite, the flight sim, to the 
PlayStation, loaded, as it is, with models of 
prop-driven fighter planes from the Red 
Baron variety to Japanese zeros. 

In fact, Air Race taps into the most 
popular 32bit genre, the racing game, its 
use of planes rather than cars paving the 
way for game play closer to Wipeout than 
Rage Racer. 

Each of the 12 planes can perform 
simple stunts, and each has its own, 
unique, speed and handling characteristics, 
and, throughout races, are limited to an 
invisible ceiling to ensure that they never 
stray too far from the track. 

There's more room for manoeuvre 
than fans of the Psygnosis classic will be 
used to, with the routes routinely splitting 
and opening out, blue markers indicating 
the correct path. It won't be advisable to 
deviate from the set course, though 
there will be short cuts to be exploited, 
and extra points and speed-up rewards 
for perfectly executed barrel rolls and 

throwing out cars and putting planes in their place. Will it fly? 

A radng game that swaps the open road for the wide blue yonder, Air 
Race's distinctive approach and colourful visuals will be its trump cards 

for flying through arches and various 
tunnel sections. 

As yet, only four tracks have been 
completed (although more are promised 
for the final version) and they adhere to 
the standard forest/ice/canyon/city 
designs common to seemingly every 
racing game ever created. 

The inclusion of a split-screen 
twoplayer mode, with little noticeable 
slow-down, should provide added appeal, 
and Xing will be hoping that the planes 
themselves provide enough variety to 
distinguish Air Race from its more £ 
terrestrial counterparts. 

The obligatory ice level, 
replete with family of 
penguins. Players must 
follow the blue spheres 

The split-screen twoplayer mode is impressive. Head-to-head gaming 
is made espedally interesting by the diverse range of planes on offer 
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After two years spent licensing ~roducts, Japanese publisher Itochu has 
turned its back on western conversions, electing instead 

to produce its own science-fiction-themed adventure 

Nessa mixes FMV with 
realtlme game sequences 

m lthough Itochu (Japan's biggest 
trading company) is not that well 
known within the videogame 

industry, it first ventured into interactive 
entertainment two years ago, publishing 
conversions of titles such as Colonisation. 
Transport Tycoon, and Burn Cycle. 

However, the company has now 
decided to publish its own games for the 
Playstation and Saturn, and has several 
titles in development: G-Vector, a Saturn 
shoot 'em up, Mobius Link 2, a conversion 
of the successful Windows 95 war sim, a 
3D Playstation version of Transport 
Tycoon, and Nessa no Hoshi, an original 
concept again for Sony's machine. 

The action takes place on Nessa, a 
planet where humans and aliens coexist in 
a desert environment. However, the 
planet's most important resource - water 
- is controlled by the alien community. As 
Dan, whose mother is dying, the player 
embarks on a quest to find water and 
cease control of the precious liquid, saving 
his mother in the process. 

Most of the game features 
precalculated sequences with the player 
selecting the direction of travel. However, 
Nessa differs from the usual adventure 
game concept by including fighting stages 
akin to a 3D beat 'em up, complete with 

As Dan, the player must search the land for water, fight aliens and 
return home to save his mother in the process. All in a day's work ... 

throws and special moves, between the 
precalculated wandering. Further 
differences are evident in the way the 
game progresses. Players who find the 
combat sequences too difficult, for 
example, will be able to complete Dan's 
journey by engaging in more exploration 
and puzzle solving. 

For Nessa, Itochu has employed Carlos 
Kuroda, president of Genki and developer 
of the Kileak the Blood series, to take 
charge of the game plot (here working 
independently from his own company). 
Responsible for character animation and 
rendered sequences will be lchiro ltano, 
who has designed fighters for some of the 
PlayStation's most popular beat 'em ups. 

Assimilating two game genres into one 
is not a new concept. Square Soft, for 
example, has tried this twice with the 
Tobal range (by including a rather weak 
'quest' mode in addition to the fighting 
action). It will be interesting to see 
whether Itochu has more success £ 
with this intriguing title. 
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Having established the paradigm with its hugely successful Strike series, 

. Electronic Arts is returning to action with an 

Continuing the tradition 
of soviet Strike. the 
poly,onal backdrops 
are nchly detailed 

explosive new helicopter action extravaganza 

ame companies have always 
adhered to the 'if it ain't broke, 
don't fix it' approach. successful 

formulae are safe. successful formulae 
sell games (ask Capcom). Occasionally, 
though, a developer follows an established 
formula and comes up with a product that 
is new in all the right places. 

Nuclear Strike picks up where the top
ten-selling soviet Strike (E39) left off, 
recycling and refining the Soviet engine. 
but with several crucial improvements. 'As 
far as gameplay goes,' says Michael 
Kosaka, the game's enthusiastic 
producer, 'we're coming back with a 
bunch of new features. This time the 

engine's going to be faster and smoother. 
we've got a better frame rate going on.' 
Elsewhere, adherence to the Strike 
tradition entails a ludicrous plot involving a 
lunatic and a nuclear device. 

Foremost among the new features is 
the ability to pilot new vehicles. 'It's not 
just the Apache,' Kosaka explains. 'We've 
got a Harrier, an A-1 O, tanks, a little bit of 
everything.' Additionally, EA aims to 
expand on soviet's ersatz Command & 
conquer level where the player took 
control of a squad of troops; this will recur 
in at least one of Nuclear's levels. New 
weapons, including infra-red tracking 
systems and flame throwers, will propel 
the game into the post-nuclear age. 

Nuclear also offers a truly persistent 
environment. If a player shoots a spread of 
missiles into the ground, the resulting 
crater remains for the rest of the level's 
duration. The richly detailed polygonal 
models Edge was shown promise a level 
of visual finesse to eclipse its forebears. 

Context-sensitive music (in the style of 
LucasArts mould-breaking iMuse) will 
match, beat for beat, the player's 
changing fortunes. Hardly original, but a 
pleasurable addition to the gaming 
experience nevertheless. 

Answering criticism of the early Strike 
games' cliff-like difficulty curve, Kosaka is 
bullish. 'We're not going to rely on just 
giving you more bullets,' he says, 'because 
that's a cheap way to do it.' By channelling 
information to the player sympathetically, 
Nuclear Strike should prove far less 
monolithic to the gaming novice than its 
illustrious predecessors while £ 
retaining its appeal to die-hard fans. 
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Nudear Strike puts a 
broader selection of 
combat vehldes at the 
player's command 

Players of Soviet Strike endured ponderous. clunky scrolling thanks to the dubious technique of spooling 
background geometry from CD. Nuclear Strlke's refined engine boasts a hugely Improved frame rate, fortunately 
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Manadng director Adam Lancman (left) and chairman Fred Mllgrom 
have kept Melbourne House on the rails for a sta11erln1 18 years Australia's premiere 

developer has been 

making games since 1980. 

It created the legendary 

Sbit adventure The Hobbit 

and the grandfather of the 

beat 'em up, Way of the 

Exploding Fist. Now it's 

planning a comeback. 

Except, that is, it never 

really went away .. . 



Edge travels halfway round the world to 
visit a videogame development outfit that 
is almost as old as the industry itself .. . 

M 
elbourne, Australia , isn't the first place most 
people would think of as a key location on the 
world map of videogaming: Tokyo , the west coa st 

of the us, and the UK are the gaming hotspots that provide 
the bulk of 1997's headlines and blockbuster output . But 
this hasn't always been the case. 

Back in the early-to-mid-'80s, when the commodore 64 
and Sinclair Spectrum were the game-playing platforms of 
choice, the door was left open for anyone - just as it is in 
the PC market now - for any company to make a game and 
publish it. This time period is one of the classic gold rush, 
experimental eras of western game development and 
spawned such veteran game companies as ocean , us Gold, 
and Ultimate Play The Game (which would later change its 
name to Rare). But before all of these companies were 
even drawing up design documents or hiring programmers, 
Melbourne House (the publishing label of Beam Software) 
had become the premiere game label of a generation . 
'You'd have to go to Japan to find a game developer who 
started before we did and are still going strong,' says 
Alfred Mllgrom, chairman of Beam International, with a 
justifiable sense of pride. 

The company first shot to centre stage in 1982 with The 
Hobbit (arguably the world ' s first graphic adventure, based 
on Tolklen's fantasy novel) and reinforced its status in 
1985 with Way of The Exploding Fist, a one-on -one karate 
game with excellent playability and memorable music, 
which helped paved the way for the hundreds of beat 'em 
ups since. Fist sold an astonishing 500,000 copies across 
Europe. With a supporting cast of solid titles such as 
1983's Penetrator (a scramble clone), 1984' s Lord of the 
Rings (the much-anticipated follow-up to The Hobbit), and 
1986'5 Rock 'n ' wrestle (the first wrestling game for 
computer formats which, yes, mixed the sport with 'rock' 
music), Melbourne House blazed a trail that others would 
follow . It is certain that many of today's game designers 
were first inspired by these Australian pioneers. 

In 1987, however, the Melbourne House story seemed to 
come to a close . 'Beam Software was running the 
development from Australia and Melbourne House was our 
UK-based publishing arm: explains Milgrom. 'So we had 
the full publishing operation . But around 1987 a lot of our 
UK people went on to other companies and at around the 
same time the industry was moving from 8bit to 16bit. It 
was a pretty chaotic time. we didn't have the management .,.. 

feature 

The Krush Kill 'n' Destroy (KKND) team pose in their natural 
habitat. The game has been well received the world over 

Krush Kill 'n' Destroy (far 
left) Alien Earth (left) and the 
recent Cricket '97 (top left) 
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feature 

Fred Milgrom reminisces about Melbourne House's early days 
(top). Meanwhile the Alien Earth team take over a tram (above) 

~ depth at that time to run both the publishing and 
development sides of things, so we ended up selling off 
the Melbourne House publishing side to Mastertronic .' 

And from this point on, the Melbourne House name 
floundered . 'Mastertronic decided that Melbourne House 
should move directly to 16bit and ditch its Sbit heritage,' 
explains Milgrom, 'and as a result we spent a whole year 
developing products that went nowhere . They never got 
published. It was a complete waste of time . A year later 
Virgin bought Mastertronic and got the Sega licence -
which is what I think they were really interested in all 
along - made heaps of money, and Melbourne House was 
left to fall by the wayside.' 

Beam software then devoted its energies to becoming a 
developer of games for other publishers, a task at which it 
has achieved prolific success . With 28 NES games, 8 Mega 
Drive games, 14 Super NES games (including the 
superlative smash TV conversion), 25 Game Boy games, 
three Playstation games (including Gex for Crystal 
Dynamics), and two Saturn games (including Lost Vikings 2 
for Interplay) under its belt, Beam has kept itself busy . 'We 
were doing lots and lots of thirdparty development on the 
consoles,' explains Adam Lancman, Beam Software's 
managing director. 'We tended to get the jobs that no one 
else wanted to touch because we were known to have the 
technological smarts to achieve results in areas that 
no-one else wanted to attempt.' 

These ' technological smarts' are largely born of Beam -
as with all Australian game developer - having to remain 
largely self-sufficient. ' Nearly all of the game-making 
talent in Australia has, at some point, worked at Beam: 
explains Milgrom. · At the moment there are half a dozen 
companies coming up who are making games. There's 
Australis in Queensland who is doing Dark Reign for 
Activision, there's Digital Entertainment in Sydney who are 
doing multi-path movies, there's Silver Lightning who did 
Moto Challenge . And if anything characterises Australian 
development it's probably a sense of self-reliance and an 
ability to make your own tools . It's not as if any of us can 
just pop down the road to visit, say, Metroworks to get 
answers to questions. we largely have to come up with our 
own solutions and sort out our own problems. And so far, 
we've been lucky enough to guess which way the market is 
going to change right more often than we've guessed 
wrong.' Lancman concurs : ·we wouldn't be here after 17 
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The company's heed honchos In front of their HQ (left). MD Adam Lananan (rlcht) 

years if we didn't know how to change with the times and 
work with new technology.' 

But the real news with Beam Software in 1997 is that it 
has relaunched Melbourne House as a label. 'Virgin simply 
let the Melbourne House name lapse,' reveals Lancman 
with a smile . 'So we took it back. It's ours again.' In 
March, the Command & Conquer-inspired Krush Kill 'n' 
Destroy (aka KKND) was the first Beam game to be 
released by the Melbourne House publishing label in 
almost ten years . It received critical acclaim around the 
world (E43) and was quickly followed by EA's Cricket '97. 
And more games are on their way . 'We're still going to 
continue developing games for other people,' explains 
Lancman, 'but we believe we have an understanding of 
what the punter out there is looking for. We're not driven 
by the sales and marketing people who often don't have 
the full picture or knowledge of who It Is that ' s playing 
these games, so we can produce the games that we want 
to make for ourselves.' 

As for the style of games that Melbourne House will be ~ 

feature 

Allen Earth is currently looking like an excellently 
rendered PC adventure with multiple locations and 
some Impressive SVGA detail. The smooth-scrolling 
backdrops are I-buffered so that the player is briefly 
obscured when walking behind certain objects (above). 
The prerendered animations remain unobtrusive, too 
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.,. producing, It seems that a little bit of everything Is 
the order of the day. 'We don't have a particular 
speciality of expertise, not like, say, Microprose 
which has concentrated on simulations, ' concedes 
Milgrom. 'But one thing that we w i ll continue 
producing Is non-North American sports games. 
They' re rarely In the top ten at the end of the year, 
but there's always a strong market for them.' he 
reasons. 'Sports games are good bread-and-butter 
work,' Lancman affirms. ·we also believe that we 
have a strong understanding of adventure and 
strategy games, so we'll cont inue to produce those: 
continues Mllgrom, 'but we're not ruling anything 
out. We'll produce anything that we th ink Is fun and 
playable , really .' 

so will gamers see modern-day versions of t he 
games that made Melbourne House such a success 
in the '80s? Exploding Fist 64, perhaps? ' I think the 
only value left in any of our old 8bit games is in the 
names of the tit les, not in any of the designs or 
gameplay,' admits Milgrom. 'And even there it ' s 
wearing a bit thin . It 's more nostalgia than 
anyth ing. Way of the Exploding Fist is a great name, 
but right now we don 't have a vehicle for it . We ' d 
have to come up w ith a radically d ifferen t game if 
we were to release it aga in in 1997.' But that 
doesn't mean that the underlying respect to 
gameplay and playab ili ty that made these old games 
such cla ssics is no longer part of Melbourne House's 
ethos . 'We're look ing at the trend towards ret ro 
gaming, sure,' says Lancman, 'and the gameplay 
that worked in 1980 still has relevance today. we 
may dress it up in a different way, but 
fundamentally the gaming experience of, say, 
Pac-Man is as val id today as it was 17 years ago. 
You now have to dress it up with 16bit colour, 24bit 

&bit classics Way of the Exploding Fist (left) and The Hobbit 

sound, and introduce some new bells and whistles, 
sure. But as a gameplay experience, it's still valid.' 

The development of Alien Earth, Beam's current 
main project, due for release through PlayMates, 
seems to follow this philosophy. A follow-up to 
Shadowrun (1993's crit ically acclaimed but 
commercially underachieving Super NES release), 
Allen Earth's producer, David Giies, hopes to 'keep 
the original's RPG/combat/adventure gameplay 
elements that people liked, but up the graphic side 
of It to a state-of-the-art level .' The game sets 
players in a universe In which humans face 
extinction at the hands of alien invaders. Viewed 
from above, players must escape the Infighting of 
the human survivors, travel from a jungle, through 
wastelands, to a city where he they discover the 
resistance movement and eventually tackle the alien 
mothership itself.' Beam is especially proud of the 
game's visuals, and Is currently employing a team of 
15 people to ready the title for a late-1997 release. 

And for the future? 'We're going to be doing 
Playstation products, as well as PC games: reveals 
Lancman . 'But it's unlikely that we' ll develop for 
Nintendo 64 cart r idges,' cont inues Milgrom, 
' because we simply can ' t afford the cartridge 
business at the moment.' And what success does 
the new Melbourne House label hope to achieve? 
'The videogame market is becoming increasingly 
dominated by seven or eight major publishers,' 
concedes Mi lgrom, ' but that doesn't mean that 
the re isn't room for f ocused, independent 
development stud ios produci ng great content. And 
the industry needs t hat freshness and innovation -
Quake and Doom would never have happened 
without it .' And for those st i ll hankering for the 8blt 
cla ssics of old ? ' If you want to play any of these 
games: suggests Lancman, ' just go to our website 
[www.beam.com .au] and you can play most of our 
old 8bit games using PC Spectrum and Commodore 
64 emulators. And you know what, they're still £ 
a lot of fun .' 

Edce would llke to thonk Adom, Fred, Kirsten Beomlsh ond •II •I Beom Softw•r• for their kind hospitality durlnc Its stay In Austr•II•. And especlolly for one nlpt'1 ontla ... 
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Metal Gear Solid is set 1n impressively realistic Alaskan nuclear weapons depot. These renders are indicative of the effort that has gone into what 
will be one of Konami's biggest games of the year. Think l?esident Evil-meets-Fade to Black and you'll get some idea of what Konami is planning 

.J8~ a-·-·· . - . 
~ Solid 

Konami's llbit endeavours to date may ~ale against its 16bit heyday, but 
an update of a renowned MSX title could give it the momentum 

to muscle its way back into the consciousness of gamers the world over 

Konami's game use, realtime I 
lD for backgrounds as well u 
charaders, which gives it more 
visual diversity. Exped stealth 
and tactical assasination to be 
overriding themes rather than 
full-scale annihilation 

er those who can remember its 
track record during the golden 
16bi' era. Konami's 32b1t efforts 

t, s · c for dcr E. little to excite garie 
p1,,y,,,,; 00Ki.1g fer polygor-based th,ills. 
~i:,c1rt fr rr its ..iual:ty P1ayStat1on 5ports 
• E ,r,tcrr,.,t,or al Track and Field, so far 
• 1, ,)n~J11y 1c1s concentrated its efforts 
r le ,r IY on 'E SJrrect1ng old titles such as 
Pc.;r,a,u< r r rl Grad,us. inst ind of 
channelling its resources r!a 1nnovat1ve 
proC'L c ts rrore wort 1y of 3:tbit t 0 i;hno1ogy. 
Arc wni.E its late~t Endeavours on Sony's 
ri· c t 1ne (/SS Pro anc' Drarula X) w11I 
L r d•>ubtE c y go ,;ome wav t > .i1orgE t 1e 
c1,r•c r • ~k" 'lf affair,. 1'. rray ~eern 
str .:nge !'lat Korari1 s,,ould choose an 
c,bsc irE ~98/ MSX2 ga1'1e on which to 
base ts rrost arrb1t OL-S 32':>it concept to 
cate Des pi' e be1.1g 1tt1E Krowr arr ong 
rror,t ncc1derital player!">. tiowPver. trE 
original Metal Gear proved popular 1n 
Japan. going on to prompt a sequel 

Set in a 21st century Alaskan 
warehouse storing old nuclear weapons 
destined for disposal. Metal Gear Solid 



Most objects in the environment are interactive. The inside of trucks. for 
example, can be used for hiding. although it isn't recommended (above) 

EE~ •11 player taking the role of Solid 
Snake. an ex-member of FOXHOUND, once 
a m1t1tary unit spec1al1sing 1n hHech 
weapons. now a renegade outfit holding 
control of sa,c1 Ataskan building. After 
FOXHOUND issue an ultimatum to the 
American government, Snake is sent 1n to 
neutralisE: ri8 terrorist unit before they 
make use 1f their newly acquired 
hardware F ;thermore, Snake has a 
personal score to settle with the terrorists' 
leader thf equally ludicrously named 
Liquid Snake 

Although Metal Gear Sofld initially 
comes across as an all-out action game, a 
lot of strategy 1s involved, with the player 
having to rely on stealth techniques in 
order to survive Being exposed by 
searchlights or security cameras will 
cause all of the enemies 1n the vicinity to 
attack simultaneously, spelling disaster for 
the mission. so this must be taken into 
account before engaging 111 combat. 
Occasionally it may be preferable to use 
buildings, boxes and even the inside of 
lorries to hide from opponents, or crawl 
along a11 ducts to get past them if they 
can't be terminated quickly and quietly. 

The action can either be viewed via a 
third-person perspective (useful for 
locating hidden enemies) or through 

pre screen 

A lot of emphasis is placed on the use of lighting. with particularly 
impressive results - the mood of the game is predominantly dark 

snake's eyes (an option best used for 
close combat). It'll be possible to switch 
between the two at any point while 
roaming through the 3D environment. 

As well as fighting terrorists, Snake will 
have to use items such as security passes 
in order to access restricted areas and 
elude infra-red beams with the aid of IR 
goggles. Additionally, information 
regarding ways to avoid traps and 
enemies can be obtained from certain 
obJects, and any hostages freed will 
provide further advice. 

unsurprisingly, bigger and better 
weapons become available as the player 
progresses through the game These will 
be based on real-life models in terms of 
appearance as well as the way they inflict 
damage on their victims. The development 
team has researched different American 
weapons and will be travelling over to the 
us to study the effects of the weapons 
first hand. Particular attention is paid to ~ 

Although action sequences may occur frequently (left), the main aim of Metal Gear Solid is to go about your business unnoticed. To achieve this, the 
player will have to search the factory for air ducts, lifts, passageways and security passes to allow access to restricted areas of the depot (right) 
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pre screen 

.,. making sure the characters hold the 
weapons realistically, while specific 
reloading sequences will be included for 
each gun together with other effects such 
as Snake pulling out a grenade's safety pin 
with his teeth before throwing it. 

Since Edge first revealed the game 
(E40), its graphics have been substantially 
improved. The 3D environment 1s 
impressively realistic in its complexity and 
everything moves along very smoothly. 
The use of colour may give Metal Gear 
Solid a sombre look, but according to 
Youji Shinkawa, graphic design director, 
this was the intention. 'When you compare 
Metal Gear with other games it looks like it 

' 
' 

,, 
, 

~ ~ 

• 

The complex. realtime game environment is 
based on highly detailed S<il models (above) 

is difficult to discern the characters from 
the background. However, when the 
character is moving it's very easy to pick 
him out. Personally, I really like the game's 
dark colours and I went for a blue lighting 
effect which is dark but intense. It gives 
the whole thing a very cool atmosphere.' 

Another aspect that has received a 
complete overhaul since the original game 
is character design. snake himself has 
been altered substantially because he was 
thought to look too old in the original 
game. 'We did not believe this to be good 
for the game's commercial potential so we 
redrew him. He now looks younger than 
before,' explained Shinkawa. The 

Throughout the game the player will have to switch between 
viewpoints to maximise his chances of survival. The first-person 
perspective works best during one-on-one dose combat (above) 



All of the locations are construded in realtime 3D which provides a seamless transition from room to room, Tomb 
Raider-style. The player can choose whether to engage in combat (top) or to keep out of trouble. Some chance ... 

customarily strong Japanese character 
design is also evident in the main 
members of the FOXHOUND team, 
particularly as they are the work of 
acclaimed manga artist Kojima, who has 
brought substantial individual touches to 
their clothes and physical features while 

keeping the overall dramatic and stylistic 
content intact. 

The game's level of realism is the 
result of painstaking work carried out by 
Shinkawa himself. 'My first assignment 
was to design Metal Gear mechanical 
models. I worked at home for about two 
months and made different models using 
plastic parts. From the models I drew the 
illustrations that went into the game.' 

The attention to detail in the game is 
equally impressive: searchlights cast 
realistic shadows, footsteps are left 
embedded in the snow, and smoke 
belches convincingly from gun barrels. 
'Our policy is to care about this level of 
detail. Generally, in movies, people care 
about the small details [but] this is not 
usually the case in games. For Metal Gear 
we took care of these small details. I'm 
always doubtful when producing a game 
1n a traditional way so I prefer to embark 
upon a game in the same way as I would if 
a was directing a film' says Shinkawa. 

Metal Gear Solid currently looks to be 
a stunning title. Most importantly, has the 
potential to elevate Konami's status the 
same way Resident Evil raised Capcom's. 
If this proves to be the case, Playstation 
owners may soon be celebrating the 
return to form of another Japanese 
developer which was. until recently, £ 
considered out of the running. 

Being deteded will result in all of the terrorists in the vicinity to attack 
simultaneously (above). To help Snake with his mission, a number of 
extra objects exist. such as explosives (top right) and IR goggles (right) 

pre screen 

Huge and multiple 
explosions look set to 

r.
lay an important role 

n the proceedings .. . 
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'Progress, far from 
consisting in change, 
depends on 
retentiveness. Those 
who cannot remember 
the past are condemned 
to repeat it.' 

George santayana (1863-1952) 

rT.T, hen the coin-op videogame was invented, it produced 

W arcades that became full of distinct, unique games, their 

themes exploring every idea imaginable . The more you played 

them, the better you got, and the longer your game lasted . If 

you got good enough - and plenty of people did - you could 

play Defender, Pac-Man or Asteroids all day on a single credit. 

They were 'games' in the absolute sense - if you obeyed the 

rules perfectly, you'd never lose. 

There has, however, been an almost unnoticed but 

completely fundamental change in the whole underlying 

concept of arcade games in the last ten years . Modern games IJI, 



feature 

= = =·= ;; -
he failure of the MSX 
series of technically 

impressive. mutually 
compatible computers in the 
early '80s is well documented. 
What's less well known is just 
how good a machine the MSX 
was. It lapped up coin -op 
conversions (MSX Arkanoid is 
still the definitive version. 
more than a decade on) and its 

parentage gave it access to 
games otherwise unavailable 
to western players. 

STAR GAMES: Ga/aga, Rally-X, 
Mappy, Parodius, Twinbee, 
Aleste. Bosconian and Mr Do. 's 
Wild Ride all made their first 
officia l appearances on MSX. 
The Japanese fl air for 
inven tive. abstract origina l 

~ aren't really 'games' at all. strictly speaking - they're 

essentially low-rent fairground rides. designed to offer arcade 

operators a clearly defined play length, ideally around two to 

three minutes (freeing them from the nightmare of some 

gangrenous youth hogging a potentially-profitable machine all 

day for 10p). Players are not buying the skill challenge of the 

old games. but a ride. a preset experience (which also explains 

the massive predominance of the huge, expensive sit-down 

simulators which have taken over from the old stand-up 

cabinets in almost every modern arcade). 

There are essentially two games 1n modern arcades the 

games also blossomed on the 
format, with games li ke the 
mind -boggling Telebunnie, a 
cute maze chaser where you 
controlled two independent 
characters simultaneously in a 
frantic ga rden-based hunt for 
fruit. Those sti ll unconvinc~d 
about the pleasures of 
emulators shou ld take a 
look at fMSX . 

EMULATORS : There's just no 
stopping Dutch supers tar 
Marce l de Kogel , as he comes 
up with a third definitive 
emulator in the shape of 
fMSX-005 . Marcel also co llects 
teddy bears, incidenta lly . 

WWW: 
http ://www.komkon.org/ 
- dekogel / 
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racing game and the beat 'em up. In this context, something 

like a football game in fact qualifies as having the same values 

as a beat 'em up, as they are designed to be played 

compet1t1vely by two players (most gamers sneer at the 

oneplayer mode). one of whom will obviously lose w1th1n a 

couple of minutes and have to put more money in. Racing 

games. after the very short learning curve required to get 

through all the checkpoints/tracks, have an obvious predefined 

conclusion In fact. the better you get at a racing game. the 

shorter your actual game gets As your skills improve. you 

reach the end faster and faster It's hardly surprising, then 

Hl 



that players who were around in the ·sos sometimes hanker 

for the old way of doing things. 

One thing that puzzles many gamers, though, is that it's 

taken so long for successful emu lation of old games to 

happen. People have been expecting arcade-perfect coin-op 

emulation, in particular, since the advent of the sega Master 

System. After all, the old coin-ops generally took up less than 

SOK of memory, and ran at tiny clock speeds of between 1 and 

4Hz. What's so hard about doing, say, Galaxian properly on a 

1 OOHz PC or a state-of-the-art console? 

'Surprisingly, the PC's video hardware 1s only Just 

becoming good enough to produce the sort of images that 

were used on the old arcade games,' explains programmer 

and distributor Lee Taylor. 'For example, the characters in 

Galaxian, like many other arcade games. used both character 

and sprite displays to make the screen. When the Galaxians 

are in convoy, they're in character RAM, but when they attack, 

the image is deleted from character RAM and a sprite is put in 

exact ly the same place. Reproducing this on the PC means 

using a bitmapped disptay, emulating both character and 

sprite displays. so if a coin-op Galaxian appears using one 

write to RAM, emulating it on the PC requires something like ~ 



<Ill 64 read and 64 write operations. The number can be reduced 

a bit by optimisation (using word or double-word read or 

writes as opposed to byte ones), but even then you're looking 

at an exponentially higher number of memory operations 

compared to the original hardware. Add to that the actual 

emulation of the original processors, and things start to get 

complicated fast.' 

Another emulator author, Chris Hardy (responsible for 

Windows 95 versions of Phoenix and Pleiades), notes that 

'Generally, the older a computer or game is, the more tricks 

the hardware designer and software engineer had to do to get 

the required results. The Atari 2600 had very simple hardware, 

but it's pushed to the limit by the games programmers . Often 

sprite attributes were changed at near pixel level (sprite 

multiplexing) to get simple effects, which is a nightmare.' 

So why are so many people knocking out these emulators 

like there 's no tomorrow? 'Aside from a few problems like 

these with displays, I think the actual writing is quite easy. 

One of the most important things to remember is that it's not 

necessary to actually know anything about how the arcade 

machine works internally . As long as the programmer 

emulates the hardware so that the game thinks it's running on 



a real machine. then the game will run exactly like the real 

thing. You don't have to worry about what to do with the 

sprites. what's important is that the emulator knows. Then 

it'll do all the real work for you.' 

so it looks like emulation is here to stay. despite the 

protests of modernists. 

The emulation scene is. ironically. one of the most dynamic 

in the whole games business . Except. of course. that it's not 

actually part of the games business at all. With very few 

exceptions. emulators represent a free lunch for game players 

- a Web-connected PC is all you need. whether it's your own 

or a one situated in a Net cafe. Nearly all emulators are tiny, 

and can easily be taken away on a floppy disk - the most 

recent Space Invaders arcade emulator takes up a mind

bogglingly tiny 3K. And failing even that, many mail -order 

outfits sell cos packed with emulators and thousands of the 

old games. While copyright on these ancient games is a 

substantial grey area. none of the owners of said copyrights 

seem to actually care very much (in most cases. at least - see 

'Breaking the Law· boxout. E45) . 

And while some might think it a bit odd for a magazine like 

Edge to say so. there can be very little doubt that this is a 



<Ill laudable sentiment. The games business has been keeping 

its history locked in the closet for far too long, condemning 

itself to repeat the same mistakes and learning many of the 

same painful lessons over and over again, much to the 

chagrin of the game-buying public. 

The emu scene is a rich source of enlightenment for 

anyone with an interest in videogaming and if 

experimenting with a few emulations shows a developer or 

publisher what actually made the videogame business take 

off and fly in the first place, the next generation of 

£ games (and game players) can only benefit... 
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r:I ver since videogames first appeared, in 

1.:1 both their home and arcade incarnations, 

they have attracted a mixture of suspicion and 

mistrust from uninitiated onlookers. At first, the 

fear was that games were turning children into 

antisocial automatons. Parents watched in 

horror as their kids mindlessly fed coins into 

Pac-Man machines and sat goggled eyed in front 

of TVs attached to small plastic consoles. 

Playing outside in the sunshine seemed to have 

become a thing of the past - a view regurgitated 

in endless books, newspaper articles and 

reactionary political speeches across the world. 

over the last three years, however, this 

general suspicion has become more focused -

especially in North America where top ranking 

politicians and academic figures are taking an 

active role in the debate. Possibly influenced by 

the mass moral crusade against violent 

television and cinema, attentions have turned 

toward specific titles like Doom and Mortal 

Kombat. The chief concern is, of course. that 

playing violent videogames can lead children to 

become violent in real life . 

It is a view most gamers would dismiss as 

nonsense, but there are many intelligent, 

committed individuals convinced that there may 

be links. Furthermore, as has already been 

witnessed countless times with the movie 

industry, the standpoints taken here are bound 

to have a huge effect on global opinion. So, the 

question is, what are the links between 

videogames and real li fe violence, and what are 

campaigners trying to do about them? 

One of the most vocal proponents of 

the 'violent games beget violent behaviour' 

theory is Democrat senator Joseph Lieberman . 

His concerns, initially focused around violent 

television, began in 1993 when he noticed the 

programmes his youngest daughter watched 

were very different, in terms of content. to 

those viewed by her siblings a few years before. 

'My chief of staff and I were talking about this,' 

says Lieberman, ·and he was telling me that he 

was having this argument with his son, who was 

then eight or nine, about Mortal Kombat. The kid 

wanted it, but my chief of staff didn't want to 

buy it for him.' 

·we watched it, and 1 •• Let's just say I was 

struck by the graphic nature of the violence, and 

by the extra dimension of the kids being 

involved in the violence. Kids playing these 

games are participants, Kids watching TV at 

home are observers.' 

Prompted by this initial encounter with game 

violence, Lieberman held the first videogame 

hearing with fellow Demo~rat, senator Herb 
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(From top) Carmageddon, 
Vlrtua Cop, Doom and Mortal 
Kombat have all caused 
controversy due to their violent 
content. But does this violence 
really affed children? Senator 
Lieberman Is convinced 
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JUST WHO IS SENATOR 

JOSEPH LIEBERMAN? 

Democrat Joe Lieberman 

(Connecticut). was elected 

to the us Senate in 1988. 

His main interests are 

fighting government 

waste, creating jobs and 

protecting the 

environment, but he has 

also become something of 

a scourge to youth culture 

over the last few years . 

His involvement with 

videogames began in 1993 

when, at a Senate press 

conference, he spoke out 

against violent tiles such 

as Night Trap and Mortal 

Kombat, expressing a wish 

to ban violent games 

constitutionally . Instead , 

he contributed toward the 

setting up of regulatory 

body, IDSA (Interactive 

Digital Software 

Association). and a us 

ratings system, ERSB 

(Entertainment Software 

Rating Board), in 1994. 

He has also joined the 

moral crusade against rap 

music and violent films, 

making him very popular 

with right-wing American 

parents and very 

unpopular with their more 

open-minded progeny. 

Kohl, in December 1993. Here videogames were 

described as 'The nightmare before Christmas· 

and both parents and children were warned 

about the violent content of certain titles. 'Our 

second goal was to appeal to videogame makers 

- just as we have appealed to television 

producers. to rap music producers, to movie 

producers - to consider the impact of games on 

those playing them. We'd like these people to 

draw their own lines, over which they will not 

go, as to what they will and will not include in 

the stuff they produce - hopefully because they 

are concerned about the impact on the game 

player's behaviour - particularly children.' 

Not content to leave things in the hands of 

developers. however, Lieberman jumped back 

into the fray in 1995, orchestrating a bill to make 

the age rating of games compulsory in the 

States. His stance on the issue of digital 

violence remains unequivocal: ·underneath all 

this is the conclusion that people who play 

violent videogames, particularly children who 

play violent videogames, probably will have a 

tendency to be more violent, or at least less 

struck by violence, in real life. For some people, 

violence may become more acceptable or even 

normal for them in day-to-day life because of 

their experiences with violence in videogames.' • 

As for proof of this argument. Lieberman is 

vlolence 

honest in his admittance that 'there isn't much' 

at the moment. There have been several studies 

made into the effects of videogames on 

children's behaviour patterns. but Lieberman is 

more concerned with the hundreds of studies 

made into the impact of violent movies on young 

audiences. As he states, 'in controlled 

experiments, it has been shown that when 

children watch violent movies or violent TV, 

their behaviour is affected. And there's even 

more anecdotal testimony from parents who tell 

me that they've watched their kid's behaviour be 

affected by playing videogames.' 

The idea that children imitate what they see 

in movies and videogames is based on a wider 

concept known as the ·social Learning' theory, 

which suggests that children learn primarily by 

copying what they see around them. can it 

really be applied to videogames? And does it 

validate Lieberman's argument that videogame 

violence causes real-life violence? Other experts 

in the field of technology are not convinced. 

Professor Henry Jenkins, director 

of media studies at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) is one opponent to 

Lieberman's ideas. He believes that the senator, 

and other politicians like him, are blowing the 

relevance of videogame and movie violence way ~ 
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violence 

lnfluencedlbythe mass 
. mo~rusade 

against VIOient television and 

,,inema, attentions have 
turned to oom 

'4 out of proportion, to the extent that both are 

now being used as scapegoats for society's 

more pressing problems. 

'I don't think he's confronting the real 

problems,' states Jenkins. 'Senator Lieberman 

and his political allies cry crocodile tears over 

violence in children's media and proceed to vote 

to cut down welfare funds for young children, 

encourage us to try juveniles as adults so that 

they're thrown into adult prisons. vote in favour 

of taking illegal immigrants children out of 

public schools and do little about the financial 

support "dead beat" fathers owe to their 

children. we have a whole culture of economic 

deprivation and domestic violence and these are 

the real problems confronting children.' 

Even if videogames are accepted as an 

influential part of childhood development, 

Jenkins asserts that they can have a beneficial 

rather than malignant impact. Due to urban 

development, for example, playing safely 

outdoors is no longer an option for many 

children, so for them, videogames provide an 

alternative environment for recreation . As 

Jenkins says, 'in 1997, we can think about 

videogames replacing all those things that were 

once done in the back yard. When you play 

Mario 64, you have to leap from rock to rock, 

when you're playing Tekken 2, you're fighting it 

out with your fists against an opponent - and in 

both cases you're enacting the same kinds of 

things that took place in the backyard play 

culture of the 19th century or even the suburbs 

of the 'Sos and '60s.' 

The Tekken 2 reference is particularly 

relevant: 'Fist fights are hardly a new 

development of the 20th century,' argues 

Jenkins. 'We have a description of kids in the 

19th century greeting each other by throwing 

bricks at each other' s heads, hurling rocks, 

sticks, crab apples and pine cones. Aggression 

is a natural part of childhood, and yet we 

continually try to deny it. This is not something 

that's changed over the thousands of years of 

the history of childhood.' Which raises a key 

point of contention . Lieberman's argument is 

that videogames cause violence, whereas 

Jenkins asserts that violence is innate. The only 

difference now is that this violence is happening 

on a TV screen in the living room rather than out 

in the park or back garden . As a consequence, 

contemporary parents have the chance to 

witness (and therefore worry about) their 

children's propensity toward violence - a luxury 

rarely afforded them in the past. 

However, Lieberman claims he understands 

that there is innate violence . The question he 

asks is, what do we do about it? 'I mean, do we 

PARENTAL WISDOM? 

senator Lieberman places 

great emphasis on the 

number of complaints he 

gets from parents about 

violent videogames. But 

how reliable is this 

parental evidence? 

Professor Jenkins is 

sceptical : 'Many parents 

look at videogames and 

see only a series of 

colours, splotches, dots 

and · moving figures . Often 

they can 't figure out 

which character is being 

controlled by the joypad . 

Hence, parents often feel 

a sense of frustration, 

technophobia, and anxiety 

about this alien machine 

in their living room . And 

this colours their 

response to the issues 

surrounding videogames. 

Jenkins also believes that, 

for children , playing 

videogames is a way of 

carving out a separate 

cultural and social identity 

which is not under 

parental control. Again 

parents feel threatened 

and use 'violence' as a 

scapegoat for their own 

personal concerns . 
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Games like Resident Evil 2 
(top), DMA's Grand Theft Auto 
(middle) and House of the Dead 
are all likely to cause concern 
over the next 12 months 
because of their violent 
content. Although campaigners 
are currently seeking to merely 
inform parents about game 
violence, is censorship going to 
drift on to the moral agenda? 

try to control it, or do we create a climate in 

which it is encouraged, in which it is rewarded, 

in which it is made more acceptable?' Again, 

however, Jenkins provides a different slant on 

the argument: 'You've got to understand what 

the experience of playing a violent videogame is 

about. Is it about violence and aggression, or is 

it about empowerment?' His ideas concerning 

violence in videogames are closer to the 

'Catharsis' theory - the theory that, through 

play, children are able to explore and expend 

their hostility safely. As he says: 'It may be that 

the game brings out something aggressive in the 

child. But it may just as readily be that the game 

becomes the outlet for his aggressive feelings. 

I've· seen my own son come home after a hard 

day at school, completely frustrated, stomp 

open the front door, slam his books down, race 

to the Nintendo or Sega system, and play 

aggressively for an hour, and then come back 

sweet as peaches.' 

At the same time, however, the argument 

that games can be beneficial to children -

helping them to explore their aggression safely -

is not entirely without its flaws. There are, for 

example, few players who have not thrown their 

joysticks across the room in frustration at not 

having reached some decisive point in a game - ' 

the exact opposite effect to that envisaged by 

. Jenkins 
'Ag 
natu 
child 

violence 

Jenkins. Failure with a particular software title, 

then, can lead to just as many dark moods and 

tantrums as failure at school. This disparity is 

something the professor himself admits: 'I'm not 

here to give videogames a completely clean bill 

of health. I do think that there are some real 

questions about the nature of narratives, or 

game scenarios, we're given by game makers.' 

These questions highlight a vital question 

about how far legislators are willing to go. At the 

moment, most public figures speaking out 

against software violence claim they are merely 

representing parents who feel they have no 

control of the software their children have 

access to. The calls are not for any kind of 

videogame censorship, but a rigidly enforced 

age-related rating system printed on every game 

box - as Lieberman himself states, 'we're asking 

for a kind of disclosure, or truth in advertising, 

to let people know before they buy, what's in 

the package.' 

If this is truly all that Lieberman and his 

followers want, then their demands have already 

been met. In the States, the rating of all games 

is mandatory (courtesy of Lieberman). and in 

Europe, most software publishers are members 

of the trade body, ELSPA (the European Leisure 

Software Publishers Association). which 

stipulates that an age rating must be placed on .., 
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violence 

'Fist fights are hardly 
a new development.k. d 

we know of I S in the 

thPOcWrhg bricks 
at each other' 

<II the box of each game produced . In theory at 

least, parents now have the power to stop 

children buying violent games. 

But this is clearly not enough for Lieberman -

he also wants to push developers away from 

producing violent games altogether, regardless 

of the rating system: ·senator Kohl. Dr Walsh 

[founder and executive director of the National 

Institute on Media and the Family) and I did this 

press conference last December in which Dr 

Walsh released a list of games that he felt were 

too vio lent. we were there. getting a little bit of 

attention, saying to the videogame industry, 

"Hey, take a look at these games here and 

consider whether or not you want to put stuff 

like this out."' With experts like Jenkins also 

expressing worries about general content, it is 

not inconceivable that outright videogame 

censorship will slowly wheedle its way onto the 

American political agenda. 

Worryingly, however, this climate of 

controversy and concern is not limited to the 

States - British politicians, tabloid journalists 

and general guardians of national morality are 

also slowly waking up to the 'threat' posed by 

videogames. Last year saw a brief but bright 

flash of media controversy over game 

advertising, and March saw distributor JM 

Interactive refusi ng to hand le SC l's PC car battle 

title. carmageddon (see page 93). allegedly 

because of its violent content . Predict9bly, the 

government took great interest in the affair. 

Home Office minister Tom Sackville stated that 

he was ·appalled by the alleged contents of 

Carmageddon: and went on reiterate 

Lieberman's fears that long-term exposure to 

violent videogames could well have a damaging 

effect on some children . Even though his 

comments have hinted at the possibility of a 

future moral scandal (envision the headlines: 

'Ban This Sick Game' Cries Decent Family Man, 

Sackville), the government is apparently happy 

with the ELSPA rating system. For now. 

Ultimately, the effect of videogame 

violence remains a grey area. senator Lieberman 

may feel he has enough proof to support his 

claims against the phenomenon, but much 

scientific research into this area is flawed (see 

interview, opposite) . It is clear, though, that this 

will not stop politicians and newspaper hacks, 

on both sides of the Atlantic, from analysing the 

·evidence· and drawing their own conclusions . 

one thing is for sure, if the media does turn 

the full weight of its attention toward the 

videogame industry - armed with or without 

evidence - the average gamer's lot will 

never be the same aga in .. £ 

ELSPA 

The European Leisure 

Software Publishers 

Association was founded 

in 1989 essentially to 

provide a central voice for 

the interactive leisure 

software industry . Almost 

all leisure software 

pfoducers are members 

and the benefits of this 

membership include free 

access to ELSPA's regular 

market research reports, 

grant support and the 

help of ELSPA' s anti -

counterfeiting crime unit . 

ELSPA is also 

responsible for the 

Voluntary Age Rating 

system - a means of 

rating software which is 

endorsed by the 

government and was 

established in conjunction 

with the Video Standards 

council. Every game 

released by an ELSPA 

affiliated producer must 

carry a VAR rating. 

Almost 80% of games 

evaluated using this 

system have been passed 

as suitable for all ages, 

and only a tiny fraction 

have had to be sent on to 

the BBFC for an official 

' 1S' or ' 18' age rating. 
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everal scientific studies have been 
made into the effects of videogame 
violence on children, but how 

accurate are they? To find out, Edge spoke to 
Dr Mark Griffiths, senior lecturer in Psychology 
at Nottingham Trent University . Griffiths 
specialises in technological addictions and 
has spent three years studying videogames. 

Edge: Psychologist 
magazine analysing all the research literature 
currently available on violence in videogames. What 
are the conclusions made in this piece? 
Mark Griffiths : Basically most of the research 
going on into the effects of game vio lence is totally 
flawed. Much of it is what we cal l 'cross sectional', 
wh ich means you look at a snapshot in time of a 
subject's life - there's no longitudinal dimension. 
There are, for example, about five or six studies 
where the researchers get children to play either 
violent or non-violent vid eogames and then measure 
their free play behaviour afterwa rds. And what this 
has shown very consistently is that young chi ldren -
ie those below the age of eight - do seem to imitate 
what they see on-screen. Now that is a very, very 
consistent finding - in fact every study wh ich has 
carried out that kind of research has shown it. 

But all that proves is that there 's a short- term 
effect - that chi ldren copy what they've just seen 
on the screen. But what it doesn't show is if that 
carries through longitud inally - it could be that the 
chi ld is affected for just a very short space of time. 
Also, th is sort of study is very staged - it's based in 
a lab and researchers su rround the children with 
loads of toy guns, so it's not surprising that thei r 
post-game play is violent. 

The questionnaire is another popular form of 
research. Here, researchers give their subjec ts 
aggressive check li sts [ie questionnaires designed to 
gauge how aggressive a person is) and ask them 
how many computer games they play and what 
types of game they play. Researchers then try and 
make connec tions between a person's checkl ist 
answers wi th thei r favourite game genres. 

Now, the problem with this form of research is 
that all the data you get in is correlative - you may 
get the effect that little Johnny plays six hours of 
videogames a day and also scores highly on the 
aggression check list, but that doesn't necessarily 
mean that the former causes the latter - there may 
be other intermediate factors going on like Johnny's 
upbringing; his socio-economic status, his biologica l 
predisposition, whateve r - you can't rul e those out. 
There is no easy answer in the whole videogame 
violence debate. 1 often get accused of sitting on 
the fence, but that's all I can do with the data tha t's 
been collected. 

What is interesting is that the children who say , 
they like watching violent television are also the 
same children who like playing vio lent videogames. 

violence 

But again you don 't know the cause and effect. 
Many people say, 'Well, these children are more 
vio lent because they like violent activities,' but it 
could be that t'hey were predi sposed in some way 
before they started - that they were naturally 
attracted to television or videogame violence. That' s 
the problem - it' s the chicken or the egg thing. With 
cross-sectional research, you don 't know what your 
subjects were like before. I could personally rip to 
pieces all the research that ha s been made into the 
effects of video game violence. Including my own. 
Edge: Do you personally think that vio lent 
videogames have an effect on children? 
MG: Well, it' s like the TV violence debate . Nobody 
ha s done a definitive piece of research to show that 
TV violen ce has an effect one way or another, but 
you would imagine that if a child watches six hours 
of violent killing every day for ten years then, yes, it 
probably will have some effect - you don't need a 
psychologist to tell you that. I think it's the sa me 
thi ng with violent videogames - if a young child 
plays Mortal Kombat six hou rs a day every day then 
I would have to say, as a psychologist, yes, it 
probably would have some effect, but how bad that 
effect was rema ins to be seen. 
Edge: so are videogames in general a bad influence 
on children? 
MG : I think there are positive and negative effects, 
and what you have to ask you rsel f is, does the 
positive outweigh the negative? on the whole I think 
it does. Th e problem is, there are nine types of 
vid eogame on the market and only three of those 
contain violence: the beat 'em ups, shoo t 'em ups 
and the platform blasters. The others have no kinds 
of aggressive metaphors in them at all, but I think a 
lot of poeple looking in from the ou tside think 90% 
of all games are aggress ive, which is rubbish. There 
are a lot of high-sell ing games which have no 
aggressive content whatsoeve r. 
Edge : Can games have any positive effects, as 
Professor Jenkins asserts? 
MG: Games can give lots of positive effects whether 
it 's hand-eye coordination, whether it's an increase 
in self-esteem, whether it' s fostering cha llenge, an 
increase in curios ity, increase in cognitive skill s, 
etc. However, thi s ca n all be achieved in games 
withou t any aggressive content - so why not £ 
create more educational games? 
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test screen 

•i Star FOX 64 

Nintendo has used every trick at the N64's disposal to aeate some splendid 
spot effects (top). while the imaginative bosses are no less impressive (right) 

Star Fox 64 retails for just £45 In 
Japan - thafs induding a Jolt Pack 

hen it appeared back in 1993, Star Fox 
revolutionised the console world - until then. 
polygon shoot 'em ups had only been 

associated with PCs. Given that Nintendo could not 
hope to cause the same impact with its successor -
30 games now being de rigueur across all platforms -
it was faced with the task of producing a game that 
would not have the luxury of technological originality 
to fall back on. In the face of this, Nintendo has 
triumphed - Star Fox 64 is magnificent. 

As in the original, the evil Emperor Andross has 
attacked the Lylat star system which incorporates 
Corneria, Fox's home planet. And once again. it's up to 
Colonel Pepper and his forces to save the galaxy. 

This time, rather than present the player with a 
choice of three set routes through the Lylat system, 
certain levels allow progression to a harder or easier 
mission depending on the player's performance, In the 
opening level, saving Falco from an attack by a trio of 
enemy ships will see Fox flying through a waterfall and 
meeting a different end-of-level boss before gaining 
access to the harder route through the system. 

Indeed, the player will be ca lled upon to bail out 
Fox's companions a number of times as they haven't 

improved their combat skills since their last 
appearance - annoyingly, they possess a gift for 
getting chased by enemy fighters and asking Fox for 
help. However. rather than plummeting towards the 
ground in a ball of fire when their energy bar reaches 
zero, never to be seen again, Peppy, Slippy, and Falco 
now abstain from one mission while their craft is 
repaired before returning for more attention seeking. 
The companions do perform one vital function. though 
- providing Fox with vital on-screen information. Lose 
Peppy for one mission. for example. and the end-of
level boss's energy bar will be absent, leaving the 
player to guess the level of its destruction. 

compared with the SNES title. Starfox 64 
represents a major (and obvious) graphical 
extravaganza. Texture mapping and anti aliasing -
rapidly becoming a N64 trademark - is in effect 
everywhere, providing far more detail than its 
predecessor. A higher polygon count also ensures a 
more intricate craft and level construction. The bosses 
display the usual Japanese strength in character 
design and are graphically astonishing, the best 
example being, predictably, Andross himself. Also 
particularly splendid is the water the player 



The use of colour in the game is extravagant with 
each level displaying a vast anay of hues (above) 

occasionally flies over. While it doesn't achieve the 
level of realism seen in waveRace, it does boast an 
excellent reflection effect, and firing a laser bolt into it 
results in a very satisfying splash. Furthermore, 
skimming the surface causes a pleasing water spray to 
emanate from the wing tips of Fox's craft, while a 
similar effect can be seen when the player uses the 
afterburners, airstreams rippling from the extremities 
of both flying appendages. 

Apart from the obvious graphical enhancements, 

test screen 

Of the two new modes of transport. the tank is easily the winner with better firepower and a very 
impressive side-rolling manoeuvre similar to the Arwing's enemy fire deflection move (above) 

the initial missions are similar in style to the original 
game - the same planet surfaces with collapsing 
buildings to avoid and arches to fly under, and space 
sequences with a frightening level of debris to put a 
stop to Fox's progress. However, fly further into the 
game and the familiarity ceases. The first obvious 
difference is the inclusion of arena-style levels where 
the player can fly freely while engaging in frantic 

The Arwing's new ability to loop the loop proves particularly 
useful, as enemy ships on the player s tail suddenly 

find themselves on the business end of Fox's laser cannons 

dogfights against Andross's ships. Possibly the most 
impressive example of this is a mission involving a 
gigantic alien mothership suspiciously similar to those 
seen in 'Independence Day', wi th seemingly hundreds 
of ships battling it out underneath it against a glorious 
sunset backdrop. The Arwing's new ability to loop the 
loop proves particularly useful during these stages, 
ensuring enemy ships on the player's tail suddenly find 
themselves in front of Fox's laser cannons. 

Other significant changes are the inclusion of tank ~ 

Visually, few of the levels can match 
this psychedelic bonus stage (above) 
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test screen 

Various routes through the Lylat system are possible depending on the player's performance. Although initial missions are similar to Nintendo's 
SNES Star Fox, later stages offer huge variety while maintaining the game's overall standard. In true Nintendo fashion, exped one or two surprises 

.... and submarine missions. The Landmaster tank 
sections are a great addition to the game. providing 
variety of a very high quality. The way the Landmaster 
rolls to avoid enemy fire or takes off to clear 
obstructions or reach power-ups is a joy to watch, as 
is the way it leaves track marks and throws up dirt as 
it traverses the level. On the other hand, the 
submarine section is disappointing. Its sluggish speed 

The battle mode adds to an already accomplished package. 
Tremendous fun can be gleaned from shooting 

other players and weaving frantically to dodge missile locks 

Each level offers a different 
twist. introducing new 
enemies, with new methods 
of attacking the player 

and rubbery controls. though admirably realistic, 
cause a jarring change of pace - it just doesn't 
integrate neatly into a game that. elsewhere. brazenly 
flaunts its frenzied nature. 

The inclusion of a fourplayer battle mode simply 
adds to an already accomplished package. Despite a 
slight loss of graphical detail - necessary to keep the 

frame rate as high as possible - tremendous fun can 
be gleaned from attempting to shoot down fellow 
players and weaving between buildings in a frantic 
attempt to break off a missile lock. 

In Japan the game is sold with the Jolt Pack, a 
bizarre gadget that complements the on-screen action 
by vibrating vigorously every time Fox's Arwing is hit 
by enemy fire or crashes into obstacles. Regrettably, 
European gamers wil l have to obtain this slice of retro 
gadgetry (whose lineage can be traced back to the 
halcyon days of Afterburner) separately. 

It's difficult to fault Star Fox 64. A harder difficulty 
setting would have been desirable - most players 
should see the three routes' end sequences after a 
few days' play - but the desire remains to return and 
complete the game with higher success rates. etc. 

Shigeru Miyamoto can consider this another £ 
gilt-edged addition to his glittering portfolio. 

Edge rating : 

Nine out of ten 

Format: Nintendo 64 Publisher: Nintendo 
Developer: In-house Price: \18,700 (£45) Release: Out now (Japan) 
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test screen 

·i Tobal 2 

This secret Tekkenly first-person 
perspedive exploits the clarity of 
the pure, if ingenuous, styling - a 
far cry from Punch-Out ... 

S 
uperficial diagnosis might cynically consign 
Tobaf 2 to the burgeoning dossier of 
late-effort sequels. Sure enough, it exhibits 

all the major symptoms - a re-jigged game engine. 
longevity-boosting new options, slap-patch responses 
to consumer complaints - that commonly imply the 
original was never properly finished before its 
commercial release. Playstation owners won't need 
reminding of this endemic disease. 

Risking the twang of stretched metaphor. however. 
a thorough examination reveals otherwi se. For all its 
obvious similarities, Tobaf 2 demonstrates a cautious 
but genuine progression, paradoxically, through the 
appropriation of many 'traditional' features. Dizzies 
have returned, stunning the fighter who suffers 
intense successive hits or a timely knock-out punch. 
Grappling is upgraded to include new throws and 
pinning moves. And - surprisingly, for a 3D affair -
characters can now launch fireballs and charge up 
arcing projectiles. Pyrotechnics aren't on the 
oragonbaff scale but they'll please the Toriyama fans. 

The most important advance is in the interface. 
Tobaf 2 is one of the first games to employ Sony's new 
analogue controller and, although the difference 
seems subtle at first. it proves thoroughly worthwhi le. 
By transferring sensitive motion control to the 
comfortable concave thumb-stick. sidesteps and 
dashes no longer require clumsy double-taps. The 
result is a greater degree of freedom within the arena. 
cleverly balanced to ensure that you're never left 
struggling to face your opponent. The ease of feinting 
and weaving grants a more fluid, organic feel to 

combat. and the extra moves made possible when 
circling an opponent enhance the tactical dimension . 
Your character may even stumble when attempting an 
unfeasible retreat. With so many beat-'em-ups still 
relying on 'block, attack. block, attack' mechanics and 
a hackneyed side-on formula that's no more 3D than 
Fatal Fury, Dream Factory's exploitation of the 
available technology marks an admirable step forward. 

Two new characters have been added to the 
roster. Leotarded spin kicker Chaco-Yutani is at least 
human (never a certainty in Toban. if a little tired. The 
multi-talented Doctor v holds down the unlikely career 
combination of research scientist and boxing champ, 
his exceptional playability brushing aside any 
suggestions of a DeeJay imitation. 

Tobal 2 retains that distinctive super-defined 
sharpness by employing a hi-res mode usually 
reserved for digitised stills and suchlike. The extensive 
use of Gouraud shading requires fewer polygons and 
simpler textures. enabling some impressively seamless 
animation in which blocked punches are truly seen to 
be stopped or deflected by authentic fighting poses. 
Despite this clarity of movement. there's still 
something ineffably tame about the dull, hollow 
contacts that makes Tobal feel less intense than any 
VF or Tekken conflict. Perhaps the bright primary 
colours and the smoothly doll-like representations of 

Tobal 2 players should never stop movinJ: sidestepping at speed with the analogue controller is the 
solid method of dodging projediles, leaving your recovering opponent prone to a turning kick 



Curious to note that the unusual graphic techniques used for Tobal 2 
positively reinforce Toriyama's squeaky-clean charader designs 

Akira Toriyama's character designs aren't expressive 
enough, or even human enough, to elicit the sarrre 
empathy you experience when Tekken 2's pugilists 
take a fierce crack on the jaw. Perhaps it's the style of 
the game that makes every bout feel like a point
scoring friendly rather than a visceral deathmatch. 
Even the built-in 'jolt' mechanisms of Sony's analogue 
pad fai l to raise the tension. 

Both the RPG-inspired Quest Mode and the 
Training Mode have been improved, though not 
enough in the case of the former to make it any more 
than a curious diversion. It's worth reiterating that it 
takes two human opponents to truly appreciate what 
this type of game can offer, because the solo modes 
remain rather unengaging regardless of difficulty 
setting. It's not unusual to see the CPU suddenly 
executing immense juggle combos, or winning every 
grappling tussle in the way that only a computer 
opponent can. There's an unpleasant degree of 
cheesiness in its habit of bullying fallen players too. 
though this is due in part to some slackness in the 
ru les for rising attacks. 

The fundamental problem dogging the Tobal series 
is that a sturdy (or even ambitious) game design isn't 
enough to guarantee widespread appeal. Dream 
Factory's contextual invention lacks grit to the extent 
that some players. particularly in the west. will regard 
the game's colourful alien milieu as juvenile. It's 
doubtful that even Tekken 2 would have enjoyed its 
success had it possessed bunny bosses or an alien 
wrestler who could double for Foghorn Leghorn. 

Curiously enough, Tobal 2's scenario presents 
martial arts as the agreeable pastime of dedicated 
outsiders engaged in a common pursuit, making no 
small parallel with the game's likely audience. Those 
prepared to look beneath the veneer and relish it 
purely for the depths of its combat system will find a 
rewarding level of complexity that easily surpasses 
Soul Edge and its clones. Beyond the intellectual and 
reflexive challenge, however, the matter of £ 
personal taste will keep opinions firmly divided. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

They enhanced the first game, 
but those simple wrestling 
struggles to win a throw now 
seem shallow compared to Toba/ 
2's various new combat options 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: square soft 

Developer: Dream Factory Price: ¥5,800 (£30) Release: out now (Japan) 

test screen 

Complex controls still trouble the 
dungeon-crawling Quest mode 
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test screen 

·1 Dungeon Keeper 

A bile demon's vile bowel attack 
(above). Sparks fly as players launch a 
volley of spells at one another (right) 

D he copyright notice on Edge's press copy of 
Dungeon Keeper contains a humorous 
question mark after the '1997' date stamp, 

fitting given that the game has suffered the mother of 
all slippages. What was to be a neat little extension of 
the god sim genre almost three years ago has become 
not only a labour of love for Bullfrog leader Peter 
Molyneux, but also his swansong, as he prepares to 
strike out under a new development banner. As 
parting shots go, few get better than this. 

The original concept has been retained, with the 
player finally getting to sit on the other side of the 
fence in a fantasy battle between good and evil. The 
threat in Dungeon Keeper comes in the form of 
hapless do-gooders intent on sacking the player's 

The graveyard spawns vampires when enough enemy bodies have been buried. Clearing 
unsightly dead bodies from the path of your pack of monsters also boosts their morale 

carefully crafted dungeon, slaying its monsters and 
shamelessly making off with the gold. In order to 
thwart such pesky kids, keepers must fashion the sort 
of dungeon that will attract exactly the wrong element, 
luring all manner of monsters into employment, to 
help expand and fortify the underground lair and build 
up a powerful army to defeat the myriad invaders. It's 
not just heroes that pose a threat; other keepers, be 
they computer-controlled or other humans in 
multi-player mode, are also in it for the money. 

Dungeon Keeper is a strange brew, one that can 
almost be regarded as a blend of the standard god sim 
with the realtime wargame elements of command & 

Conquer. Even the way rooms are constructed for 
various purposes - the storing of treasure, monster 
lairs, libraries, torture chambers, even temples -
echoes the freeform approach to architecture used in 
Bullfrog's Theme Hospital or even Maxis' Sim City. But 
really, this is a singular creation that almost defies 
pigeon-holing, such is the breadth of vision governing 
the whole thing. Molyneux believes it to be his best, 
most ambitious creation yet, and he's probably right. 

Which makes explaining the playing process 
somewhat tricky. Essentially it's based around the 
age-old expansion-versus-resources balancing act, as 
the player sends out ever-willing imps to dig out 
passageways and rooms. Nearby seams of gold must 
be mined to pay for such work, which then requires a 
treasure room in which to store it until pay day. The 
dungeon-in-the-making then requires monsters to 
nurture and lairs to be built in which to house them. A 
food-providing hatchery must then follow, and it's not 
long before keepers are directing the construction of 
training rooms lo build up monster experience levels, 
research rooms to come up with useful inventions like 
doors and traps, and prisons in which to place 
disobedient monsters, or heroes with the potential for 
corruption - all of which further saps those precious 
gold reserves. Even torture chambers can be 



There are 20 different levels to play through, featurinJ a broad variety of architectural styles. Hidden levels, 
end-game levels and five comprehensive tutorial sections are also induded in the Dungeon Keeper package 

constructed, while later levels introduce graveyards in 
which to house undead and temples where sacrifices 
can trigger hidden effects. such surprise features are 
integral to the Dungeon Keeper experience. 

As if the process of dungeon building wasn't 
complex enough, there's also the small matter of the 
keeper's minions, who all wander through the 
dungeon under their own steam, eating, sleeping, 
training, and taking on appropriate tasks in places 
such as the workshop or research room. Each creature 
type exhibits different characteristics too, showing 
animosities toward other races and even differing 
attitudes toward the keeper. Recalcitrant subordinates 
can be given a smack with a simple mouse-click. But 
while such discipline works well on imps, who would 
otherwise go mining for gold rather than reinforcing 
walls or laying floors, the likes of sorcerers and bile 
demons demand respect. Picking up gold from the 
treasure room and lavishing.it on such powerful 
monsters is often a far better way to get results. 

such ambitious scale could so easily have buried 
Dungeon Keeper but for a control system that's been 
refined to an unbeatable level. Icons are - for once -
self-explanatory (though keyboard shortcuts are also 
available) and control is context-sensitive. on-screen 
query modes, label explanations, level-specific 
instructions and a substantial quota of tutorial le11els 
all ensure that this most ambitious of point-and-click 
games can be played without referring to the weighty 
manual. Even the Al routines are accomplished 
enough to make the actions of the monsters seem 
perfectly natural - a genuine accomplishment given 
the number of creatures running around, and the vast 
amount of possible actions at any one time. 

While the game goes for broke with the fantasy 
role-playing theme, there's a playfulness here that 
ensures talk of spells, spooky monsters and 
experience levels is never taken that seriously. Rather 
it appropriates RPG cliches because they offer the best 

opportunities for on-screen pyrotechnics and wish 
fulfilment. After all, who wouldn't relish the idea of 
controlling a horde of undead, or viewing the world 
through the eyes of a giant spider or powerful demon? 
And with the opportunity to take direct Doom-style 
first-person control of creatures using a possession 
spell, it's perfectly possible to do just that. 

It's arguable that the combination of a polygonal 
3D gameworld and sprite-based creatures betrays the 
game idea's age. However, it's hard to believe that 
even the most powerful PC could show the ant-like 
activities of the dungeon any other way. And thanks to 
some excellent lighting, shadowing and translucency 
routines, as well as appropriate lensing effects when 
using the possession viewpoint (dragons have a view 
clouded by smoke, while giant flies have a suitably 
multi-faceted view of the world), such criticisms 
become irrelevant; Dungeon Keeper is easily the most 
atmosphere-drenched and minutely detailed god sim 
to date. And once the ultra-challenging higher levels 
and manic multiplayer tangles work their magic, it 
becomes apparent that it's also the best. 

A genuine mi lestone, Dungeon Keeper ups the 
stakes for the point-and-click genre in terms of 
presentation, imagination and ambition. some may 
find its depth off-putting, but it mixes styles more 
effectively than any other game in its field and offers a 
tight, immaculately paced experience. The challenge 
lies not in fighting needless complexity, but in learning 
how everything acts, reacts and interacts. Molyneux 
has created a masterpiece that again epitomises 
everything that's good about computer rather than 
console gaming. 

How he will top this is anybody's guess. Edge just 
hopes gamers don't have to wait another three £ 
years to find out. 

Edge rating: 

Nine out of ten 

Format: PC Publisher: Electronic Arts 

Developer: Bullfrog Price: £40 Release: June 

test s creen 

The aftermath of a battle, as seen 
through the eyes of a monster (top). 
Fodder in the hakhery (above) 

Correct. studied positioning is aitical 
to the efficency of special rooms 
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test screen 

·1 Shining the Holy Ark 

Upgrading can be a weary task with 
the limited number of weapons on 
offer at the shop in each village 

Compared to the likes of Square's 
prerendered intros. Holy Ark's effort 
Is still in the beginners• league 

Whether Shining the Holy Arie is paying homage to its roots or is merely unsure of the quality of its 
graphics is open to debate. but it still feels the need to describe every attack in weak pidgin English 

m lthough the most popular instalments of 
sega·s Shining series were always Shining 
Force I and II on the Mega Drive, there seems 

to be an eagerness to take the property in an 
altogether different direction with its Saturn 
incarnations. Not always, it would seem, a wise move. 
Shining Wisdom was a rather lacklustre Zelda clone 
and now Shining the Holy Ark seems to be nothing 
more than an update of the very first game in the 
series. Shining in the Darkness - itself a clone of that 
venerable classic, Dungeon Master. 

Nevertheless, everything starts out quite 
promisingly. use of the new Saturn libraries has gone 
a long way towards eliminating the usual texture 
pixelation problems, and the 3D environment moves 
as smoothly as would be hoped. However, this seems 
to be at the expense of giving the player total freedom 
of movement. Restricted to following preset patterns, 
it may be fine for a tunnel one-character wide but 
feels somewhat akin to travelling on a chessboard of 
interconnected rails when negotiating an irregularly 
spaced village. Sadly, there's also a noticeable drop in 
the frame rate when the graphics engine is trying to 
handle a whole town at once. 

All the characters the player meets are well 
prerendered, if a little mannequin-like. The plot 
features a character possessed by evil demons and a 
gaggle of bizarre alien spirits right from the outset, but 

Battles do get marginally more interesting when 
charaders can summon powerful elemental 
attacks rather than simply whacking things 



test screen 

The most spectacular moments in Shining the Holy Ark occur when negotiating the full-lD villages and towns. After the repetitiveness of the main 
bulk of the game you may find yourself wandering around long after you've spoken to everyone and gleaned every single piece of information 

it soon degenerates into the most standard Japanese 
RPG quest. If towns displayed in glorious 3D offer 
tantalising glimpses of a graphical tour de force. the 
reality is somewhat less satisfying. No sooner have 
you reached the outskirts of a town (where. as usual. 
everyone seems to have only one thing to say no 

Battles can seem frustratingly hard at times, with 
even single opponents wiping out the whole team 

matter how many times you probe them for 
information) than the path leads you into yet another 
drab underground dungeon. The seemingly endless 
array of identikit brown passageways and tombs wears 
thin before you get to the first save point (which is 
itself a good hour of play down the line). 

As if to confirm this by-the-numbers approach. 
there are also the usual random battle encounters. If 
they don't grind you down. the lack of imagination in 
the fight mechanics will. Apart from the totally 
pointless automatic fight feature. where you can let 
the CPU control the characters, thereby rendering a 
good 60% of the gameplay redundant. no thought at all 
seems to have been paid to the weapons and magic 
system. You might think you're being clever by 
combating an ice demon with a fire spell, but you 
might as well hack at it with a knife for all the 
difference it makes. Magic attacks seem to exist 
merely to show off another pretty graphical effect. 

Likewise. the most strategy you'll ever need to 
exercise in upgrading and equipping your armour and 
weapons is a simple matter of choosing the most 
expensive thing in each shop. The shopkeepers even 
offer to buy your old items from you. signifying that 
even if you don't part with them you won't find any 
use for them any more. The appearance of a 
blacksmith who offers to forge you a weapon from ore 
you can find in the catacombs. meanwhile. seems 

While not up to the standards of 
FFVII, the magic effects in Holy Ark 
perform their task quite adequately 

You might think you're being clever by combating 
an ice demon with a fire spell, but you might as well 

hack at it with a knife for all the difference it makes 

something of an afterthought since actually finding any 
of the precious metal is an irksome task in itself. 

Taken as a pure dungeon hack'n'slash affair, 
Shining the Holy Ark is slick and playable, if totally 
predictable. console owners who fondly remember 
ASCll's 16bit Wizardry games and have a penchant for 
searching out every last treasure chest in warren-like 
mazes will feel comfortable with its challenge. For the 
rest. the prospect of Saturn Shining Force Ill is £ 
infinitely more appealing. 

Edge rating : 
Six out of ten 

Format Saturn Publisher: Sega The pleasantly drawn, if not 
particularly huge, game world 

Developer: In-house Price: £45 Release: out now 
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test screen 

•i ISS Pro 

/SS Pro has a wealth of national teams from across the globe. Although Konami hasn't used 
real names, famous players can be recognised by their kits and, moreover, individual haircuts 

The replay feature can be jul(gled 
after a goal, allowing the strike to 
be. viewed from virtually any angle 

m espite the relative success of some of the 
early PlayStation soccer titles, Sony's console 
has never enjoyed the football simulation 

that its stature deserves. 
The development in optical motion-capture 

technology has forced a sea change in the way that 
football games are made and, keen to utilise the new 
methods available, software companies have spent 
the majority of their time and energy perfecting 
realistic movement and animation in ensuring that 
visual quality is second to none. Playability has been 
neglected at the expense of graphical realism, 
however, and many gamers remain unconvinced that 
the inclusion of 3D motion-captured visuals makes for 
successful football games. 

For all its fluidity of movement, Actua Soccer is an 
overrated title, while Adidas Power soccer is too 
gimmicky. The Saturn has world Wide soccer '97, a 
more than competent title, but only J-League Perfect 
Striker (aka 15564) can comfortably be described as 
exceptional with its versatile and elaborate gameplay. 

Konami, producer of the aforementioned J-League 

and probably the most prolific performer on the 
football pitch, has once again demonstrated that 
stunning 3D visuals can be combined with refined 
gameplay, this time in the 32bit field. /SS Pro is 
essentially a game that has learned its skills from /SS 
Deluxe on the SNES and then been given a sparkling 
new strip and grand stadium to play in. 

The game first impresses with the attention to 
detail applied to the players' kits; the red chequerboard 
strip of the Croatians, the Adidas-style 'three stripes' 
on the shirts of the Germans and Spanish - it's 
immediately clear that this is a game tailored not only 
for the hardcore gamer, but the football fanatic, too. 
And even though Konami hasn't paid for the license to 
use the names of real players, the observant will soon 
pick out international stars such as Ravanelli, 
Klinsmann, Valderrama and Bergkamp by their hairdos. 

As in Konami's oft-forgotten PlayStation football 
sim Goat Storm, /SS Pro players appear angular, 
though considerably more detailed and rounded than 
their earlier counterparts. First impressions are that 
the action is somewhat slow-paced, sluggish almost. 

When a long ball heads toward a player, the square button can be used to knock a short header back to a 
teammate. Subtle gameplay features such as this ensure /SS Pro's distinction in an overcrowded market 



Although there are few goals scored from outside the 18-yard area, rlayers can still perform spectacular 
overhead kicks and headers. Close-ups display the attention to detai applied to the varied football sb'ips 

Once accustomed to the pace, though, /SS Pro begins 
to show just how much it has to offer. The four basic 
buttons are used for pass-to-feet, long pass, through 
pass and shoot, while the top-right shoulder button 
can be utilised to give a player an extra boost of pace. 
With a few minutes of practice the basics can be 
mastered, but there are so many subtle touches that it 
can take a couple of weeks before the tactical 
nuances are discovered. The through-ball pass plays 
the ball into space just in front of an on-rushing 
teammate which enables you to catch a defender on 
his heels (so to speak), yet early attempts usually find 
the gamer giving the ball straight to the opposition. 
But, as is true of all the best sports simulations, the 
more you play /SS Pro, the better it gets. 

on the formation screen, each of the players is 
represented with a Pac-Man-style face in five states of 
happiness. Red and grinning, the player is in good 
health; grey and miserable, best to drop him to the 
bench. A strategy option has been implemented to 
offer the opportunity to play the offside trap, all-out 
defence and attack or counter attacking approaches, 
all of which can be implemented at any point in the 
game by depressing the Select button. (When battling 
a human opponent, it's with great satisfaction that 

your defenders are pushed forward to catch attackers 
in an offside position.) 

Strangely, the least spectacular aspect of the game 
is often scoring, which mostly comes about following 
one-on-ones with goalkeepers. Headers and bicycle 
kicks are executable, but notching up a goal from 
outside the 18-yard area is rare - and usually a case of 
the goalkeeper fumbling a shot. Mostly, though, the 
goalkeepers are solid, and strikes come from patient, 
well-thought-out passing movements. 

Options include four stadiums, four pitch views 
and three oneplayer difficulty levels, and commentary 
accompanies the on-screen action (albeit poorly -
when is a developer going to produce a game with a 
commentator who doesn't spout the ridiculous and 
repeat the same remarks with alarming regularity?). 

Referees are realistic, in as much as they're 
dreadfully inconsistent. But you can forgive /SS Pro 

most things, simply because the animation and 3D 
visuals are excellent and the gameplay so refined. 

This is, without a shadow of a doubt, the £ 
best Playstation football game available. 

Edge rating: 

Nine out of ten 

Format: Playstation Publisher: Konami 
Developer: In-house Price: £45 Release: Out now 

test screen 

/SSP's animation is the best of any 
PlayStation football game; players 
even somersault after scoring 

The on')' other game that can match 
/SS Pro s visual appeal is N64 title 
/SS64, another effort from Konami 
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·i vandal Hearts 

Diego's the joker of the group (top). 
The various spells are a highlight of 
the game (middle and bottom) 

Vandal Hearts' attention to detail is typical of Japanese games - on a moving train, a spurt of blood that 
usually greets a death is blown away In the wind (left). Salamander (right) is a rather spectacular spell 

m long with Square Soft's Final Fantasy VII, 
vandal Hearts is in the vanguard of a new 
wave of Japanese-bred RPGs. Konami's 

example is roleplaying with a truly Nipponese feel and 
owes more to battling miniatures of the warhammer 
variety than it does to Dungeons & Dragons; in 
computer game terms, the X-COM series is its closest 
relative in the west. 

What this means is that the action is presented in 
a series of one-off. turn-based battles on an isometric 
3D terrain. First you move your characters and attack, 
then the computer does the same. The plot is strictly 
linear. with the two apparent choices presented to you 
in the game in fact having no significance whatsoever. 

The player assumes the role of Ash Lambert. an 
officer in the lshtarian security forces who stumbles 
across a plot that threatens to overthrow the world. 

Though ifs not evident in this shot. the bridge is 
collapsing behind the hardy band (above). The 
realtime 3D engine works efficiently (left) 

The only way to stop it is to win every one of the set
piece battles. In these you command Ash and his ever
growing squad of companions. all taken from the 
classical fantasy mould: wizards, thieves and archers 
abound. And, as you'd expect from a roleplaying 
game, success brings financial reward and 
advancement in level. 

so far. so ordinary. But there are two things that 
lift vandal Hearts well clear of its competition. First. 
although the plot is linear, it has one of the best
structured and most rewarding plots Edge has ever 
come across. In between each battle there are little 
sequences where the main characters talk and debate. 
There are flashbacks, cuts to the villain's castle and 
half-remembered dreams. Every ploy of Japanese 
cinema (down to borrowing heavily from Shakespeare) 
is used to bring the game and its characters to life. 
And cunningly, this wonderful plot is also woven into 
the gameplay itself with variable victory conditions for 
each battle reflecting the advancement of the storyline 
(One battle, for example, has you rescuing a comrade 
from a fiery lava pit. You have eight turns to figure out 
how to get to her or she perishes). 

Second, while initially a disappointing graphical 
achievement, vandal Hearts' visuals escalate in 
stature as the game progresses. some effects, such as 
the temple that rises out of the water or the train that 
hurtles along behind a battle. concern backgrounds. 
but the best effects are saved for spells. Even early on 
these are tremendous (columns of arcane symbols rise 
and fly around the spell-casting character. for 
example), but as the power of the spellcasters 
increases, so does the visual potency of their spells, 
the best probably being the Salamander, a summoned 
fiery dragon which flies around the screen turning 
everything blood red before smiting foes. 

vandal Hearts obviously does not have the 
graphical flair evident in Square's prerendered 
excesses. and the stop-go nature of its gameplay will 
be offputting for some. but those willing to invest the 
time and effort will get a lot out of what is an £ 
expertly crafted title. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: Konami 
Developer: In-house Price: £45 Release: out now 







outlaws 

L 
ucasArts hasn't sullied its reputation with 
Outlaws, but it has, not for the first time, shown 
that it's not infallible. The other most recent 

examples of this, Dark Forces and Afterlife, proved that 
perhaps the company that made its name with graphic 
adventures Monkey Island, Fate of Atlantis and space 
shoot 'em up X-Wing, should stick to what it's good at. 

Outlaws scores points for its original concept (Doom 
clone in the wild west) and some superbly atmospheric 
sound reminiscent of the very best spaghetti western 
movies. It also bears the familiar Lucas trademark of 
outstanding animation sequences pioneered in Full 
Throttle, dropped in to advance the plot. Unfortunately, 
Outlaws barely needs one, as all that's required of the 
player is to repeat the familiar kill/key tactics pioneered by 
Doom, and then done to death ever since. 

The disappointing 30 engine looks like shareware 
compared with the likes of Quake, and is clunky, even on 
a high-spec PC, the levels it builds being curiously bare. 
Combat, which sadly dominates the gameplay, veers 
unevenly from semi-interesting sharp-shooting and 
blasting, to annoying enemy ambushes that happen with 
no warning, and leave the player staggering around looking 
for health after only the briefest encounter. 

Outlaws is an atmospheric but ultimately 
disappointing title that will leave most LucasArts £ 
fans hoping Jedi Knight fares better. 

Edge rating : 

Five out of ten 

Format: PC 

"! Publisher: LucasArts I Developer: 

I Price: £30 I Release: 

In-house 
Out now 

test screen 

Independence Day 

E 
A's Independence Day licence, though potentially 
lucrative, was inevitably a proverbial albatross 
around the neck of developer Radical. With 

creativity no doubt hamstrung by what was essentially a 
special effects vehicle, a plane-based shoot 'em up was 
perhaps the lesser of genre evils to adopt Eschewing the 
basic Afterburner format, 104 utilises almost fully 360° 
movement as a basis for blasting action. 

With external or internal views and mission objectives 
insinuating flight sim aspirations, it's disappointing that 
Radical has overlooked the basics of enjoyable airborne 
arcade combat. Independence Day suffers from over-fast 
enemy craft and over-sensitive plane controls, and to keep 
an alien craft on-screen for more than a few seconds proves 
to be a real achievement. Despite this, the homing missiles 
equipped on all available fighters invariably destroy all 
assailants with a minimum of targeting. With ordinance
boosting collectables easy to acquire, simple button bashing 
often leads to unsatisfying level progression. 

Graphically, pop-up and other inadequacies are all faults 
suffered by the game's ambitious 30 graphics engine, but 
there's no denying that swooping between Las Vegas 
casinos or shooting the Statue of Liberty is going to offer 
some entertainment to the easily pleased. 

Sadly, though, in keeping with its licence, Independence 
Day lacks substance. Bereft of its parent's glorious effects 
(which, ironically, Star Fox 64 manages to emulate £ 
magnificently), EA's game is very weak indeed. 

Edge rating : 

Three out of ten 

Format: Saturn 
Publisher: Electronic Arts 

Price: £45 

Sadly, /04 is nothing more 
than a shallow shoot 'em up 

Developer: Radical 

Release: out now 
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Players must monitor damage levels closely; 
paying cash for repairs is an essential undertaking 

ith Carmageddon, SCi has produced a game 
that wi ll please and anger in equal measure. 

Using themes explored most famously in 
the '70s Stallone movie, 'Death Race 2000·. the 
cha llenge here is to race cars and deal death. Each of 
the 36 routes across 11 different maps is li ttered with 
pedestrians and cows. which, when driven into, 
col lapse in a shower of the blood, rewarding the driver 
with time and cash bonuses. Money is used to 
improve cars between races (increasing armour, 
engine speed and 'offensive' power - an indication of 
the amount of damage you can do to computer 
drivers) or perform repairs during a race. 

Colliding with pedestrians in unusual or exciting 
ways (reversing into them. stri king them while 
performing a handbrake turn or pi ledriving them into a 
brick wal l, to name but a few approaches) brings extra 
bonuses and more blood, something that wil l 
consolidate carmageddon's chances of offending. 

There are no doubt thousands of gamers who 
relish such morally bankrupt gameplay, though, and 
Carmageddon's approach can indeed prove to be 
entertain ing in a rather perverse fashion. 

Technically, the physics model at work here is 
impressive. cars spinn ing as they tumble off the edges 
of cliffs appearing especially realistic. SCi's 30 engine 
isn't without fault, however: Carmageddon's SVGA 
mode renders the action all but unplayable even on a 

Potential victims aren't necessarily in the habit 
of simply waiting around to be mown down ... 

test screen 

carmageddon 

I 
Yet another hapless victim meets his maker (main). Presumably urged on by its appearance in 
big-money successes such as Mortal Kombat, Carmageddon 1s blood-obsessed (above left) 

P200. Fortunately, even in VGA mode, the game is 
aesthetically sound. 

While the oneplayer game proves entertain ing, a 
se lection of multiplayer options constitute the most 
interesting set-ups. Up to six players can be bundled 
into a deathmatch arena, the goal being to remain the 
last competitor al ive or to ki ll more pedestrians than 
your opponent(s). Playing aga inst other human drivers 
certainly makes gives the action another element of 
appeal for a few hours. but, of course. this is far from 
being a Quake or Red Alert replacement. 

Carmageddon has been slickly put together and 
has some welcome touches (notably power-ups, a 
decent level of detai l and the option to drive anywhere 
over the game's envi ronments) but it is flawed simply 
because of the limitations of the stunts that can be 
performed. Exhaust these and there is li ttle 
reason to return to the game. 

Edge rating: 

£ 
Six out of ten 

Format PC Publisher: SCi 
Developer: In-house Price: £40 Release: . Out now 

Gruesomely, blood trails are left 
behind by your vehicle's wheels. 
SCi is certainly courting controversy 
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test screen 

iQ 

m lthough psychology textbooks would insist 
on another definition, as far as this 
Playstation title is concerned the iQ 

monicker stands for Intelligent Qube. 
IQ is one of those occasional titles that defies 

rational anlysis. An elementary puzzle game in the 
Tetris mould, it makes no attempt to shatter the 
perception that such games must look singularly dull. 
The player stands on a huge rectangular block divided 
into rows of cubes. In front of him a separate group of 
cubes tumble forward menacingly, a row at a time, 
and must be destroyed (by selecting an area on the 
block's surface and detonating a cube as it passes 
over it) before they reach the edge of the block. 

Green cubes act as bombs, destroying a wider 
area, and can be used tactically so as to form a chain
reaction effect, whereas getting rid of the black cubes 
col lapses one of the block's rows, reducing the playing 
area. Conversely, perfectly completing an attack wave 
will add a new row. As the levels progress, the 
relentless pace of the cubes increases while the player 
has less space within which to manoeuvre. Falling off 
the edge will end the game. 

A twoplayer battle mode and wonderful - yet 
totally inappropriate - in-game music complete the 
package. Despite its simplicity, iQ is a strangely £ 
compelling experience. 

Edge rating : 

seven out of ten 

Format PlayStation 

Every perfect 
round will add 
a new row of 
cubes which 
gives the player 
just enough 
room to survive 
the next cubic 
attack wave 

Publisher: SCE Developer: In-house 

Price: ¥5,800 (£30) Release: Out now (Japan) 

Tail of the sun 

A 
s peculiar as it may sound, the ultimate goal 
of this game is to build a tower of 
mammoths' tusks in order to reach the tail of 

the sun. This, as it turns out, is not nearly so easy as 
might initially be imagined. 

Given the indisputable fact that mammoths are 
extinct, the setting for Tail of the Sun is obviously back 
in prehistoric times. As a brave hunter chosen by a 
small, primitive tribe, the player must scour the land in 
search of food, allowing the tribe to grow and evolve. 
But the vast world is full of danger: wi ld beasts have to 
be fought, hazardous weather must endured, and deep 
oceans crossed without drowning. 

Periodically, the tribe's culture level increases and 
a better weapon becomes available. Yet only when the 
hunter has gathered enough experience should 
mammoths be targeted. When hunters die (either from 
an animal attack or old age), the player may pick any 
other member of the tribe to continue the quest. 

While the core idea is sound, most of the time the 
game's environment is painfully desolate and the 
player's character horribly difficult to control. The 
inclusion of some tidi ly real ised Al is not enough to 
redress the balance. 

Commendable as the concept is, Tail of the Sun is 
let down by sloppy execution. It is neither exciting nor 
substantial enough to persuade the player to £ 
overlook its glaring weaknesses. 

Edge rating : 

Format PlayStation 

Publisher: SCEA 

Price: $45 (£30) 

Five out of ten 

I 
I 

Talfs environment hardly 
ever bristles with activity 

Developer: Artdink fl 
Release: Out now (US) I 



Testscreen round-up 

Epidemic PlayStation 
Publisher SCEE 
Release out now 
Price £35 

r.:11 pidemic , the western incarnation of Kileak the 
1.:1 Blood 2, is a mix of Psygnosis' Lifeforce Tenko 
and Defcon 5, Milleniurn lnteractive's somewhat 
misguided attempt to produce the thinking man's 
Doom. Like Defcon 5, the player must wander around 
an anonymous-looking futuristic environment at an 
excruciatingly slow pace. In common with Tenka, 
there are simple robots to blast along the way and 
various colour-coded keys to find in order to progress. 

The problem for games like this is that they lack 
either the depth to engage the mind fully or the 
originality and pace to provide a decent firefight The 
results are often, as here, a game that falls between 
two genres and never really manages to pick itself up. 
The graphics are passable, the music innocuous and 
the enemies varied for the first few levels; and to be 
fair it does create a dark, futuristic atmosphere, £ 
but Epidemic is unlikely to prove infectious. 
Ed&e rating : 

Six out of ten 

Formula Karts PC 
Publisher Sega 
Release Out now 
Price £30 

r.::I uriously for Sega, still fighting to establish the 
1:1 Saturn as a genuine contender in the next gen 
console stakes, Formula Karts isn't a conversion from 
any other platform. The Saturn's loss is not the PC's 
gain, however, as this pedestrian racer offers no 
improvements on previous examples of the genre. 

While the year-old Manic Karts and Virtual Karts 
managed at least to convey the sense of speed and 
danger involved with cornering at 30mph on what 
amounts to little more than a soapbox on wheels, 
Formula Karts has the player chugging monotonously 
around tracks which are too similar, against 
opponents who pose little or no challenge. 

Basic, chunky graphics, the lack of a decent third
person viewpoint and the fact that crashing is 
impossible are all unforgivable failings. Sega has 
ultimately produced a shoddy racer that £ 
should be avoided. 

Edge rati ng: 

Four out of ten 

Need for speed 2 PlayStation/PC 
Publisher Electronic Arts 
Release out now 
Price £45 

r.11 fter the excellent 3DO original, Need For Speed 
W 2 is something of a let down. Where 3DO NFS 
had complex models, great tracks and beautiful 
scenery, NFS2 can barely muster the energy for some 
half-decent models, a couple of stunt sections and a 
poor frame rate in its PC incarnation (with no 3D card 
support to boost perfonnance). On the PlayStation, 
where titles like Rage Racer prove that solid-looking 
scenery, well-designed tracks and subtle handling are 
perfectly possible, this sequel looks particularly weak. 

Many courses are uninspired, with the overly long 
straights seemingly devoid of any opposttion, while 
car handling seems to vary little between models. All 
are frustratingly difficult to keep on the road and feel 
weightless in the way associated with old sprite-based 
racers. The designers try to make up for it with an 
almost pedantic level of detail, but the end £ 
result is still a disappointing one. 
Edge rating : 

Five out of ten 

The Crow: City of Angels Saturn 
Publisher Acclaim 
Release out now 
Price £40 

D he brawl-method beat 'em up, characterised by 
the likes of Double Dragon and Streets of 

Rage, is currently enjoying a minor renaissance. 
Sega's Die Hard Arcade and Core's forthcoming 
Fighting Force are two examples of a genre bridging 
the gap between sprite and polygon game engines. 

Acclaim's The Crow: City of Angels, by contrast, is 
a dire reminder that 30 does not always lend itself to 
solid garneplay. The Crow offers limited moves and 
rotational controls over prerendered locations. Using 
an astonishingly basic combat model, kicks and 
punches inexplicably pass through assailants. 

The indistinct nature of The Crow's animations 
means thai very often, aligning your character with 
opponents is down to luck. Awful collision detection, 
repetitive gameplay and the absence of a twoplayer 
mode make Acclaim's licence one of the worst £ 
Saturn releases to date. 

Ed&e rati ng : 

TWo out of ten 

test screen 

swagman Playstation 
Publisher core Design 
Release out now 
Price £45 

D n a marked departure from Tomb Raider, Core 
Design has turned its energies to the overhead

viewed genre. 
In the resultant game, the player assumes the 

role of Zack, a bumbling little lad on a mission to free 
his sister and friends from the eponymous Swagman 
and his sleep-stealing hordes. 

Gameplay, for the most part, consists of simply 
wandering through levels, trying key after key, while 
attacking enemies with a magic torch. 

With its cutesy style and Tim Burton-inspired 
graphics, Swagman tries hard but fails chiefly because 
of badly designed gameplay. Frustrating enemies and 
an incredibly unforgiving control system conspire to 
make it more often a chore than a pleasure. 

Swagman's designers have claimed that they were 
looking to make it feel like the l 6bit classic £ 
Zelda; unfortunately it simply feels l 6bit 

Edge rating: 

Five out of ten 

Raiden DX Playstation 
Publisher Seibu Kaihatsu 
Release out now {Japan) 
Price ¥5,800 (£30) 

l':I espite the design and structural shortcomings in 
~ the original game, Raiden Project was an 
impressive demonstration of the PlayStation's rarely 
exploited 20 abilities. This release is, in fact, a 
conversion of the Raiden DX coin-op, a game that 
was essentially little more than a subtle reworking of 
Raiden II from the original PlayStation disc. 

A choice between training, novice and expert 
modes now staggers the full suite of levels, and the 
only visible enhancements are tweaks to backdrops 
and some of the boss animations. Explosions are just 
as magnificently handled with exceptional levels of 
detail (defeated enemies drop out of the sky to take 
out buildings, shrapnel spins off realistically, etc) but 
ultimately this is all Raiden has ever stood for and is 
undermined (as the original was) by the infinite 
continues given.to the player. A game purely £ 
for extreme fans of the series, then. 

Edge ra t ing: 

Six out of ten 
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Part one of our l'1IW 
monthly Tips Bible! 

That's 68 full-colour pages 
packed with the best 

PlayStation lft, C1BJ1 and 
-.uTIIIII in the business -

ftll Fl&I 





AOBOTS~ 
wm the rea~ A2-[]2 p~ease stand up? 

Above: Dante II scuttles in where humans fear 
to tread - inside volcanoes! In 1993 a group of 
eight vulcanologists died doing just this .. . 

Honda has designed an intelligent humanoid robot 
that can walk around and tighten bolts. However, 
most of its brain power is used in keeping it upright ... 

The ROAMS recon-robot sneaks behind enemy lines 
using satellite guidance and a remotely-controlled 
video camera to avoid things like traps. And stairs. 

A bionic hand. Before long lost limbs will be replaced with 
devices that are lighter and stronger than the real thing. 

How long before robots 
are doing your job? 

Find out in T3 issue 8 

On sale now! 1:2.95 











R E ·A L T y 

We are currently looking for highly talented and 
dedicated individuals to work on future hit titles. 

PROGRAMMERS 
Must be fluent in CIC++ or in assembler 

with strong background in maths. 

ARTISTS 
High level of artistic and creative flair required. 

Both 20 (Paper, Photoshop) and 
30 (Softlmage, 30 Studio Max, Lightwave). 

Offices based near Newcastle Upon Tyne 

Send CV and examples to; 

Personnel 
Beyond Reality Ltd. 
P.O. Box82 
North Shields 
NE290YN 

email : jobs@beyond-reality.com 
web: http://www.beyond-reality.com 

TITUS is going places .... 

FAST! 
lf you want to know more about France, French drinking habits, or what sunny weather 
looks like, here's your chance! Titus is accelerating down the road to a pole position in 

N64 development and is already preparing projects for the 64DD. 

Titus has already been developing for the N64 during the last 2 years and is currently 
creating hot titles like Lamborghini 64, Superma n, and the Quest for Camelot, using 

SGI lndigo2 High Impacts, 02s and Indy based N64 development kits. 

If you think that you're the best C programmer piere is, with experience coding 3D for 
SGI or PC machines; or that your real-time models and animations wipe the floor with 
everything else you have seen; or that you can draw bitmaps as well in 16 colours as 

other guys can with 16,000, then you should think about changing to the French way of 
life. We are dedicated to producing real-tiine, action software that's original, stunning to 

look at and, above all, PLAYABLE, 

Floated on the Paris stock market, Titus is located in a peaceful region of the Pari s 
suburbs, 20mins from Roissy Airport. Position, salary and involvement in our upcoming 
stock option plan will depend on your knowledge and experience. We will help you in 

your move to France and find you an apartment close to our offices. 

Zo II you are ze bait why uot come wlz us to be making ze bait games zere are? 

Send a CV and large selection of your work to: 
Eric Caen 
Titus France 

310 avenue Daniel Perdrige 
93370 Montfermeil- France 

Phone: 33 1 43 32 10 92 
Fax: 33 1 43 32 11 52 

Email: 100023,611@compuserve.com 





PSX Programmer 
£25-35k, Surrey 

C Programmer 
£entry level, London 

PC and PSX Programmers 
£high, South Coast 

PC Programmer 
£mid 20ks, London 

Senior Games Programmer 
£25-35k, London 

3D Artists/3D Programmers 
To £40k, London (two sites) 

Programmers/ Artists 
£various, South London 

Technical Executive 
£30k, London 

Technical Dev Manager 
£60k plus bens, London 

Please contact 
or send your CV to: 

A division of 

~ 

eople 
This company is famous for games with Al 
content. It is port of on international publisher. 

This is a unique opportunity to work with the 
creator of Hitch-hiker's Guide To The Galaxy. 
Have a look at the demo of Cormogeddon and 
you'll be interested in working for this 
company. Further vacancy. 
This company produces games for the internet, 
PloyStation and Saturn. It is a small quoted company. 
Our games are of the Hight sim genre. We hove 
hod tremendous success with our latest product 
in the USA. 
Please send us a demo of some sort. We ore 
actively seeking talent for the UK's largest 
publisher/ developer. 
Part of a public group, this company hos an 
urgent requirement for PS-X programmers. They 
are also interested in artists. Games are 30 
adventure and strategy. 
For the world wide multi-media division of a 
large television company. The role encompasses 
s/w evaluation, quality control and requires 
knowledge of C++ or VB. 
please telephone for a confidential discussion 

Justin .Hill in complete confidence, 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON Wl N 5RH 
TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 
clatascope@dial.pipex.com 

THE UNIVERSITY 
of LIVERPOOL 

Department of Computer Science - Connect 

Multimedia Designer for 
Internet/WWW 

Initial salary within the range £15,159 · £16,927 pa 

Connect · The Internet Centre for Merseyside Businesses · is 
seeking an enthusiastic multimedia designer to add to its team of 
designers working alongside web programmers on a variety of 
client Web sites and other Internet related projects. Connect, a 
European-funded initiative, has an international reputation for 
Internet development and research and offers an exciting 
environment for a motivated designer. Information is available at 
www.connect.org.uk 
You should have a proven interest in the Internet and exploring 
new developments (Internet/WWW/HTML experience would be 
an advantage); experience with Photoshop and similar packages; 
multimedia ski lls for e lectronic media (e.g. animation, 3D 
knowledge, audio techniques) using packages such as Director and 
the abi li ty to work in a team and meet strict deadlines. The post is 
tenable for eighteen months. 

Quote Ref: B/ 748/ E Closing Date: 20 June 1997 

Further particulars and details of the application procedure may 
be requested from the Director of Personnel, The University of 

Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX on 0151 794 2210 
(24 hr answerphone) or via email: jobs@liv.ac.uk 

eople 
Engine Programmer A quoted company is looking for C skills for their 

£high + reloc, Holland latest project. Internet skills would be useful. 

Programmers, Artists SQUARE, the creators of 'Final Fantasy' 
HAWAII & CALIFORNIA are recruiting . Telephone for details! Ongoing! 

Top Games Progs, EA Canada are looking for top people with 
Can$ lots, CANADA experience. This is an exclusive, ongoing requirement. 

PS-X, Soturn, N64 This high profile company, recenrly featured in 
Programmers Edge, seeks talent. Sports and adventure games. 

£whateverll, Oxfordshire 

PSX Programmers This is a small company with a friendly atmosphere. 
£open, Nottingham It is a good opportunity to get in early with a 

growing organisation. 

Artists 2D Illustrators, 30 Modellers - Gamegen, 
£var, Warks 3DS or SGi Animators. We are looking for 15 

people over the next few months: Ongoing. 

Programmers& Producers Divisions of a large publisher seek good people. 
£neg Good career progression . 

Liverpool, Leeds, Midlands 

Artist and Tester Two new positions with the creators of the best 
£apen, Liverpool selling F 1 game. · 

Producer 
£20-30k, Midlands 

Please contact 
or send your CV to: 

A division of 

~ 

We ore looking for project management tools, some 
games experience and some creative input. 

Justin Hill in complete confidence, 
Games People 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON WlN 5RH 

TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 

clatascope@dial.pipex.com 





ARTISTS I PROGRAMMERS {pref. UK based) 
On-line PLC are a growing games developer and internet entertainment 
publisher based in London, on the Victoria Line. We have a strong history 
in developing and marketing both boxed and networked games. Current 
projects include the Interactive Rocky Horror Show, Iron Wolves - a 
networked naval simulator (http://www.uboat.com), and a new big-budget 
football game. 
We are looking for enthusiastic, talented people who work well in a team 
environment. 

Experienced Games Programmers I Software Engineers 

You will need to have good CIC++ skills. We are particularly looking for 
expertise on PC, Mac, PlayStation, or in Maths I Mechanics I Physics. We 
currently have at least three vacancies for people who above all, are 
enthusiastic about developing games. 

Experienced Artists, Animators and Illustrators 

Candidates must have a minimum of 6 months to a year's experience in 
the games industry, and have good basic drawing skills. You will need to 
enjoy working in a high-pressure commercial team environment. 

We offer excellent opportunities for career development, exciting projects, 
and early responsibility. Salaries are commensurate with talent and 
previous experience. 

Please send your cv with a covering letter to: 

Seb Haigh, 
On-line PLC, 
642a Lea Bridge Rd , 
London. 
United Kingdom. 
E10 6AP 

cool, dynamic, 

3D/Direct X Programmers 

Playstation Programmers 

£Competitive + Benefits 
North Hampshire/Surrey Borders 

Simtex is a newly formed design and production 
studio headed by experienced industry professionals. 
Development activities embrace educationaVtralning 
simulation and games software - a diverse business 

base conducive to both flexibility and stability. 

We are well funded and offer a number of exciting 
opportunities for programmers to Join our young high 

tech teams. Future prospects are outstanding. So if 
you're an ambitious, team oriented Individual who 

wishes to work in a relaxed friendly, yet professional 
working environment we would like to hear from you. 

In the first instance, please send a CV to :
Aardvark Swift Consulting Limited 

75-n Station Street 
Swinton 

South Yorkshire 
S648PZ 

Tel: (01709) 571441 Fax: (01709) 586527 Email: SLD@ardswift.demon.co.uk 

.. _ • ...., .............................. tar ... .... 

Artl8la 20 T .... ffl8IIPIIS ..... 11Nd8d, Dp8lnl. Phaloltlap 411c. 
1kl8l1t ~ 'Cl~. Wln95 ot l'lllySliillarl aiplllence 111811 
8IMl1lllgl 
l9qllRd ID buld game maps, a blOad epl*9 al lnamnol _... 

We offll' 8 giNI WOl1dng envirom8II pnxluclng- fDr CN al b lndullly'a 1111111 
pnllllgloue publllllaa. S8larlae negollllble up ID E2&5k and - co11iplel•lllld will! 
project 8lld annual pnllll r8lrllad bcJruN. 

OW~ 819 lcallad ~ Chlllwk:k, Welt Lcndcn, cloee ID Undalgrolnl and Malr*l8 
llallcr1e 8l1d .. Ncr1h CirQlllr Reed. 

P1eaee send a CV ll1d 1W1Y IUDIIOf1lna m8llrtlll (lhow INI, de!,- ale.) to: 
Mr Fube, Fube lndullrlN Uil; PO lrCIII 1ffl4, Londcn NW11 IWR 
Tai/Fu: 0111 m 1a E-mlll: llllfllbeefuba.clMal.co.l* 

Head of Creative Services 
Location: Hertfordshire 

Sala!)': £Package in excess of £50,000 

The world leader in interactive television need to recruit a key member of 
staff to define the creative direction of their virtual world. 

This dynamic company is widely regarded as the most advanced video-on
demand provider in the world. Backed by a $multi-billion consortium they 
are currently offering a range of services including movies, games, home 
shopping, music and home banking, and are poised to take over the home 
entertainment market. Due to continued expansion we now seek to recruit a 
rare individual. 

You must have a wealth of experience within the multimedia, advertising or 
television fields, which must have included experience of defining the entire 
creative direction of a sizeable organisation. The position reports directly to 
the board and will involve defining the look and feel of a 30 virtual world, 
expected to be visited by up to 2 million people per day by the year 2000. 
In addition to/our design skills we will utilise your management experience 
as the team o 30 modellers grows from the current 6 members to 20 by 
year end. 

This is a truly unique position offering the chance to be part of the next 
media revolution. 

Please forward a CV to Kevin Williamson 

Jnlorn,atif,: 
CONSULTING LTD 

GRESHAM HOUSE, 53 CLARENDON ROAD 
WATFORD, WD1 1 LA 

TEL: 01923 224481 FAX: 01923 224493 
EMAIL: INFORMATIQ@BTINTERNET.COM 









Software Engineers 
Required for mathematical mode/ling of real time systems, 
Artificial Intelligence research and 11etwork game programming. 
Applicants must be fluent in C or assembler. 
A proven track record or exceptional demonstration is essential. 

Clockwork Games is a dynamic, established company 
developing for PC and next generation platforms. 
Located in Nottinghamshire, we have spacious modern 
offices, with state of the art production facilities. 

An ongoing expansion plan has created several key positions 
within the company for talented and experienced individuals. 
If you have what it takes to succeed, we want to hear from you. 

36 Langham Street, London WIN 5RH 
Tel : 0171-580 6018 Fax: 0171-580 6068 

Email datascope@dial.pipex.com 

Insert Catchy Slogan Here 
Boast about success, say how long we've been in the industry, tell you the secrets of that success. Move on to 
mention the very special clients that we ·are working for right now, convince you that we thrive over the 
competition. Add witty yet exciting phrase telling you that you'd be mad not to call us RIGHT NOW!!! 

List New Opportunities which bear a striking resemblance to the old ones: 

Sound familiar? It should do, because it is every recruitment advert that you have ever read, and if 
it alone is enough to entice you to contact us, our details are at the end of the ad. If instead, you're 
looking for something different in a recruitment company, we'd like the chance to tell you why 
you should consider us. 

At Pelican we work with you as partners; taking the time to really listen to your needs and to 
ensure that we understand them. Then, and only then, can we set to work together to form teams 
that are ready, willing and more than able to produce the best entertainment products worldwide. 
So if we still have your attention without all the hype, perhaps you'd like to contact us. 

Pelican Consultants International Ltd, 104-106 High Street, Harrow-on-the-Hill, Middlesex. 
HAI 3LP. ENGLAND. TEL: (+44) 181 423 3400 Fax:(+44) 1814231117 
E-mail: online@pelican-consultants.co.uk 

http://www.pelican-consultants.com 

Pelican 
CONSULTANTS 
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Psygnosis is seeking experienced development staff to join our rapidly expanding team. We need the people who can help us 
repeat our triumph as 'Developer of the Year' next year and every year. In other words we need the best. 

On offer is the chance to work with the highest spec. equipment, on leading PC and PlayStation titles, in an expanding and secure 
organisation . There are vacancies for 

Producers, Artists and Programmers 
at all our studios {Liverpool, Stroud, Chester, Leeds, London and Paris) where you'll find an excellent working environment and all the 
professional back up you need to create great games. 

To join us you'll need industry experience and a commitment to excellence in all that you do . Salary will obviously depend upon track 
record, but is unlikely to prove an obstacle for the right candidates, as the packages we offer are second to none in the industry. 

So if your ideas and skills are out of the ordinary, get in touch . We're sure you'll fit in round here. 

Initially send a full CV, with samples of work if possible, to: 
Janet Webb, Psygnosis Ltd., Napier Court, Wavertree Technology Park, Liverpool, L13 1EH. 

Psygnosis and the Psygnosis Logo are trade marks or registered trade marks of Psygnosis Ltd. 
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DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR cambs £Neg 
Exceptional individual with experience in 
any cutting edge software development 
required Ref.1161 

PROGRAMMERS cambs £25-£2Bk+package 
Experience of any one or more of the 
following :- PSX, Saturn, W95, 30, and low 
level. Ref.1190 

TEST /NETWORH MANAGER Cambs ENeg+package 
Experience essential Ref.1191 

PROGRAMMERS UK, USA, Far East £Neg 
Good game coders, tools, utilities and 30 
programmers are required by many of our 
clients, ranging from the multinationals to 
start up companies. Experience in development 
for one of the following is required:
Playstation, Saturn, Ultra 64, M2, PC-CD ROM, 
DirectX. 30 experience is always useful in any 
format. We can put you in touch with the right 
job, with the right salary. 

NETWORH MRNAGER London to nsk 
Experienced network manager required for 
leading software company. Working knowledge 
of AS400, Lotus notes, cc mail, as well as LAN, 
WAN, and internet awareness. Must have 
excellent communication skills, and have had 
some customer service experience. Ref. 1151 

WINDOWS ENGINEERS south £Neg 
Able engineers required to develop windows 
applications for part of a multinational 
company. Applicants must possess good C and 
C++ skills, and experience in DirectX routines 
would be an advantage. This position is not 
with a games software producer. Ref. 1133 

WINDOWS RERLTIME SOFTWARE ENGINEERS London 
Up to £30k+bonus 
Work on tools, methodologies, engines, motion 
capture, networks and 30 graphics. Ref. 111 

PROGRAMMERS USA $50k-$100k+bonus+profit share 
Ultra 64 programmers required (or good PSX 
experience) to work on a brand new project. 
Green card assistance is available to the right 
candidate. (Los Angeles area). Ref. 1131 

PC CDROH London/South £Neg packages 
Competent programmers required to work on 
the above platform. Ref. 820/883 

LERO/SENIOR PROGRAMMERS UK to nsk+bonus 
PC CDROM and Playstation. Industry experience, 
30 published work a plus. Ref. 882/888/891/892 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRAMMER London £Neg, v.good 
Exceptional PSX person with 30 game to his 
credit required . Salary will not be a problem 
for the right individual. Ref. 937 

PLAYSTATION PROGRAMMERS London £Neg 
Experience or interest in producing football 
products required . Ref. 1129 

PLAYSTATION PROGRAMMER London £HIGH 
If you have experience of programming on the 
PSX then our client has an immediate start for 
the right individual. Salary will be advantageous 
to progress your career. Ref. 1151 

TOOLS AND ENGINE PROGRAMMERS u K to nsk +bonus 
Experienced tools or engine programmers 
required for leading software companies. Ref. 962 

TECHNICAL 
DIRECTX PROGRRMMERS UK to £40k+bonus 
Good understanding of DirectX under Win 95. 
Experience of Direct 30 an advantage. Ref. 992 

ARTIST/PROGRRMHERS Midlands ENeg+bonus 
Playstation, Saturn and M2 programmers 
required. Experience in one or more, essential. 

Ref. 111911120 

ARTISTS/PROGRAMMERS Scotland ENeg+profit share 
Experienced personnel required for impressive 
expansion plans, working on new technology. 
Artists must be experienced in Alias, Softimage 
or 30 Studio, programmers must have min. lyr's 
games background. Working in a picturesque 
location, salaries will be competitive. Ref. 991 

ARTISTS UK, USA, Far East £Neg 
With experience within the games industry, 
your talents, whether 20 or 30 are actively 
required by our long list of clients. The type of 
software package which you are proficient 
with will be varied, but your skills in model 
creation, animation, high and low polygon 
work, bitmaps and sprite creation, are always 
in demand. Exceptional opportunities await 
exceptional people. 

Answers Limited is the 
leading international 

recruitment consultancy 
operating specifically 

in the interactive 
and multimedia 

market place 
ARTISTS USA $50k-$100k+bonus+profit share 
Low polygon 30 work and at least one game to 
your credit essential (Los Angeles area). Ref. 1130 

ART DIRECTOR Denmark £Neg 
Required to run art department of major 
European developer. You must have man
management experience. A knowledge of 
Silicon Graphics would be a plus. Ref. 1095 

PROJECT MANAGER London/South c£30k+bonus 
Must have at least two published games to 
your name, a sound technical background and 
an outgoing personality. Ref.1042 

TOP CLASS PRODUCER London area nsk-£40k+car+bonus 
Experienced producer with man-management 
skills required . Very exciting position for the 
right person. More details on application. 

Ref.1132 

INTERNAL/EXTERNRL PRODUCERS UK £25k-£30k 
Required for prestigious games developer. Needed 
to maintain impressive expansion plans, from 
initial design to final mastering. Ref.912 

PRODUCERS North East to £30k+bonus 
Games producers required for busy northern 
studio, must have previous games producing 
experience. Ref. 1036 

PROJECT MANAGERS UK c£30k-E35k+bonus 
Control creative teams, liaise internally, 
negotiate with licensers and day-to-day 
management. Proven track record in 
entertainment. Programming background 
desirable. Ref. 15on10/835 

DEPUTY STORE MRNAGERS Knightsbridge £Neg 
Excellent opportunity for management calibre 
retailers with customer service skills to join a 
progressive national group selling a broad range 
of quality entertainment products. Ref. 910 

STORE MANRGERS X 4 South East £Neg 
Top games reta il group requires professional 
customer service oriented managers. Capable 
of running your store autonomously, you will 
come from a sales background, be outgoing, 
creative and comfortable owning customers 
and problems. Retail experience an advantage, 
personality essential. Ref. 969 

EUROPERN PRODUCT MANRGER west London 
c£28-£30k+bonus+car 
Two yrs. experience within a blue chip industry 
required to work on action, strategy and 
adventure games. Creative and entrepreneurial 
with degree education desirable. Ref. 1125 

LOCRLIZRTION MANAGER w London c£2s-nok 
To co-ordinate the localization of product for 
Europe and Latin America. Fluent in at least 
one other Europ~an language. Ref.1111 

ART DIRECTOR cambs to£35k+bonus 
Experience in man-management and Silicon 
Graphics software essential. Ref. 1191 

PRODUCERS N/West £Neg 
Two producers required, one to manage the R&D 
programming group, the other, maybe senior to 
produce quality games software. Ref. 1201 

PROGRAMMERS N/West £Neg 
Programmers required to produce leading sports 
simulation s/w. Experience is preferred. Ref. 1209 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT London E12k+ 
Required by leading games publisher to deal 
with enquiries on cheats, special moves etc. 
together with any returns and aid the 
distribution of product from America Ref. 1210 

Please submit your CV with demo 
material on disk, video or paper, 
quoting reference numbers to: 

Pascal Cranney, 
An~wers· Limited, 
The Old Bakery, 
Spratton, 
Northampton NN6 8HH 

Tel : 01604 843336 
Fax: 01604 821848 
E-mail: recruit@answers.u-net.com 
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,._ This 1£ How lVe Know 
,._ The Ga,nes Market . •• 
JA. Formed in 1989, Aardvark Swift is one of the longest established leisure software consultancies around. 

Over the years we've gained a comprehensive knowledge and understanding of the market and an extensive network of 
JA. industry contacts and clients which is second to none. Many of our clients do not advertise their vacancies, preferring 

instead to use our (and only our!} agency service. If, therefore, Aardvark Swift don't have your CV, quite simply you 
JA. cannot be consideredfor these unadvertised roles. Current national requirements include: 

SOUTH NORTH & MIDLANDS 
P1aystaUon Prog11mm1r slralegy garre, lll!WCOflllilllY ............. £28-32k 3DS Artist newloodoo mfice (USA Co) . . ............... f1S.24k + boooses Allu MONlllf/Anlmator cirmraticzimspheric oa,TE. Senior Prodactr . . ................................................. .£35-0: + car 
Alt MmgeB ..................................................... Jo £311k 30 Engine Gun ....................................................... ~, booos,s cias,ical art b•:kgnxnl p<demd ............................ .£22-lf,lc 30 Engine f'rotrlmmor. . ........................ L!2Sk 

Prod1cer1 (x2), inernal role, 111fo & trmliooal titles ......... £25-n + ea Development Mauger tllild new ram .. .£35-.4() + bcnJses Art Maltlftfl ................... Jo £3Bk C++ MFC Win 95 Program111H ··································-·····-····.£20-2fik 

Progr,mmingTnm "1jWlee,anilmlology, Seg1S.blmProgr,mmor loodoo,smaUIXl11)llly .................... l'20-25k ~ =~~".'1".'.'.~ .~.~. . ...... .£25-n 30f'rotrlm11m ......... !2S-n,~otdshae 
o,giro woo. olJ'fb ~~ Olll)llfl1#lily •••.•.•.•....••.•.•••... , •. EHl!ll l"III Softw111 Ellgintm - MPEG, COOECS, DllfCTX. ..... 122-n , .,..,., Progr,mming Tnm """'""· ""llmlooJY, Playstatlto Protra•m• Sco1ia11 .........................................• 1:22·2\k 
OA Mmgor ~estigioosCOOl)OlY, R11mm130 Progr,mmor - OIRECTJO, APl's ............ £24·281<+ beneli~ engirowlrt,oll'fl>-llPl)OIIIJlily ...................................... .£!11111"111 -~ IM9'l'Propa111111111,.-,yslin6 .. £1&1!l+imlils 

iiotessiooalwcrtii,;ief!W(JVTBJI, ~rec:edtitles ..totn + t:enelits LHd Programmer · C,Ctt .................. c£28k + ·1ar1,1eC001)aflY'Rits =~"::::'ri!l'i:.s. seniorrole, .... shareopll005. to£38k T111n L11~r1 ............................................................ .£4CNc + royalties 

30 ~raphlts.Programm~r ~i~ simprcxhrl. Al, lnt1m1tmetwort Programmer ............................................... .£22·24k T11m L11dll1J1,.11d Programm1r1 Midlaoos, Yeleoos llledl,j ...... £Hlg~ Prodllem (mternal) .................................................. .£22.JOk + bonuses 
I01il111ger<rlioo.award-w,00111gCOfll)aflY .................................. £35411k 30Anlmalors e,perierad..... . .... £1~2\k 30 Prott11mmlf,s1olupCOOl)OlY,iowie'IOpoljvolrowros .....• l'20-14k AllnW1mro,tG11plll1Arllsu ............................................ £1&17k 

NetwoltSupport roiiolMide,Uro,l>l, TCP~P,-alVD<ies .. £1~15k Ellomal Produ11B (x2)... . ........... .cf31k+car, benelio Nt-S.pport nalioowile,Uro,lll, TC!'/'IP.-VD<ies .. £1~2\k 2D Bmup/30 Ttmring Artist •............................................. .£1&14k 
Tools/lib11ri11 Progr,mmtr W<rld lem ...................•...... .£18 ·22k Slflior Arlld (Sdtilroge) C, C++ Win 95 OlrtctX Protnmmtr u.,poot, new Olll""1Y, Rtattlfflt 30 Modtlltn. . .................•... .t£25-31k 

M1itlm1dl1Produm new0lfl""1Y..... . .............•... £2&-31k ---··········· ......•....•.. OJ-3Sk,1atgeoonWl'(benet13 we!Hwlled,30"""*",;o.. &irlinerses,eooat .........•........ l'20-25k Ga-out111r ..... .L!:22k,.,.,., 

JA. ?'IIM: Opportunities in USA (for indmduals and teams!) and Scotland, and for 1997 graduates. JA. 
Mote vacancies at www.ardswift.co.uk 

>&. ~ 11«44, (N4. ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 4 (3"11 $: >&. 
Aardvark Swift Consulting Ltd, 75-77 Station Street, Swinton, South orkshire 564 8PZ 

J&. (01709) 571441 Fax (01709) 586527 Email: SLD@Ardswift.Demon.Co.UK ~ 
Our service to applicants is free of charge ~ 

,._ >&. >&. ,., ,._ >&. ,._ >&. ,._ >&. ,._ ,._ .=:§;,;,... 

UK (Nationwide), Canada & USA 
C/C++/30/AI/DIRECT X 

PSX & SATURN PROGRAMMERS 
WIN 3.1/95/NT PROGRAMMERS 

3D STUDIO/LIGHTWAVE/DPAINT/PHOTOSHOP 
SGI/ ALIAS/SOFTIMAGE 

TALENTED GRADUATES 

1\5~ N_QT WHAT TH~ G.AJ-1~.S_[NDUSTR.Y CAN PP.f0.8.)'0U, BUT _W_HAJ you CAN DO FOR THE GAMES INDUSTRY 
Our ci,enls wan1 Ex~nenced_B111ce L~e K,ck Ass W<:n! for cutting edge PC/PSX/SAT/U64/M2 Developmen1 
So let KRS do your donkey work, because we know what the industry wants 8. we don't XXXX abgu! 

JD Engine Guru .......,_. C. C++ IS YOUR RWGION, YOU PREACH IT AND PRACllCE IT •••....... . .••••••• JOI( to SOI( + 
JD .......,_. MUSI EAT, SLEfP, PLAY & 'SXXT' C&C++ .. ..•• . .......••••••.......•••••.•........•••••• 11K to JCIII + 
~ ............. OUR CLIENTS WNff YOU & Will PAY BIGWONGA. ..• . ••.•..•. , ..•••••• ZOii to-+ 
ARE YOU A 30 CODER IU.f>m WORKING & ARE YOU THINKING OF MOVING & SEEl<ING IIEmR PAY ot ARE YOU A 30 NIIIST 
WORKING IN ANOTHER GAMES COMPANY & THINKING OF MOVING & ALSO SEEl<ING 11EmR PAY1 CALL US-· WI CAN Hiii'. Uni'-30 CODERS MUSI OEMONS111ATE ABIUTY 10 COOE 30 IN C. C++ UNDER WINDOWS 9S ••• , •.•... . . 1411 _. 
INOUST11'1 EXl'UUENCED 30 CODERS FROM USA, EUROf'f & JAPAN ARE WELCOME. OUR CLIENTS OFRR EXaWNT PAY DEALS. 
~DS/~JDAnlll/- .....••.••..... . ..••.•••....... . ••••••• 15Kto50II+ 
MUST HAVE ALL-ROUND MODEWNG, ANIMATING AND CHARACTER DESIGN ABIUT1ES, ALSO WORK 10 TIGHT DEADUNES. 
Low polnon JD Anlll/JDS/Mu/UghlWove Experienctd ONLY ... . .. . . .. ......... ... . ... ..... , . . .. , .•. , ••• , l6K to ZSK+ 
,,_ ..,_ & ZD ..,_ IIPAINT/PHOIOSHOP Exptn,nmd ONLY ...••••.•... , . , ... . •...........••••••• 15K to ZOK+ 
Gan. Dollgntn & ,...,._, . . . ....•.•.• . . . . . , ........ . .......... . ................................. ZSK-Unl'- 30 Al!TIST/ANIM AUASIWFRONT/SOFT/lOS/MAX/IJGIITWAVE SUBMIT WORK TAI'£ ONLY • . .• . . . , . • , 1211 _. 

APPLICANTS SE .. ~ ~ .. ··~ ~"" ~" ·~· • ~ J~U"". 
8. SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO: 

Kassey Chand Jr., 687c High Road, Seven Kings, llford, 
~ - +- I Essex, IG3 8RQ 
- '-""' "e.! C • - I TEL/FAX· (+44) 0181 599-8691 Ii: ~·-·-· . .,. 'Ill( Email: krystal@panther.Netmania.co.uk 
Rl'< ruihlll'lll Servi(-l'S Our service is free of charge to all applicants. 

Non-industry experienced 30 Coders and 30 Artists/Animators call fi rst 

1 



Be the first 
be 

original 

Nintendo 64 
chrome 

JOY-PADS 
CHROME COPPER GOLD ELECTRIC/BLUE 

call 
0171 359 3711 FOXDATA LTD 



Lowest Package Deals in the UH 
Universal 164 converter £call 

Nintendo 64 Searl Conversion 
Professional ~lting service 
Video cos. PSX. Salum discs! 

London and Wales' ' Unofficial 
Nil m1r lnml 

Silltl llf!Nj If 1111111 · ilSI ;iiliti"liiit 11111 1tc..r 
fll 1!11 • Hliltf1 H[I'! 119'1 

R~TR«tC§ rlCS 
( The World's first classk Software Si Hardware supplier ) 

Missing Vectrex game discovered. The world's 
first look at Mail Plane! Also find out about the 
rare Novex Console, and Epoch Gameboy Beta. 

Flld our;, Issue 10 Out Now 
The Worlds fi"t fanzine dedicated to collectoo of 
computer/video games, hardware, handhelds and 

gaming merno.-abil~. Full of features on the histo,-y of 
gaming, classic company biographies, retroreviews, 

forgotten facts, and lots more ... 
At the back of every issue of Retrogames you will find 
our directory of over 3000 collectable items of hardware 

and software. From Atari & Coleco to Vectrex & 
Videopa~ if they don't make it anymore · we sell it (64 
and Spectrum games rrom !Op. Atari 2600 games rrom 

HOO Nintendo Handhelds rrom £6.00 
Vectrex machines & multi-carts in stod< 
International o.-der, welcome (6$ - 600Yenl 

If you would like to receive a copy of the Retrogames 
fanzine inco,-po,-ating the full Retrogames price list then 
please send a cheque or postal o.-der fo.- £2.50 find P&Pl 

made out to 'J Moore', care of 
Retrogames: 61 Bacca.-a Grove : Bletchley 
Milton Keynes : MIU 3AS 0181 203 8868 

B e vvare of Imi t ati o n s 

Bring {with official ID) or send by post 
with SAE for cash to: 

COMPUTER EXCHANGE 
65 Notting Hill Gate 

London W11 3JS 
tr0171 221 1123 
NOTHING L.EGAL. REFUSED! 

s 
3DO S T • . . 

NINTENDO 
V G R 

A PC 

•••• COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Hlddx, TW I J 4BU 

"B' 0181 89:J 2100/844 2s7s p o181 844 1944 
AFTER HOURS LINE tSPH-IOPH 097:J SS2:J98 

We buy, we sell, we part-exchange 
• PLAYSTATION • 

•SATURN• 
• NINTENDO 64 • 

Nlntcnda 64 PKUSCS -1 Chip Sllap I0001 
Mario 64 £199,99 •!• FIFA 64 £189.99 
Part-udwtn,c welcome ancl deposit taken 

WI HAVE MOVED TO 
BIGGER PREMISES1 

UNIT 5, 9 SLATER STREIT, 
LIVERPOOL L 1 

01s1-7oa oogg 
LIVERPOOL'S LEADING INDINNDINT 

Check out our Home page: 
www.cshop.demon.cb.uk 

Buying Stock Hotline Ot St 708 soss 
We buy all the latest consoles. Best Prices Paid . 



With 1 pt1d, True-eolor Internal ROB converelon 
UK output, play• on ICART TV, FULL-SCREEN 
dleplay, 20% faster than PAL at IOhz •PNCI 240v 
UK.PIU, JaplUI carta unlvereal, 1yr warranty. 
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All consoles & games available: ./. 

* PlayStation * Saturn * PC CD Rom * N64 * SNES 

NEW UK N64 console & games now available - call for prices 
Also available: Japanese & USA N64 consoles & games 

'tffl'Tel: 01252 810649 Fax: 01252 810650 m E-mail: games.console@btintemet.com ~ 
l!I Urit21b • The Hart Centre • Fleet • Hants • GU13 SAZ 
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Cijntact Jane Ge~~e1 ijfi 

m11 ~~1 llW 
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Call 485 751 
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Nintendo 64 Latest Releases! 
Wild Choppers (JAP) - Go Go Troubl, Haker (lap) 
,. ario lart (Ul) - Intl. Sup,rstar Socm (Ul) 

_ ........_.,. Lamborghini 64 (US) - Gold'"Ey, {US) 
Robotron X (US) - WarDogs (US) 

Playstation - New Releases Saturn - New Releases 
Runabout Jap £Call 
King of Fighms 96 Jap £Call 
Tim, Crisis Jap lull 

Anarchy in the Nippon Jap £Call 
Fichter Team Jap £Call 
Skull Fang JJP £Call 

Heial Gm Jap £Call 
z,ro Divide 2 Jap £Call 

X2 Jap £Call 
GnNM Oa figllt Jap £Call 

Ace Combat 2 Jap £Call Waku Waku 1 Jap £Call 
Super Puulefighm2 Ul £42.99 
Vandal Hwu Ul £42.99 
Ind. Superstar Soccer Pro Ul £42.99 
Syndicate Wars Ul £42-99 

fighters Hegamix Ul £37. 99 
Sky Target Ul £37. 99 
Fighters Hegamix Ul £37. 99 
Sky Target UK £37 .99 

To ord,r any of these tidn, aU 0171 636 2666 and ask for tht Hail Onlfr Depirtm,nL 
(.oodi i,, 11«k..,._....,4111o,,._ 11 prim.....,a,-oiat. lllll"-... O.ll•-...... u4htm11&b•1tl1nlos,!l.ll 

1t,J.--.111 ....... .;."'..w-..,..11.., .... -....., ... ,pad.a.q,..pa-,,Mtio'Cll6-Lld'. lo. 

All stom m open smn days a Wftlt 
Opening times 10 - 7pm "oa -Sat 

I IJO - SJOpm Sun. 
Selling an item for wh1 Then bring 
some I.D. to avoid disappointmtnL 

MAIL ORDER BY CREDIT CARD: 01716362666 
CENTRAL LONDON 

32 Rathbone Place 
Oust off Oxford St) 

London WI 
0171 636 2666 

HARROW 
282 Station Road 

(Opp. Debenhams) 
Harrow, Niddx 

0181 427 5800 

219 Tottenham Court Road 
(Opp. Police Station) 

London WI 
0171 419 2590 

BIRMINGHAM 
90 Corporation St 
(Beneath Virgin) 
Birmingham 84 

0121200 mo 

-:108 VACANCl€S 
So, all jobs suck do they? 

Not when you're working for us. 

I) Assistant Manager, Games Dept. 
Hard working, responsible, ambitious gaming 

freaks required for our rapidly-expanding empire. 
Opportunities in both London and Birmingham. 
Starting salary between B.SK - IOK, depending on 
experience. First year DTE 12K - 16K. But you gotta 
be an expert on everything from retro classics to 
brand new platforms. PC experience a definite plus. 

2) Assistant Manaier, PC Dept. 
Similarly ambitious,nard-working and 

mponsible staff are required for our hardware 
departments. And we're looking for experts here, 
too: you'll need to be able 10 diagnose and upgrade 
PC hardware, as well as po!!essing an encyclopaedic 
knowledge of the inner workings of the machines 
you'll be selling. Opportunities in London and 
Birmingham. Starting salary between IOK - 12K, 
depending on experience. First year DTE ISK - 18l 

lntertsted in ei1h,r po1i1ion1 Thm call 0171 916 8420 
and aik for Bobby, or fax your CV on 0171 380 0910. 
T,rminal geek1 can , -mail 1h,ir vital 11a1i11ic110 
awarham@cex.co.uk 
Hohycokey1 
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At the CGOC, lnl8I .,,_nted the 

Belt GIIIIMS, Technologles end 

lmplementlltlon AWlll'ds ... 

Best Prerendered Art: 

ZOrk Nemells 

Best Animation: 

Tomb Raider 
Best Adaptation of Linear Media: 

I HIMI No Moutll lllld I Mlllt 

Sc:r9llm 

Best Script, Story or Interactive 

Writing: 

You DOn't KnOw .l8Ck XL 

Best use of Video: 

Wing COlnnNlnder IV 

Sound Effects: 

QU8ke 
Best Use of Innovative 

Technology: 

super Mallo 64 

Best console Game: 

super Mllr10 64 

Best Simulation Game: 

Mechwllntor 11: Mercenal1es 

Best Music or Soundtrack: 

Quak8 
Best Strategy/War Game: 

command • COllqUllr: 

RedAlelt 

Best PC/Mac Game: 

CMIDltloll u 
Best Arcade Game: 

Virtue Fighter 3 

Best Educational Game: 

Fniddl FIIII II 

Best Action Game: 

Dllke Nvkem 3D 

Best Sports Game: 

NHL HOCkey '97 

Best Adventure Game/RPG: 

Elder scrons: Degerfall 

Best New Technology: 

N64 from Nintendo 
Best Trivia or Puzzle Game: 

You DOn't KnOw JeCll:XL 

on-Line/ Internet Game: 

Quake 
Best Game of 1996: 

super Mlll1o 64 

VIDEOGAME C,REATION UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 

callfomlan conferencing 

00 oozy parties may have kept visitors up all nigh~ but 
the celebratory spirit didn't prevent this year's 
Computer Game Developer's Conference from 

being a true meeting of the minds for game creators. 
The agenda was certianly tightly packed. CGDC hosted an 

all-day class on Friday April 25 on managing game 
development, and classic conference classes (April 25-29) 
covered everything from progamming and production to 
business concerns and legal issues pertinent to the industry. 
Keynote speakers at the show included John Romero (see 
Edge's interview with the id-gone-Ion man in E45), Chris 
Roberts and Nolan Bushnell. Plus, intensive two-day tutorials. 
focused on object-oriented game design in Lingo, creating 
online games with Java, Softlmage development tools and 
techniques, and 30 Studio Max. One-day tutorials covered 
OpenGL, Windows programmin& Debabelizer and modelling. 

Several related events enriched this year's CGDC. 3Dfx 
hosted Immersion '97 to help developers 'master the magic' 
of Voodoo; TEN hosted a developer day, with sessions 
zeroing in on server architecture, its SDK and other enabling 
technologies; and Microsoft got in on the action, capitalising 
on the presence of so many developers with a DirectX 5.0 
seminar, held the day after the show (April 30) at the Santa 
Clara Convention Center (to get a beta version of DirectX 5.0, 
visit www.directx.com). 

The show wasn't all serious developer talk. however. 
Apple sponsored its second annual CGDC Game Olympics, 
TEN sponsored the Quake tournament (in which a, gulp, 
female gamer beat John Romero) and the Computer Game 
Artists group exhibited its first CGA Gallery. On Sunday night, 
various companies' hospitality suites provided booze and an 
ideal opportunity to schmooze, while on Monday evenin& 
the exhibition floor was similarly flooded with cocktails and 
music. Then, tipsy attendees went onto the Multimedia 
Theatre where Intel presented the spotlight awards (see left). 
Finally, Sony's carnival followed the award ceremony, offering 
lucky attendees the chance to gorge on candy floss. 

Despite the party atmosphere, however, the CGDC show 
has been criticised since changing hands a year ago. Formerly 
put on by the Computer Game Developers' Association 
(CGDA), the CGDC was known as a small homegrown 
operation nurtured by the tight-knit sponsoring organisation. 
Although CGDA has always held and continues to hold a 
stake in the proceedings, the publisher Miller Freeman Inc 
took over the show in 1996 and made plans for a growth in 
attendance. Many people bemoaned these ambitions, 
arguing that heavy traffic would ruin the independent feel that 
was once so integral to attendees' enjoyment of it. 

In all truth, the show definitely was more crowded this 
year and did have more of a corporate feel. While there were 
still a fair few tie-dyed T-shirts and goatees around, the 
attendees were more tame and less colourful than those of 
previous years. The one notable sartorial event was Ernest 
Adams donning top hat and suspenders to announce his 
widely expected resignation from a volunteer post at the 
CGDA He now plans to devote his full energies to game 
giant Electronic Arts. 

Because of this year's congestion, competitors couldn't 
avoid each other on the exhibition floor. Matrox, 53, 3Dfx and 
nVidea were all crowded into one area and forced to be 
neighbours, while the force-feedback companies seemed to 
be similarly grouped (Immersion, incidentally, showed a 
promising force-feedback future with its I-Force 2.0). As for 
other news, 3Dfx, MMX and DVD seemed to be everywhere, 
Video Logic demo' d a high-resolution version of Wipeout 
2097, which ran at an amazing 1024x768 using Direct3D, 
and San Francisco Rush was all the buzz as attendees 
competed at arcades near the entrance to the show floor. 
The arcade and LBE market seems to be boomin& a trend 
that could be helped or hindered by Intel's announcement of 
its proposed arcade PC standard (see page 8). 

Long Beach, Southern california, will be the site of next 
year's even~ mainly because the show is committed to 
building stronger ties with the entertainment industry. Expect 
more suits and style next year. 

Then, to alternate between the glitz of Hollywood and the 
silicon savvy of the valley, the show will move to Northern 
california in '99. Perhaps the dawn of the rnillenium will 
bring the spirit of CGDC back where it belongs: to the £ 
tie-died T-shirts and goatee beards that started it all. 



Licensed to hack: varoze's dlsho1:1ourable ancestors 
ith the introduction of Sony's Yaroze system, 
budding games designers are getting the chance 

_ to try their hand at programming console games at 
home. For others, however, this idea is nothing new .. 

Traditionally, the only way to develop for a major console 
was to get a licence and hardware from the manufacturer, a 
time-consuming and expensive process - especially as those 
companies are often (understandably) unenthusiastic about 
hackers getting their hands on hardware secrets. Even once a 
licence has been obtained, most companies require a 
Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) to be signed, so 
equipment can only be used for the purpose it was intended. 

A while back, however, enthusiastic users started trying to 
determine the inner workings of consoles without the 
technical support and documentation provided to licensees. 
Some progress was made with older machines, but small 
groups or individuals were limited in what they could achieve. 
With the advent of BBS systems and the Internet, however, 
together with the sharing of information they allow, it is now 
possible for large-scale hardware-hacking projects to work. 

Another contributing factor in the console programming 
revolution was software piracy - more specifically, the 
availability of cartridge copying devices (usually from Hong 
Kong or China), normally sold as 'backup devices'. These 
copiers allowed users to dump the contents of a cartridge's 
ROM chips onto floppy disk, reloading the ROM data into the 
copier unit later so the game could be played on the console. 
What enterprising programmers realised, though, was that this 
is essentially what the official development kits do, allowing 
you to transfer game code and data from a development 
machine (normally a PC) onto the console, then run it. By 
dumping commercial game cartridges to disk, examining and 
modifying the code before reloading it, people were able to 
create customised versions of games, learning the secrets of 
the hardware needed to create their own games. In fact, this 
modifying of existing games has sometimes lead to 
interesting results in itself. For example, a patch is available to 
fix the code in SNES RPG Final Fantasy Ill, allowing the NTSC 
versions to be played on a PAL machine without crashing. 

Most consoles have been hacked at some point, but only 
a handful have seen the effort required to recreate, from 
scratch, the tools (assemblers, graphics converters) required 
to produce a working game. The greatest amount of material 
is for the SNES, Game Boy and Mega Drive, as these were 
around when people first realised the potential of these 
closed systems. The SNES and Mega Drive are both relatively 
simple consoles, each containing two processors and a few 

custom graphics chips. A quick search of the Internet reveals 
a lot of technical information and useful programs for both 
these machines, including everything needed to write simple 
programs, and even tutorials on. basic techniques. 

Often the first software produced for a machine takes the 
form of intros or trainers, short graphical or musical demos 
added to the start of pirate copies of games with built-in 
cheat menus or other game enhancements. Software pirates_ 
are often the first with both the necessary copier hardware to 
examine and modify games and the technical knowledge to 
write the software. Archives can now be found with 
collections of the most impressive intros (without the games 
they were used with); in some cases the effects produced 
surpass those found in the games themselves, ironically. 

The Game Boy deserves a separate mention, as it is 
probably the console with the most programming support 
currently available; unlike the other older-generation consoles, 
more material is still being developed for it. The Game Boy's 
main attraction is its extremely simple internal architecture -
making programming easy - coupled with the fact that it is a 
handheld machine. This allows for some interesting 
development and project ideas, such as using a Game Boy to 
control a mobile robot There is now even a C compiler that 
produces code for the Game Boy, a BASIC language 
interpreter and a machine-code level debugging tool. Circuitry 
has been designed to allow the Game Boy to be interfaced 
to a variety of devices, and to be connected to a PC for data 
transfer. Indeed, the Game Boy is a very useful device for 
serious purposes as well as games - it is an extremely cheap 
way to obtain a ZBO microprocessor board and display with 
all required accessory circuitry for use in control systems. 

Today's three major console systems - PlayStation, Saturn, 
N64 - have not yet seen as much progress as the older 
consoles, possibly because of their relative infancy and 
technical constraints. In order to successfully run a home
made PlayStation or Saturn game, a CD-writer must be used 
to make a CD copy of the game code and data, an extremely 
slow and costly process when considering how many 
modifications and re-tests even a small program goes 
through. However, various tools have started appearin& such 
as basic assemblers and disassemblers; and technical 
documentation, currently focused mainly around areas such 
as defeating the country-code lockout on the PlayStation, is 
available. There is even a utility to convert PlayStation-format 
movie files into AVI files for playback on a PC or Mac. 

While a lot of technical research has taken place, only a 
handful of complete amateur games have been written and 
released for consoles, and these often fail to impress. 
Perhaps the biggest contribution Sony can make in providing 
hardware, software and information is by shifting the 
emphasis from pure research and experimentation to the 
actual creation of playable games. Its approach of providing a 
website for people to show off demos, and the possibility of 
games being published (try persuading a company to publish 
a game written using an illegal cartridge copier), should act as 
an incentive for all the programmers out there. Edge can only 
hope that the Yaroze and similar systems can breath some 
fresh air into the industry by allowing a whole new £ 
range of potential game designers to show their talents. 

Places to visit: 
Damaged Cybernetic,; 

Jeff Frohwem's Game Boy Tech Page 
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Sony Europe 
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and rated by the Connect hit squad. 
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(viewpoint) 

Shocked 
was shocked after reading Andrew Giles' 

letter in E44 regarding his love of his UK 

N64. It seems strange to me that he should 

enjoy black borders, slower gameplay and a 

grainy picture. Even though Mario does not 

suffer from the severe problems apparent in the 

early days of console gaming. where games ran 

a full I 7 .5% slower, the differences are still 

apparent and who is to say that other developers 

will take the same care over their conversions? 

The number of games released in the UK is 

comparatively small, looking at games as a 

whole, and limited to a set of popular genres -

which is of great grief to RPG fans. Even if a 

game is released here, there is the issue of the 

six-month delay; even censorship occasionally 

rears its ugly head (1 have yet to see what they 

are replacing Li-Lang's numchakus with). 

As if this was not enough, he was quite 

content to pay what [at the time of writing] is 

fast approaching three times the price of a 

Japanese machine (£85) and £100 more than 

the German PAL machine (£1 SO). I am sure it is 

not beyond Nintendo's expertise to install a 

switch to allow UK gamers with SCART TVs to 

enjoy the same quality as their American and 

Japanese counterparts, but if we are content to 

take and even enjoy what is a punishing regime 

of compromises, then Nintendo and the other 

console manufacturers will quite happily deliver. 

Ask anyone who disagrees to compare 

Tekken 2 or Street Fighter II between UK and 

US/Japanese PlayStations. Arbitrage is our only 

hope for getting a decent machine at the lowest 

possible prices, and allowing us a chance to 

cast a vote in the economic ballot box that the 

console producers will feel. 

Dominic Wong, 

Waterlooville, Hants 

This may seem picky 
[rn ill the ignorance ever end? Being a faithful 

W reader of Edge, I was shocked to read 

Andrew Giles' comments in E44 about the 

differences between the UK and import 

machines in its supplement. 

Who cores if there are black borders on 

screen?' I do, and so do many others, and it's 

not just the borders but also a reduction in 

speed which ultimately affects the gameplay. 

Owning an import N64 and working for a major 

retailer in the UK which stocks the machine, I 

was able to compare the differences for myself. 

I found that Mario had been considerably 

reduced in stature to the extent that he had lost 

his neck, and there was a slight delayed reaction 

on-screen after pressing the jump button. 

This may seem to be picky, but I found it 

affected my enjoyment of the game, probably 

because I had played an import version which 

was devoid of these faults. However, there are 

many people like myself who only wish to play 

the games how they were intended to be 

played, but due to the deficiencies in the official 

UK machines we are forced to pay the high 

premium prices of the import market instead of 
buying official. 

Until Nintendo and others resolve the 

situation, there will always be a flourishing 

import market in the UK. Furthermore, I did not 

find Edge's article in any way encouraging the 

import market - if anything. it seemed to play 

down the differences: evidence of which can be 

found in its comparison (E43) of the UK and 

import version of Super Mario 64 as a 'healthy 

state of affairs'. 

Totally pissed off 

DIIVid Pareja, 
London 

K gamers have had to wait about six 

months after everyone else for the N64. 

When it does arrive, it costs more than 

anywhere in the world. There are only three 

games available. The screen display is crippled 

with borders and it only has an RF lead with 

mono sound (does Nintendo still think 

everyone in the UK has old-fashioned wooden 

tellies?). The final kick in the teeth: it goes and 

cuts the price by £100 just after two months! It's 

made those who bought one earlier totally 

pissed off. I know this is the norm in the 

business - but after only two months? This is a 

cheap, short-term strategy and not worth the 

£200,000 or so profit that has initially been 

made. Nintendo are definitely going to have to 

spend more than that to buy back the loyalty of 

UK gamers. 

We needn't put up with this. I urge everyone 

to boycott all UK PAL machines. Buy an import 

N64. You even get a decent display (no borders, 

full speed) and new games come out sooner. 

Wake up Nintendo 

Gary Lee, 

address withheld 

n the last issue of Edge a reader was 

complaining that the magazine should 

give more support to the PAL version of the 

Nintendo 64, rather than any import machines. 

I totally disagree with his point. 

To deter customers from buying import 

machines and purchasing a UK N64, a possible 

solution to this problem would be to change 

the specification of UK machines. Nintendo 

should supply NTSC machines with the correct 

voltage PSU for the European market, and 

supply a small additional box to convert an 

NTSC signal to PAL for customers who do not 

have an NTSC output on their TV. This would 

eliminate any grey importing. 

I appreciate each Nintendo market around 

the world wants to protect its own patch, but by 

supplying hardware which detracts from the 

intended gameplay and picture quality, the 

current situation is not fair on the consumer. 

I have been very impressed by the Nintendo 

64 and its software, and I am sure the best is 

yet to come, but I would not have purchased an 

import machine if the PAL N64 had offered the 

same standards set by the US machine and UK 

p O I n t 11·1:JO:Hrn·e 

price was not as high. Wake up Nintendo. 

Ian Barnett. 
address withheld 

While technically it would be possible for UK 

machines to run at 60Hz, Nintendo has chosen 

to follow the same route it pursued with the 

NES and SNES - a SOHz standard to ensure 

compatibility with all TVs. 

w· ••••• 
If it doesn't maximise the potential of its 

machine, the import market will continue to 

flourish. Due to delays in UK software release 

dates, Edge reviews imported N64 games, and 

it's a great shame that UK software is 

substandard by comparison. Even if the majority 

of people don't know what they are missing, 

the N64's graphical edge over its rivals is diluted 

by the fuzzy RF signal, the screen borders 

(Wave Race, above) and the reduced play 

speed (especially when Sony and Sega have 

gone to great lengths to minimise differences 

between NTSC and software). Currently only 

Konami seems to have made an effort to 

address this problem for the N64 with its 

excellent PAL version of 15564. 

Simply a bargain 
ooking at Sony's PlayStation now, it is 

simply a bargain at El 30 when you 

compare it to the overpriced N64, which stands 

at £250 [at the time of writing] . With Sony now 

releasing budget games at £20-plus with other 

games dropping in price, you cannot go wrong, 

especially if you are about to buy. 

In my eyes, the biggest problem with the 

PlayStation is the amount of mediocre games 

available, plus games that have been overrated, 

like Tomb Raider, which is too slow, not to 

mention others which have been a real let-down. 

When Sony releases its next system, it needs 

to make sure there are no mediocre games. At 

the moment, it is flooding the market with 

games that I think are not up to the standard 

and I thought Sony had very strict quality control. 

I think that that the PlayStation is a great 

machine with some good games like Capcom's 

Resident Evil and Namco's Ridge Racer. With 

releases on the way like Resident Evil 2 and 

Time Crisis, the future looks very promising. But 

at the end of the day, Sony needs to be more 

strict with thirdparty companies. In other words, 

if your game is crap, we simply don't want it. 

Gary Osborne, 

Middlesbrough, Cleveland 
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(viewpoint) 

A load of hot air 
aving been a subscriber to your magazine 
for over two years, recently there have 

been two continuing debates that I would like 
to add my opinions to. 

Firstly the PlayStation vs Nintendo 64 
debate: I wonder how many PlayStation owners 
have experienced the N64 and how many of 
their comments are a load of hot air. I have 
finished Mario 64, Tomb Raider, WaveRace and 
Wipeout on their respective systems and have 
to say that the N64's games are far superior, not 
only graphically but also in control and design. 

The second issue is Mario 64 itself. I have 
owned or used most of the games consoles 
since 1988 and would say without a doubt it is 
the best game that I have played. The two 
points raised in E45's letters section: 
1 . 'It doesn't excite' - this is not the case, and I 
have had similar comments from a friend who 
has not got the patience to continue persevering 
in certain levels. But the excitement of gaining a 
star, reaching a new level and being stunned by 
the creativity is exciting enough. In fact, the 
closer to 120 you get, the more exciting it is to 
find a star. 
2. 'I find Mario 64 barren and empty, 
completely lacking the pace .. .' - this is also 
difficult to accept as Nintendo allows freedom 
of movement to create worlds rather than 
boring. linear, press-the-button-at-the-right-time 
20 platformers. It gives Mario 64 a new feel. 

I believe these are invalid criticisms and just 
relate to the individual not finding the game 
perfectly suited to them (it can't please 
everybody, after all). 

I also believe that the ten out of ten score 
was justified, incidentally. 

John Braithwaite, 
address withheld 

One of our dinos is missing 

[I] pon playing through my copy of Turok: 

Dinosaur Hunter I was most disappointed 
to find that the huge brachiosaur 'whose head 
alone is bigger than the raptors' [E42) was 
nowhere to be seen. I phoned Nintendo and 
they said it had been removed from the game, 
which left me with a query. 

Surely the N64 software sent to you, which 
is said to be of a reviewable standard, is sent in 
its final cartridge format, and so any memory 
problems were cleared up at a much earlier 
stage. Could you please make clear to us the 
exact standard of the review software you are 
sent, and how such an oversight might occur? 

Surely Edge would not sink to reviewing 
pre-release quality software just to be first with 
a review? 

Sam Lynn, 
Surbiton, Surrey 

Due to the nature of magazine and videogame 
production, reviewing preproduction software is 
a necessary practice. The majority of games that 
magazines receive are reviewed either on 
preproduction gold CD-ROMs or, as in Turok's 

case, on a preproduction ROM cartridge. If all 
magazines were to wait until final retail copies 
arrived, then most games would be on sale 
weeks before reviews appeared. The vast 
majority of titles reviewed are 1000/o complete 
but occasionally games are evaluated with 
minor changes still too be made by the 
developers - and these are usually made clear 
to the reviewer prior to the review. 

The copy of Turok that Edge received lacked 

only minor texture details such as its animated 
cobwebs, and one or two other graphical 
enhancements. The dinosaur in question 
(above) was removed from the game because 
Iguana decided to hold it over for the sequel 
instead. Sadly Edge was not aware of this at the 
time of assessment. Obviously such an omission 
is a disappointment, but this kind of situation is 
a rarity; and fortunately. even without the 
missing brachiosaur (which, incidentally, was 
only included as an impressive background 
effect and was not a boss), Turok is still an 
admirable game and deserving of the 
nine out of ten that it was awarded. 

Piracy is rampant 
ntil quite recently, intellectual property 
rights was not an often-discussed issue in 

my country. But ever since our Prime Minister 
Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir announced the news on 
the information superhighway to the world 
press, the issue of piracy has taken centre stage, 
particularly about the setting up of a court 
specially dealing with cases involving copyright 
laws and laws dealing with the Internet 

That probably sounds good for software 
creators, publishers and vendors selling 
legitimate software, but the problem is that 
piracy is not going away just like that. 

Software publishers must contribute to end 
this problem; a good suggestion would be to 
lower the price of software by selling the CD 
game in a plastic case, without a big. decorated 
box and with the installation instructions on a 
piece of paper. 

The reason piracy is rampant in Asia is 
because unit costs are high. By lowering the 
sales price, perhaps we will be seeing more 
legal products in shops here and not so many 
£3 FIGP2s. 

OngEu Chin, 
Penang. W. Malaysia 

While Edge would like to see the problem of 
piracy resolved, it is unrealistic to think that this 
will happen in the immediate future. 

Developing. marketing and distribution 
costs, as well as retailers' profit margins, 
represent different proportions of the final 
price of software. Even with the packaging 
alternative you suggest, the resulting price 
reduction would not be substantial enough to 
allow legitimate software to compete with 
illegal copies of games. 

Bedazzled by glitzy bullshit 
ike everyone I only want to own quality 
games which provide all of the essential 

ingredients of fun, exhilaration and lastability. 
Only now and then am I misled by over-hype 
regarding British games. Edge is first to the 
gallows concerning this issue, as time after time 
it is bedazzled by the glitzy bullshit surrounding 
most British games. Take, for example, 
Psygnosis (Sony): Tenka was hyped as if to be 
some kind of miracle, with the programmers 
boasting a whole host of technical babble, and 
now, some time later the severely lacking result 
I must also protest at the way your review 
section is brimming with British games that 
although obviously grade-B receive high marks 
and admiration for effort Does Edge really feel 
obligated to boost the egos of substandard 
companies because they have had a close 
association with them in the past? If this is the 
case, then it isn't unfair on the majority of game 
players who trust your judgements. 

Edge should be more considerate to its 
readers and expose the truth. it is your duty as a 
high-profile magazine to inform readers and 
extinguish the flames of over-hyped garbage. 
Only then will British compa.nies wake up and 
decide to invest more money and time into the 
design stages of games creation. 

You may feel I have a grudge against British 
games, but this is not so. I just want all games 
to be judged on merit and not on some futile 
patriotism that will in the short term create a 
sense of stability and in the long term bring us 
closer to Japanese domination (which may not 
be so bad). 

Leon James Cory, 
Slough, Berkshire 

Edge casts a wide and discerning gaze over the 
global software market and there is little 
evidence to support your accusations. Edge 
regards UK development highly. Citing Tenka as 
your only example seems odd, too, especially 
given that the main preview of the game (E4 l) 
highlighted as many of the game's apparent 
deficiencies as it did plus points. In this respect 
Psygnosis was not treated differently to any 
other company, was never built up unnecessarily 
or 'hyped', as you put it, and the review in a 
subsequent issue confirmed some suspicions. 
Edge suspects you are mistaking coverage of 
games (that may later disappoint) for £ 
hype. Clearly there is a big difference. 



Tantamount to extortion 
• eferring to Eclp's supplement 1'he State 

of Play' (E44), Juan Montes [below) of 
SCEE comments 'I've not seen any N64 games 
that demonstrate capabilities beyond the 
PlayStation' and 'Mario is a good platform 
game, but that is not a new generation of 
platform gaming' are ludiaous. Are we to 
believe that SCEE is going to release a Mario 64 
beater on the PlayStation? I believe his comments 
might go down well in PlayStation-specific 
magazines. but Edge readers are too enlightened 
about the game industry to accept his views. 

I'm not anti-Sony; the PlayStation is a good 
console with thirdparty support second only to 
the PC. I believe the best thing Sony could do 
to maintain its market share is make sure its 
next console is backwards-compatible. 

As for Sega, a conversion of Vf3 with some 
sort of hardware-enhancing cartridge-based 
upgrade would make an outstanding game, but 
unless the company plans to effectively give 
upgrades away with the game (like it did with 
the analogue pad and NiGHTS), a lot of people 
may steer clear (especially with Sega's 
disastrous Mega CD and 32X upgrades still in 
mind). Would it not be better for Sega to 
concede that it is never going to topple the 
PlayStation, and use this time to try and steal 
a significant lead over Sony by releasing its 
next platform earlier (and also make it 
backwards-compatible)? 

Nintendo has also got to get its act together. 
Although I agree that quality is better than 
quantity, its current thirdparty support seems a 
bit too sparse. I cannot really argue about the 
UK console price itself (remember Sony and 
Sega's initial console prices .. . ), but the cartridge 
prices are way too expensive ( charging £70 for 
a game is tantamount to extortion). What 
happened to the Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission investigation into cartridge prices? 

Nintendo is also not helping itself by 
ignoring the CD format (losing valuable 
thirdparty developers and missing out on great 
games). I think the company should seriously 
consider releasing a DVD drive instead of the 
proposed 64DD drive. This would be more 
suitable, especially considering the N64 is 
likely to face competition within a couple of 
years from 64bit consoles, which are likely to 
use this drive! 

Philip Carlin, 
Wolverhampton, West Midlands 

(Q and A) 

r., I have seen a £300 copying device 
l..f that runs Mario 64 off CD. Doesn't this 
rather invalidate Nintendo's claims that the 
game could only run off cartridge? 

Jim Cartwright, Luton 
171 Well, given that the Doctor 64 has 
LiJ 128Mbits of RAM, Mario 64 doesn't 
run off CD - it is merely loaded into RAM and 
behaves as if it were on cartridge. Nintendo's 
claim that the game couldn't run off CD was 
based on the understanding that its console 
would contain 4Mb of designated 
RAM - half the size of Mario 64. £ 
r., 1. Can you explain the difference in 
l..f appearance between phong lighting 
and ray tracing? 
2. would it require less computations/ 
processing to have one large polygon as the 
floor in Virtua Fighter 2, for example, texture
mapped to look like a tile surface, or to have 
each tile as a single flat-shaded polygon? 
3. What was the first fully computer
rendered game, be it through a polygon or 
Si licon Graphics environment, in both 
arcades and the home? 

Paul Thomas, Queensland, Australia 
171 1. Phong lighting creates curved . 
LiJ surfaces by calculating extra normals 
for every single pixel on a polygon, giving the 
effect of smoothly shaded and rounded 
surfaces. Ray tracing is a far more processor
intensive operation and involves tracing the 
path of rays of light from object surfaces and 
calculating light values for every pixel. It 
gives the appearance of extremely realistic 
reflections and would be used for rendering 
the surface of, say, a metal sphere which 
reflects its own environment and light 
intensity. As it involves a huge amount of 
calculations, realtime raytracing is still some 
way off. 
2. Generally speaking, the more polygons a 
system has to throw around, the more maths 
it has to handle. However.as most systems 
have a size limit on polygons, using as few 
as possible is the ideal scenario. In the case 
of the Saturn version of VF2, the floor is 
made up of a single bitmap manipulated by 
the console's custom scaling hardware -
polygons don't even come into it. 
3. Psygnosis' Microcosm was possibly the 
first commercially available prerendered title 
and appeared initially on the FM Towns 
Marty console. As for realtime polygon 
examples, Edge welcomes suggestions from 
readers although The Sentinel was certainly 
one of the first computer games to use filled 
polygons. Atari's I, Robot (1984) was £ 
perhaps the first coin-op example. 

r., You said in one of your earlier issues 
l..f that M2 would be out by the summer. 
Since then, you've been conspicuously quiet 
on the subject, and I've read nothing in any 

point -

other magazines to suggest that M2 is even 
going to happen this year, let alone this 
Summer. When will the console be out. and 
what titles will be available for it at launch? 

Adam Lancaster, Cleveland 
171 The latest news on M2, following a 
LiJ distinctly quiet Tokyo Game Show 
(apart from warp's 02 making an 
appearance), is that M2 is still happening this 
year. Industry insiders pledged tb working 
with Matsushita claim that full development 
kits (containing both Power PC chips) have 
only recently become available, which would 
put most titles at least into 1998 before 
completion. Though the Japanese system 
may well be on sale by Christmas, Trip 
Hawkins' Studio 3DO has already voiced its 
own concerns regarding the launch and 
publicity surrounding M2, defying Matsushita 
and opting to reveal their first batch of 
games to journalists in May and 
also at this year's E3 event. £ 
r., 1. Following the price cut for the 
l..f hardware, does Nintendo have any 
plans to reduce the price of N64 games in 
the UK? 
2. It now seems certain that the 64DD drive 
won't be relying on Zelda 64 at launch. In 
fact, it doesn"t seem to have any must-have 
titles lined up. When will it be released and 
what is its software launch strategy? 

James Newton, Surrey 
171 1. At launch in Japan, the price of 
LiJ games for the console averaged 
¥9,800 (£50). but since then prices have 
been reducing steadily to keep demand high. 
Star Fox 64 is just ¥8,700 (£45), but that 
includes the Jolt Pack. Turok, the most 
expensive UK game to date, has just been 
released in Japan at Y7,800 (£40), so a 
software price cut in the UK now seems 
almost as appropriate as the recent console 
price slash. Bear in mind, though, that the 
narrow margins and high costs for 
European publishers do not bode well for 
anything too dramatic. 
2. The drive is scheduled for a pre-Christmas 
release in Japan, Which means that UK 
gamers probably won't see anything until 
Spring '97 at the earliest. 

A likely first title would be the much
touted creator or a Mario Paint derivative, 
but until the Japanese launch Nintendo will 
be spending every penny it can convincing 
gamers of the benefits of cartridge over CD. 

consequently this mission will probably 
override its pre-launch publicity for the 
64DD. Zelda, for example - which was origi
nally slated for a 64DD release - now 
obviously has a far more important role to 
play in boosting the N64 cartridge release 
roster for the latter half of '97 than lying in 
limbo waiting for the 64DD to finally £ 
hit the shelves in Japan. 
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